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General Objectives 
1) To develop and apply a systematic approach for the solution of simple material and heat (energy) 

balances for metallurgical process flowsheets. 

2) To solve simultaneous flowsheet equation sets using Microsoft Excel. 

3) To analyse and solve flowsheets using the method developed as illustrated by the worked examples and 
the assignment questions. 

Specific Objectives 
Specific objectives are to recognise, understand and if necessary utilise the following: 

1) The six fundamental flowsheet unit processes relevant to extractive metallurgy. 

2) Numbering guidelines for streams and unit processes. 

3) Stream species. 

4) Stream unknowns. 

5) Stream equations. 

6) Mass and mole balances. 

7) Heat balances using data from the FREED database. 

8) Process components and active components. 

9) Common variables. 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/6608841/Material-Balance-Notes
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10) Characteristics of Mixers, Splitters, Separators and Reactors and their model equations. 

11) In relation to the above: component balance equations (using moles or mass), splitter equations, split 
fractions, separation coefficients, extents of reaction, equilibrium reactions and reactor design 
specifications. 

12) Characteristics of Heat Exchangers. 

13) Unit process and flowsheet degree of freedom and degree of freedom analysis. 

14) Degree of freedom table. 

15) Method for flowsheet material and energy (heat) balance analysis. 

16) Solution of simultaneous equation flowsheet models using Excel. 
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1.0 Basic Concepts 
1.1 Introduction 

Metallurgical flowsheets provide both a visual and quantitative simulation of a process.  They may be static 
(e.g. in a book) or dynamic (e.g. in a spreadsheet such as Excel). 

From a visual perspective, a flowsheet consists of blocks representing unit processes which perform specific 
processing functions.  These are connected by arrowed lines representing streams of material flow.  Either 
may be annotated with key processing data such as design specifications, recoveries and so on for unit 
processes and flow rates, compositions etc. for streams.   

From a quantitative perspective, flowsheets may be simulated by linked mathematical models of unit 
processes each of which essentially consist of equations for (1) material balances, (2) energy (heat) balances, 
(3) unit process parameters and (4) process specifications (e.g. recoveries etc).  The main purpose of these 
notes is to develop a systematic “do-it-yourself” approach to simple flowsheet simulation using the Microsoft 
Excel© program.  The main focus and examples relate to pyrometallurgical processes but the approach 
adopted is equally applicable to mineral processing and hydrometallurgical processes. 

1.1.1 Flowsheet Uses 

Flowsheets are used in both process design and plant operation.  In process design, they are used to predict 
the required size and performance of process equipment and to optimize overall design to achieve the 
required process outcomes at the lowest cost.  In plant operation, they are used to monitor process 
performance relative to predicted outcomes and also for process control, optimization, and metallurgical 
accounting (i.e. how much gold is currently in the circuit?) purposes. 

In general, the application of flowsheets on an operating plant is significantly more challenging than the 
application for design, because measured plant data are subject to mechanical, calibration and sampling 
errors.  It is therefore sometimes necessary to employ data reconciliation methods on replicate 
measurements, to achieve an acceptable level of reliability1. 

1.1.2 Process Types 

Metallurgical processes may be operated (1) continuously, usually at steady state, (2) semi-continuously or (3) 
in batch mode. 

Continuous, steady state processes have the following characteristics: 

(a) All flows or average flows entering or leaving the flowsheet are at constant rates. 

(b) The temperature, pressure, composition and fluid level profiles (or their average profiles) remain 
constant with time throughout the flowsheet.  This does not mean, however, that pressure or 
temperature is the same throughout the flowsheet. 

(c) No accumulation of material (“hold up”) occurs anywhere in the flowsheet. 

(d) The flowsheet model is based mainly on linear algebraic equations. 

Batch processes have the following characteristics: 

(a) A dynamic cycle consisting of start-up, run period, and shut down. 

(b) A need to monitor changes in flow rates, conditions (temperature, pressure etc) and inventories 
(including accumulations) as a function of time. 

                                                
1 Subasinghe G K N S, 2009.  A transparent technique for mass balancing and data adjustment of complex metallurgical circuits, Trans. Inst. Min. 
Metall. C, v118(3), pp162-67. 
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(c) A flowsheet model that is based mainly on differential equations (with respect to time). 

Semi-continuous processes are usually characterised by a continuous steady state flow of one phase (e.g. 
continuously tapped molten slag) and the batch tapping of another phase (e.g. the intermittent tapping of 
molten matte). 

Further considerations in these notes are restricted to continuous steady state processes since these 
represent the majority of commercial extractive metallurgical processes.  Fortunately, since simple continuous 
processes are modelled with mainly linear algebraic equations rather than differential equations, they are 
easier to quantify than batch processes. 

1.1.3 Process Streams 

Process streams which enter, leave and/or connect unit processes are named according to function, for 
example: 

An input stream brings material into a unit process, whereas an output stream takes it out. 

A feed stream is an input stream which brings material into a flowsheet from outside. 

Product and waste streams are output streams which take material from a flowsheet to the outside.  
Tailings is a mineral processing waste stream, whereas concentrate is an enriched product stream and 
so on. 

Recycle and bypass streams originate and terminate within a flowsheet.  A recycle returns material to an 
upstream unit process, whereas a bypass sends material downstream, by skipping one or more unit 
processes. 

 

 

 

 

1.1.4 Unit Processes 

There are six fundamental unit processes relevant to metallurgical processing, namely; mixing, splitting, 
separation, reaction, material transfer and energy transfer. 

Mixing, as expected, occurs when two or more input streams are combined to form a single output stream.  
The mixing of streams for a range of purposes is common throughout flowsheets and can be important for 
stable process operation such as the blending of feed stock for uniform characteristics and composition. 

Splitting occurs when an input stream is divided into two or more output streams of identical composition (and 
for solids, identical size distribution).  The most common use is to control impurity build-up through the splitting 
off or “bleeding” of a portion of fluid from a recycle stream. 

Separation occurs when an input is divided into two or more output streams of different composition (and/or 
size distribution for solids) based on differences in physical properties, for example, distillation, condensation, 
magnetic separation, and so on.  Separation is essential for most extractive metallurgy processes but can be 
either of major or minor significance in a given flowsheet. 

Reaction refers to the alteration of minerals and other materials by chemical reaction; understandably it is a 
process which lies at the heart of most extractive metallurgy flowsheets. 

Material transfer mostly involves the movement of liquids, gases and slurries (solids plus liquids) through 
pipes and ducts connecting unit processes.  Machines such as compressors, pumps and agitators are used to 
deliver the energy to overcome friction and gravity. The material transfer function can be represented by a 
discrete unit process in a flowsheet or be incorporated within other unit processes. 

Bypass 
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Energy transfer such as heating, cooling, and heat recovery and recycling are typical flowsheet operations.  
Metallurgical reactors, for kinetic and thermodynamic reasons, generally operate at higher temperatures than 
other unit processes such as mixers and splitters etc. and thus the reactor inputs usually need to be heated 
prior to reaction, and the outputs cooled afterwards.  Typical energy transfer equipment includes: burners and 
electrodes for heating, spray and flash chambers for cooling, flash drums for steam generation and heat 
recovery and heat exchanges for energy recycling.  The energy transfer function can be incorporated within 
other unit processes, for example, as a unit process heat loss, or represented by a discrete unit process such 
as a heat exchanger. 

1.2 Flowsheet Development 
The development of metallurgical flowsheets requires expert metallurgical knowledge and judgment; firstly 
about the logical sequence of unit processes required to achieve the product from the feed, secondly about 
the types of process streams and their typical contents, thirdly about the nature of reactors and chemical 
reactions, fourthly about the nature of metallurgical separation processes and fifthly about the nature of 
material and heat transfer devices. 

If flowsheets are to be used for material and energy balance calculations, mathematical models are needed to 
predict “output from input” for each unit process as well as for the entire flowsheet.  The development of basic 
material and energy balance models for mixers, splitters, separators and reactors will be considered in these 
notes. 

In practice, commercial programs such as Metsim©, Aspen© and Syscad© provide metallurgists with powerful 
tools for the simulation of complex flowsheets.  However, the well-known principle of “garbage in/garbage out” 
applies and the use of such programs is dangerous without a fundamental appreciation of the principles of 
flowsheet development and simulation.  An appreciation can be gained, and quite powerful flowsheet 
simulations developed, using relatively simple spreadsheet models based on “everyday” software such as 
Microsoft Excel©. 

Once a flowsheet has been conceptually developed using metallurgical expertise, simulation is just a 
mathematical problem involving the solution of equation sets. This requires identification of all flowsheet 
unknowns (flow rates, compositions etc.) and the identification and specification of an equal number of 
independent equations containing these unknowns. 

Ultimately, the flowsheet solution can be obtained by using a single calculation of a simultaneous equation set 
for the entire flowsheet.  Alternatively, it can be obtained by using a “flow through” sequential solution of 
equation sets for individual unit processes, in which inputs from recycles are initially guessed, and then 
“closed” to consistent values through iteration.  This so-called sequential modular solution method is usually 
employed in commercial software simulators. 

For relatively simple flowsheets, the use of simultaneous equation sets within a spreadsheet provides the most 
efficient and convenient “do-it-yourself” solution method, and this approach will be employed in these notes 
using Excel. 

Key aspects of flowsheet development will now be considered, including (1) logical numbering sequences for 
unit processes and streams, (2) stream characteristics, (3) material and heat balances for unit processes, and 
(4) unit process characteristics and their basic mathematical models. 

1.3 Unit Process and Stream Numbering 
Unit processes and streams within flowsheets are usually numbered in a sequence which logically simulates 
the flow of material through the total process.  This is done firstly to enhance the visual appreciation of the 
process and secondly to facilitate calculations in underlying models which use the sequential modular solution 
method.  The numbering sequence has no direct effect on calculations based on the simultaneous equation 
method. 

When numbering large flowsheets, it is wise to allow for the later addition of unit processes and streams by 
initially numbering in decades, namely 10 instead of 1, 20 instead of 2 etc.; however, this approach will not be 
used here. 
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1.3.1 Numbering Guidelines 

These guidelines have been developed by the author to provide a logical framework for the numbering of streams and unit 
processes; ultimately, there is no absolutely correct numbering sequence and common sense adjustments are acceptable to 
provide the most intuitively logical outcome. 

Main Flow  

The first step is to define a “main flow” of material through the flowsheet.  This is subjective but the main flow 
usually includes the valuable material which reports to the main product.   

Flowsheet Branches 

Unit processes which do not carry the main flow constitute branches within the flowsheet.  The second step is 
to identify all such branches to assist with the numbering sequence, as discussed below. 

Branches can be categorised as either input branches which deliver material into the main flow or output 
branches which remove material from the main flow, either permanently or temporarily.  Output branches can 
be further categorised, according to their primary function, as either exit branches which permanently remove 
material from the main flow, or recycle branches which remove material and then return it to an upstream unit 
process carrying the main flow, or bypass branches which remove material and then send it downstream, after 
bypassing one or more of the unit processes carrying the main flow. 

Unit Process Numbering 

Ideally when a unit process is reached, it should have a number higher than all unit processes from which it 
receives material, with the usual (but not exclusive) exception of material flows received from recycle streams.  
The numbering of the unit processes begins with the identification of the initial unit process carrying the main 
flow.  All unit processes within branches which connect to this unit process (except for entering recycles) are 
numbered before the next unit process which receives the main flow.   

Unit processes within branches which enter this initial unit process are numbered before it.  Unit processes 
within branches which leave this initial unit process are numbered after it.  Unit processes within output recycle 
branches are numbered before those within exit branches, followed by those within bypass branches.  Shorter 
branches take precedence over longer branches of the same type. 

Once this is procedure is complete, a number is assigned to the next unit process receiving the main flow, and 
the procedure is repeated until all unit processes receiving the main flow are numbered in sequence. 

The sequence of numbering of unit processes within a branch, as described above, is discontinued when a 
continuation would result in a higher numbered unit process feeding material to a lower numbered process 
(e.g. in the final flowsheet numbering example below, if unit 6 were numbered in sequence as unit 4, then it 
would receive material via stream 11 from a higher numbered unit process in the flowsheet). 

Stream Numbering 

The final step is to number all streams, beginning with the lowest numbered unit process. 

For each unit process, input streams are numbered first, except for entering recycles, which are numbered as 
outputs from their unit of origin.  Output streams are numbered after inputs, in the sequence, recycles, exits 
and then bypasses.  The output stream carrying the main flow is always numbered last. 

Numbering from an output stream follows through its complete branch, before the numbering the next output 
stream from the unit process carrying the main flow etc.  Within branches, all streams for the first unit process 
are completed before numbering streams for the second unit process, and so on, provided all unit processes 
are numbered in a direct sequence; thus within a branch containing unit processes 4, 5, 6 and 8, stream 
numbering is terminated after numbering the output streams for unit process 6. 
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1.3.2 Numbering Examples 

For the purpose of illustration, the “main flow” of each flowsheet is indicated by the thicker streams. 
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Input streams (e.g. streams 1, 2) are numbered before output streams (e.g streams 3, 4).  Recycles 
are numbered as the first exit from their unit of origin (e.g. stream 5), followed by bypass streams 
(stream 3) with the stream carrying the main flow always numbered last (e.g. stream 4 for unit process 
1; stream 6 for unit process 2. 
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This represents a recycle flowsheet.   Input stream 1, for example, is numbered before output stream 2 
stream 3 (main flow) numbered last; input stream 8 is an exception, since is numbered before output 
stream 7 to maintain a logical sequence for all flows. 
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Unit processes within branches are numbered before the next unit process carrying the main flow, in 
the order:  entry branches, recycle branches (none above), exit branches (e.g  carrying unit process 2) 
and bypass branches (carrying unit process 3), before numbering the next unit process carrying the 
main flow (unit process 4).  Stream numbering is then completed around each unit process in order. 
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Unit processes 1, 4, and 7 are within entry branches; unit process 6 is within a recycle branch.  All are 
numbered to follow the main flow such that each has a number higher than any from which it receives 
material, with the exception of recycled material (e.g. from unit processes 3 to 2 and from 5 to 6.  
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The branch containing unit processes 2, 3 and 4 is a recycle (relative to the direction of main flow.  Its 
numbering is thus completed before the next unit process carrying the main flow, unit process 5. 

   

Unit processes 3 and 6 rather are contained within linked exit branches with the first exiting from  unit 
process 2 and the second from unit process 5. 
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1.4 Stream Characteristics 
1.4.1 Stream Species 

A species is a uniquely distinguishable material entity within a stream, where the sum of all such entities 
constitutes the total stream.  In most cases, species are either elements or compounds.  They can also be 
designated by type, such as “water”, “solids”, “ash” or “size fraction”, depending on the nature of the process 
being considered. 

Examples are a furnace gas containing the species SO2, O2, CO, CO2 and N2; a matte containing Cu2S and 
FeS; an alloy containing Fe and Ni; a slurry containing “water” and “solids”; coke containing C and “ash” 
(mainly aluminium silicate); and solids entering a screen with, for example. 10 different size fractions with each 
designated as a different species.  In most pyrometallurgical and hydrometallurgical processes, species are 
usually elements or compounds. 

1.4.2 Fundamental Stream Information 

Streams are characterised by the following fundamental information: 

1) The identity of species within the stream, such as elements and/or compounds or generic material types. 

2) The total stream flow rate. 

3) The flow rate of each species in the stream or its composition (%) within the stream. 

4) The phase of each species in the stream (solid, liquid, gas). 

5) The temperature and pressure of the stream. 

Other data which may or may not be included depending on the calculations to be performed are: 

6) The molecular (or atomic) mass of each species in the stream and the average molecular mass of the 
stream.  The latter is used for converting moles to mass and vice versa. 

7) Thermodynamic properties of the species in the stream such as (1) the standard enthalpy of formation 
o

f H298∆  (for heat of reaction calculations), (2) the heat capacity pC  and the sensible heat above 298 K at 
the temperature of the stream 298−∆ TH  (for energy balance calculations), (3) the standard free energy of 

formation o
fG298∆  and (4) the standard entropy of formation o

f S298∆ .  The latter two are combined with 
heat capacity data to provide the standard free energy of reaction and the reaction equilibrium constant at 
any required temperature.   As will be seen, all data are readily obtainable in user-friendly form, using 
standard computer-based thermodynamic databases such as FREED2 or HSC3.  

Although many streams carry mixed phases, such as slurries, dusty gases, and liquid slag containing 
mechanically entrained matte, all streams considered here will be single phase unless otherwise stated.  
Further, since variations in pressure from atmospheric do not normally have significant energy effects on 
metallurgical processes, all streams considered here are assumed to be at atmospheric pressure unless 
otherwise stated. 

1.4.3 Stream Unknowns 

If S represents the total number of species in a process with Z streams, the potential total number of 
independent unknown species flow rates is S*Z; for example, if a process has 10 streams and 5 species, the 
maximum number of flow rates which could be unknowns is 50 if all species report to all streams.  In most 
cases, this number can be significantly reduced by eliminating species from particular streams based on 
“expert knowledge” of the process. 

                                                
2 FREED is a powerful Excel database of thermodynamic values for elements and compounds of metallurgical interest, developed by colleague 
Arthur Morris in the USA.  It is available through the website (www.thermart.net). 
3 HSC is a popular commercial thermodynamic package supplied by Outotec Ltd: (see under Products and Services at http://www.outotec.com/). 

http://www.outotec.com/
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Stream temperatures and pressures also require specification when an energy balance is undertaken. 

Assignment of Stream Unknowns 

1) If the total stream flow rate is unknown, an appropriate symbol is assigned to represent it, for example: 

iM  for total mass flow of the thi stream. 

iN  for total molar flow of the thi stream. 

Symbols such as iF  etc. are also used. 

2) If the flow rate of a species or its composition within a stream is unknown, then it is recommended that an 
appropriate symbol be assigned to represent the species flow, rather than to represent the species 
composition4, for example: 

)(imz  for the mass flow of species Z in the thi stream. 

)(inz  for the molar flow of species Z in the thi stream. 

3) If a stream contains only one species, then either the unknown symbol for the species flow or the symbol 
for total stream flow should be used, but not both. 

4) If energy balances are to be performed, then unknown stream temperatures are usually represented by 
iT  and unknown stream pressures by iP . 

1.4.4 Stream Equations 

Process specifications relating to particular streams are captured within the flowsheet model through 
equations written amongst the stream unknowns.  These are known as stream equations or stream 
restrictions. 

Stream Compositional Relationships 

The most simple stream equations can be illustrated using the input/output streams shown below for a 
simplified iron sulphide roaster.  All flows and assays are based on mass, except for the 6.5 vol% specification 
on the off-gas.  Total stream flow unknowns are given names rather than numbers for sake of clarity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
4 If the total flow iM  is unknown, then also assigning an unknown percent )(% iZ  for stream species Z (say) will create a subsequent cross-

multiplication of unknowns ( i
Z Mi

100
)(%

) in the Z material balance, which is mathematically known as a non-linear term; for example: if 1=XY  

(say), then 11 −== XXY  which contains the non-linear power -1.  Such equations are awkward to solve.  They are avoided by assigning an 

unknown flow rate such as )(imz  for the species in the stream, rather than an unknown composition, since this single unknown then replaces 
the cross-multiplication in the balance equation.  This approach becomes intuitive with experience. 
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23.3% O2 
76.7% N2 
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mFe2O3 
mFe3O4  

1% FeSO4 
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mSO2 
mO2  
mN2 

 

1 3 

4 

6.5 vol% SO2 

MAir/MFeed = 6.6 
 2 
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Relationships between Total Flow and Species Flows 

Streams 1 and 3 contain examples of the simplest relationships between total flow and species flows, namely: 

 OSFeFeed mmmM ++=   

 222 NOSOGas mmmM ++=   

Stream 4 contains a similar relationship, modified to account for the content of FeSO4 which is known to be 1 
mass %: 

 433299.0 OFeOFeOxide mmM +=   

Note that for stream 2, there is no useful equation since the only relationship ( %100%7.76%3.23 =+ ) is 
trivial and provides no information. 

Expression of Volume Percent in Terms of Mass Flows 

Stream 3 contains a relationship between species mass flows in addition to the simple equation 
222 NOSOGas mmmM ++= .  This additional relationship exists since the composition of SO2 is given as 6.5 

vol% rather than 6.5 mass%.  The equation to express vol% in terms of species mass flows is usually based 
on the assumption of ideal gas behaviour5, for which vol% = mol%, thus6: 

 065.0
100

5.62 ==
GasinMolesTotal

SOofMoles  

∴ )(065.02 GasinMolesTotalSOofMoles =  

∴ 






 ++=
0.280.321.64

065.0
1.64

2222 NOSOSO mmmm  

∴ ( )2222 289.2003.2065.0 NOSOSO mmmm ++=  

∴ 222 149.0130.0935.0 NOSO mmm +=   

Stream Flow Ratios 

Stream flow ratios such as feed forward and recycle ratios are common restrictions associated with streams, 
where in the example above, the feed forward ratio of 6.6=FeedAir MM  provides the simple equation: 

 FeedAir MM 6.6=  

Use of Total Stream Flow Unknowns in Flowsheets 

It is useful practice to write unknowns for total stream flows on an input/output diagram and useful to include 
them in the equation set when dealing with a single unit process.  However, when dealing with flowsheets, it is 
often convenient to exclude the total flow unknowns and their simple species flow relationships from the 
primary flowsheet equation set, to reduce the size of the set.  This can be done for the simple relationships 
between total flow and species flows as shown here for streams 1 and 3. 

However, when one or more of the stream species compositions are expressed as a mass percent, such as 
for streams 2 and 4, the total flow unknowns are included in the equation set since they are required to write 
the element or species balances (see below), for example, an O mass balance must include the term 

                                                
5 Recall nRTPV =  for an ideal gas; thus V

RT
Pn =  and equal volumes of gases at the same P and T contain the same number of moles, 

regardless of their chemical formulae. 
6 Recall: MWmassmol =  where MW is molecular weight (or molecular mass). 
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airM233.0 7 as the O contribution from the air.  The same applies when stream compositions are expressed in 
mol%. 

It may also be convenient, but not necessary, to include total flow unknowns when stream flow ratio 
specifications are given; in the example, the ratio specification may be written as FeedAir MM 6.6=  if FeedM  is 
included, or as )(6.6 OSFeAir mmmM ++=  if it is not. 

1.5 Material Balances 
The material balance across a metallurgical process can be written either in terms of mass, usually kg, kg/h or 
tonnes/h or in terms of moles, usually kg moles or kg moles/h.  When units of mass are used, the total mass 
must be preserved across the process, and the balance can be simply written as: 

 Mass Flow In   =   Mass Flow Out   +   Accumulation 

If a process is carried out under continuous steady state conditions, as assumed here, then accumulation can 
be ignored and the balance reduces to: 

 Mass Flow In   =   Mass Flow Out 

In contrast to mass, which refers to the fundamental amount of material, moles refer to the number of 
stoichiometric chemical species entering and leaving a process, and this number is not necessarily preserved 
when a chemical reaction occurs; thus whereas the total mass balance is always valid for any process, the 
total mole balance is only valid when no chemical reaction occur during the process. 

1.5.1 The Mass Balance 

The mass balance around a unit process can be represented schematically using an input/output diagram, as 
illustrated by the following simple example for the roasting of iron sulphide (FeS2) with excess air, to form 
hematite (Fe2O3) and sulphur dioxide gas (SO2): 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Mass Balance 

The total mass balance for the roaster is8: 

 ∑ ∑= StreamsOutputforFlowMassStreamsInputforFlowMass   

thus gasOFeair MMM +=+ 321000  

Species and Element Mass Balances 

Mass balances may also be written for individual species or elements within streams.  A component analysis 
(explained later), would show that mass balances for this example may be written for the components N2, Fe, 
S and O.  There is also a simple stream equation which relates the total gas flow gasM  to the species gas 
flows. 

                                                
7 In these notes, the composition of air is approximated as 23.3% O2, 76.7% N2 by mass and 21.0% O2 and 79.0% N2 by volume, on the 
assumption that the 0.93 vol% argon content is accounted for as nitrogen and that other very minor gases are neglected. 
8 Recall that the mathematical symbol ∑ means “sum of”. 

Feed 
1000 kg FeS2 

 
Mair 

23.3% O2 
76.7% N2 

MFe2O3 
100% Fe2O3 

 
Mgas 
mSO2 
mO2 
mN2 

 

Roasting 
of 

Iron Sulphide 
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In order to write the element balances, it is necessary to know that FeS2 contains 46.6 mass% Fe and 53.4 
mass% S; that Fe2O3 contains 69.9 mass% Fe and 30.1 mass% O; and that SO2 contains 50.0 mass% S and 
50 mass% O.  For convenience, element mass percent values for a wide range of species are available 
through the thermodynamic database FREED.   

The mass balance equations (in kg) are written as: 

N2 Balance: 2767.0 Nair mM =   

Fe Balance: 32699.04661000466.0 OFeMx ==   

S Balance: 2500.05341000534.0 SOmx ==   

O Balance: 2232 500.0301.0233.0 OSOOFeair mmMM ++=  

The stream equation is written as: 

Gas Stream: 222 NOSOgas mmmM ++=  

Redundancy of the Total Mass Balance 

It is worth noting that the total mass balance is redundant once all of the component (element and species) 
balances are written, along with any stream equations which relate total stream flows to stream species flows.   
This is because the total balance is not independent of these balances since it represents their sum.  This can 
be confirmed by suitable rearrangement and summation of the 5 equations given above. 

It follows however that the total balance equation can be substituted for any equation within the total balance 
set, which sometimes makes the set easier to solve.  However, the total balance will normally be excluded 
from the primary mass balance calculations in these notes so it can be used as a final check on the balance 
solution. 

1.5.2 The Mole Balance 

When the chemical formulae (stoichiometry) of species within streams are well defined or when a number of 
gas streams are involved for which the ideal gas assumption is made (i.e. vol%=mol%), it is often convenient 
to solve a material balance using a mole rather than a mass basis.  A mole balance can refer to a balance 
based on moles, kg moles or tonne moles; explanations of these and other terms associated with mole 
balances are given below. 

Mole, Kilogram Mole, Tonne Mole 

The atomic or molecular mass (or weight) for a species expressed in grams contains one mole of the 
species9, i.e. 12 grams of C contains one mole of C (∴ moles = grams/MW). 

The atomic or molecular mass for a species expressed in kilograms contains one kilogram mole of the 
species, i.e. 12 kilograms of C contains one kilogram mole of C (∴ kilogram moles = kilograms/MW). 

The atomic or molecular mass for a species expressed in tonnes contains one tonne mole of the species, i.e. 
12 tonnes of C contains one tonne mole of C (∴ tonne moles = tonnes/MW). 

                                                
9 A “mole” represents Avogadro’s number ( 2310022.6 x ) of particles, just like a “dozen” represents 12 things; a kg mole 
contains 2610022.6 x particles and a tonne mole contains 2910022.6 x particles.  The mole is a convenient measure for up-
scaling masses when carrying out chemical reactions; for example, since 12 grams (1 mole) of C contains the same number of 
particles as 32 grams (1 mole) of O2, reacting 12 grams of C with 32 grams of O2 ensures that each atom of C is matched by one 
molecule O2 for the reaction .22 COOC →+  
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Standard Cubic Metre Nm3 

In metallurgical practice, it is usual to express gas volumes within flowsheets at standard temperature and 
pressure (STP) rather than at actual conditions.  The symbol for a cubic metre of ideal gas at STP (0oC and 1 
atmosphere pressure) is Nm3. 

Mole/Volume Conversions for Ideal Gas 

   1 mole (STP)   →   22.40 x 10-3 Nm3 (= 22.4 litres)  

   1 kilogram mole (STP)   →   22.40 Nm3  

   1 tonne mole (STP)   →   22.40x103 Nm3  

Analyses of Gases  

If the basis is not stated, gas analysis is normally given in volume percent where: 

 vol%   =   mol% for ideal gases 

Total Mole Balance 

Since the total moles across a unit process may not be preserved when a chemical reaction occurs, the total 
mole balance should not be used as balance check when chemical reactions occur.  In this case, a check can 
be made using total mole balances for any species which do not react and also using total mole balances for 
elements present within reaction species, since their number must be preserved across the process. 

Species and Element Mole Balances 

Mole balances may be written for species or elements within streams.  However, the manner in which the 
equations are written is different from that used for mass balances.  This will be illustrated for the previous 
simple iron sulphide roasting process for which flow unknowns are now expressed as N and n for moles, 
rather than as M and m for mass and the input of FeS2 is now given as 8.33 kg moles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N2 Balance: 279.0 Nair nN =   

Fe Balance: 32233.8 OFeN=   

S Balance: 233.8*2 SOn=   

 266.16 SOn=∴   

O Balance: 2232 22321.0*2 OSOOFeair nnNN ++=   

 2232 22342.0 OSOOFeair nnNN ++=∴   

Feed 
8.33 kg mol FeS2 

 
Nair 

21.0% O2 
79.0% N2 

NFe2O3 
100% Fe2O3 

 
Ngas 
nSO2 
nO2 
nN2 

 

Roasting 
of 

Iron Sulphide 
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The key difference between the writing of mass and mole balance equations can be illustrated by considering 
the Fe balance.  The Fe mass balance equation, shown previously, is expressed as 32699.0466 OFeM= ; the 
Fe mole balance shown above is expressed as 32233.8 OFeN= .  To write the mass balance, it is necessary 
to known that FeS2 contains 46.6 mass% Fe and that Fe2O3 contains 69.9 mass% Fe; to write the mole 
balance, it is only necessary to know that one mole of FeS2 contains 1 mole of Fe and that Fe2O3 contains 2 
moles of Fe. 

1.5.3 Material Balances and Balanced Chemical Equations 

In the above sulphide roaster there is one chemical reaction, the equation for which can be balanced as: 

 23222 45.52 SOOFeOFeS +→+   

However, no reference is made to this balanced equation when constructing the mass or mole balances10.  If 
the input and output species are known, the stoichiometry is automatically balanced when the material 
balance equations are written.  This is readily seen for the simple case where the Fe, S, and O mole balances 
are written to find the moles of FeS2, O2 and SO2 for the exact stoichiometric reaction of FeS2 and O2 to 
produce 1 mole of Fe2O3 according to: 

 23222 zSOOFeyOxFeS +→+  

x, y and z represent the moles of FeS2, O2 and SO2 respectively.  The Fe, S and O mole balances are written 
as: 

Fe Balance: 2=x  (A) 

S Balance: zx =2  (B) 

O Balance: zy 232 +=  (C) 

Substitution of (A) into (B) gives 4=z  and x and z into (C) gives 5.5=y , which yields the balanced reaction 
equation.  

1.6 Heat Balances 
In metallurgical processes, the supply and utilisation of energy is just as important as the supply and utilisation 
of raw materials in determining process efficiency and costs.  Accordingly, flowsheet development involves 
consideration of energy balances in addition to material balances. 

The fundamental energy change for a process is given by the change in internal energy11 ( U∆ ).  However, 
this does not represent the actual energy available to directly affect the process, since account must also be 
taken of the energy necessary for the process to operate within its environment, such as the energy needed to 
accommodate volume changes against constant atmospheric pressure. 

The energy change which takes this into account is called enthalpy change ( H∆ ) which equates to a heat 
change12 at the constant pressure conditions usually assumed for metallurgical energy balances.  Since such 
balances are mainly used to find either the ‘heat requirement’ or ‘heat loss’ for a process, they are commonly 
referred to as heat balances.  In keeping with this everyday terminology, the term heat will often be substituted 
for the more correct thermodynamic term enthalpy in these notes and a metallurgical energy balance will 
largely be referred to as a heat balance. 

                                                
10 It is however necessary to know the number of equations in a reactor, to get the correct number of balances, as discussed in Section 2.  
11 Internal energy is the energy contained within the nucleus of atoms and within chemical bonds.  It also includes the microscopic rotational, 
vibrational and translational (stretching/contraction) kinetic energy of the bonds. 
12 In scientific terminology, heat is a mechanism of energy transfer; specifically it refers to the transfer of thermal energy down a temperature 
gradient.  The amount of thermal energy transferred at constant pressure is calculated from thermodynamics as the enthalpy change.  In the 
everyday language adopted here, heat is used to describe the actual thermal energy or the enthalpy change, rather than the mechanism of 
energy transfer. 
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1.6.1 Thermodynamic Data for Heat Balance Calculations 

The enthalpy data required for heat balances can be conveniently sourced from thermodynamic databases13.  
Material and heat balances carried out in these notes are solved in Microsoft Excel using thermodynamic data 
sourced from the FREED database.  A brief introduction to using FREED is given in Appendix 1.  Details of 
how to source thermodynamic data from FREED are discussed in Appendix 2, along with how to construct 
thermodynamic data tables for use in Excel for solving heat balances based on moles or mass. 

1.6.2 Heat Balance Path for Unit Processes 

Metallurgical processes are complex and if exact knowledge of the process mechanism was required to 
calculate changes in enthalpy then heat balances could not be performed.  Fortunately, however, overall 
enthalpy change depends only on the state of the inputs and outputs for a process and not on how the inputs 
are actually converted into the outputs. 

This lack of dependency on process path greatly simplifies heat balance calculations since it means they can 
be performed over the most convenient assumed path.  In most cases, the convenient assumption is that all 
enthalpy changes are assessed relative to a so-called reference temperature of 298 K (25oC), such that: 

1) The temperatures of all inputs are firstly adjusted as necessary to 298 K, usually by cooling (and 
sometimes, heating) before entering the process. 

2) Any chemical reactions or phase changes which convert inputs to outputs in the process are carried out at 
298 K. 

3) To complete the process, the temperatures of all outputs are adjusted from 298 K to their final 
temperatures, usually by heating (and sometimes, cooling). 

Note14: All temperatures must be converted to degrees Kelvin (K) for heat balance calculations, where K = oC + 273. 

1.6.3 Calculation of Sensible Heats 

Steps 1 and 3 of the heat balance path involve heating and cooling.  In metallurgical practice, energy changes 
associated with heating and cooling are called sensible heats because they can be sensed or measured with 
a thermocouple or similar device.  For any temperature change from T1 (the initial temperature) to T2 (the final 
temperature), the sensible heat change for a species is calculated as the enthalpy change 

12 TTH −∆  through 

integration of heat capacity data according to the equation: 

 ( ) ( )∫∫ +∆+=∆ −

2

1

12

T

Ttrans
P

o
trans

Ttrans

T
PTT dTBCHdTACH  

( )ACP  is the heat capacity of the species as phase A; o
transH∆  is the enthalpy of transformation of phase A to 

phase B at the normal transformation temperature transT ; and ( )BCP  is the heat capacity of the species as 
phase B.  The presence or otherwise of a phase change, such as liquid transforming to gas, will depend on 
the species and the temperature range considered. 

In practice, it is unnecessary to be concerned about heat capacity data or the integration of heat capacity 
equations.  Fitted integrated equations which give the energy required to heat a species from 298 K to any 
temperature T ( 298−∆ TH ) are available from thermodynamic databases.  FREED, for example, provides fitted 

                                                
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_databases_for_pure_substances 
14 oC (Celsius) cannot be used in thermodynamic equations since it has both positive and negative values; the T  in thermodynamic equations 
always refers to K (Kelvin).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_databases_for_pure_substances
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sensible heat data for a defined phase of a given species, using the generic non-linear equation15 (Appendix 
2): 

 FETDT
T
CBTATHT +++++=∆ −

35.02
298  

Sensible heat data for the mineral fayalite (Fe2SiO4) plotted directly from FREED are illustrated below, with the 
respective sensible heat equations for the solid and liquid shown on the diagram, along with the transitional 
heat of melting at the normal melting point of 1490 K. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the figure, it can be seen that the sensible heat required to raise the temperature of 1 mole of solid 
Fe2SiO4 to 1400 K is around 200 kJ (or 198 kJ using the equation), and to raise the temperature to 1670 K, 
which includes the heat of melting, is around 350 kJ (or 352 kJ using the equation). 

Note that database values for 298−∆ TH  are always the positive numbers for heating; however, the sensible 
heat released on cooling is simply the negative of this number, according to: 

   298298 )( −− ∆−=∆ TT HcoolingH  ( 298>T ) 

1.6.4 Calculation of Heat of Reaction 

Step 2 of the heat balance path requires calculation of the standard heat change for unit process reactions at 
constant pressure and 298 K.  This is calculated as the standard enthalpy of reaction at 298 K ( o

r H298∆ ), using 

the standard enthalpies of formation ( o
f H298∆ )16 of reaction input/output species, readily obtainable from the 

FREED database (Appendix 2), where: 

∑∑∑ ∆−∆=∆ )speciesinput reaction()speciesoutput reaction( 298298298
o

f
o

f
o

r HHH  

∑∆ o
r H298  represents the net heat of reaction in J, kJ  or MJ 17. 

                                                
15 The 298−∆ TH  term used here is equivalent to the 298HHT −  term used in FREED. 
16 For further explanation, view “Enthalpies of Formation” by genchemconcepts, through www.youtube.com. 
17 Values are also commonly quoted in molcal  where joulescalorie 184.41 = ; however, only SI units are used here. 

http://www.youtube.com/
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)speciesoutput reaction(298
o

f H∑∆  represents the sum of the standard enthalpies of formation of reaction 
output species from their elements in their normal stable states at 298 K expressed in molJ  or molkJ  (

molkgMJ= ) for application with mole balances or kgkJ  (= tMJ ) for application with mass balances 
(Appendix 2). 

∑∆ )speciesinput reaction(298
o

f H  represents the sum of the standard enthalpies of formation of reaction 

input species from their elements in their normal standard states at 298 K. 

For elements in their normal standard (stable) states:  0)state std element,(298 =∆ o
f H  

1.6.5 The Heat Balance Equation 

The law of conservation of energy requires that the sum of all enthalpy changes associated with steps 1 to 3 of 
the heat balance path, plus any process heat loss to the environment or gain from the environment, for 
example from a burner, must equal zero.  Accordingly, the fundamental heat balance equation for a unit 
process may be written as: 

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

 

Within this equation, enthalpy made available to the balance (the supply) has a negative sign and enthalpy 
taken from the balance (the demand) has a positive sign.  The specific terms are defined as follows: 

∑ −∆
InTH298  represents the combined sensible heat of the input relative to 298 K.  When the temperature of 

an input InT  is greater than 298 K, the result is a cooling step which releases energy to the balance.  This is a 
negative term. 

∑∆ o
r H298 represents the net heat change which results from all reactions in the unit process.  This will be a 

supply (negative) for net exothermic reactions or a demand (positive) for net endothermic reactions. 

∑ −∆ 298OutTH  represents the combined sensible heat of the output relative to 298 K.  When the temperature 
of an output OutT  is greater than 298 K, the result is a heating step which demands energy (positive) from the 
balance. 

∑∆ GainLossH ,  represents the net unit process heat loss (positive) or gain (negative) from the environment.  In 

the absence of heating via electrical resistance or a burner, this term represents the unit process heat loss to 
the environment through radiation, conduction and convection. 

1.6.6 Species in Solution 

When species mix to form a solution, such as a liquid matte or slag, it may be necessary to include the heat of 
solution for a species within a sensible heat calculation.  This is negligible for gases and can often be 
neglected within acceptable error for liquid mattes and slags.  It can be important, however, for certain species 
dissolving to form aqueous solutions (for example, sulphuric acid in water) and also for the dissolution of non-
metals or metalloids in liquid metals (for example, carbon and silicon in liquid iron).  Detailed consideration of 
heats of solution can be obtained from standard metallurgical thermodynamic textbooks and is beyond the 
scope of these notes. 

Species within Fluxed Solutions 

Care must be taken when calculating sensible heats which involve the formation of molten mattes, slags and 
alloys since these often exist as fluxed liquid solutions, that is, they often exist as liquids at temperatures below 
the normal melting point of all or some of the pure constituents.  When a species exists in a solution at a 
temperature below its normal melting point, then its sensible heat equation (which includes the heat of melting) 
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must be extrapolated downwards into the “super-cooled-liquid” range, below the normal melting point, as 
discussed in Appendix 2. 

1.6.7 Coupled and Uncoupled Heat Balances 

A heat balance may be either coupled or uncoupled from a material balance.  When the balances are 
uncoupled, the material balance can be solved before the heat balance; when they are coupled, both 
balances must be solved together, as illustrated in the following example. 

1.6.8 Mole and Heat Balance Example (Roaster Worksheet) 

Mole balance equations have been given in Section 1.5.2 for a simple pyrite roaster.  The example will now be 
expanded to include a heat balance. 

Consider the roasting of 1000 kg or 8.335 kg moles of pyrite (FeS2) to produce hematite (Fe2O3), using an 
excess of air, 10% above that required for complete stoichiometric oxidation.  The heat loss for the reactor is 8 
MJ/kg mol of FeS2.  The oxidation is exothermic and the object is to complete the mole and heat balance to 
determine the amount of water required to maintain the roaster temperature at 650oC (923 K) .  The 
input/output diagram with all relevant information is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mole Balance Equations (kg moles) 

An explanation of the number of material balance equations which can be written for a reactor is given later in 
Section 2.2.4.  In this example, it is accepted that mole balances can be written for the reaction elements Fe, S 
and O and for the neutral species N2 and H2O, as follows:  

Fe Balance: 322335.8 OFeN=  (1) 

S Balance: 2335.82 SOnx =  (2) 

O Balance: 2232 22342.0 OSOOFeair nnNN ++=  (3) 

N2 Balance: 279.0 Nair nN =  (4) 

H2O Balance: OHwater nN 2=  (5) 

Mole Balance Restrictions 

A restriction on the mole balance exists because a stoichiometric excess of 10% air is used for the reaction.  
This equates to a 10% excess of oxygen based on the balanced reactor equation 

23222 45.52 SOOFeOFeS +→+ ; thus the excess oxygen restriction equation for 8.335 kg moles of FeS2 is 
given by: 

10% Excess Oxygen: airNxx 21.0335.8
2
5.51.1 =  (6) 

Feed 
8.335 kg mol FeS2 

 
Nair 

21.0% O2 
79.0% N2 

 
Nwater 

100% H2O(l) 
298 K 
(25oC) 

NFe2O3 
100% Fe2O3 

 
Ngas 
nSO2 
nO2 
nN2 
nH2O 

923 K 
(650oC) 

 

2 5 
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Heat Loss 
8 MJ/kg mol FeS2 
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Mole Balance Solution 

The following simple calculations are conveniently carried out in Excel so that the data may be cross-
referenced to the following heat balance. 

From (1) molkgN OFe 168.432 =   

From (2): molkgnSO 67.162 =   

From (6): molkgNair 1.120=  

From (4): molkgnN 85.942 =  

From (3): =2On 2.292 molkg  

Equation (5):  unsolved OHwater nN 2=  

The value of OHn 2 (and thus waterN ) can be found only by solving the heat balance; thus the mole and heat 
balances are coupled in this example. 

Heat Balance Equation (MJ) 

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

  

For the purpose of presentation, each of the four parts of the heat balance equation will be considered 
separately.  All thermodynamic data (see table below) are molkJ ( molkgMJ= ); thus when these data are 
multiplied by kg moles of a species, the total energy is given in MJ .   

Sensible Heat of Inputs 

The total sensible heat of the inputs relative to 298 K is zero since all inputs enter at 298 K: 

 0298298298298 =∆−=∆−=∆ ∑∑∑ −−− HHH
InIn TT  

Heat of Reaction 

∑∑∑ ∆−∆=∆ )speciesinput reaction()speciesoutput reaction( 298298298
o

f
o

f
o

r HHH  

 o
SOfSO

o
OFefOFe

o
f HnHNH 2,298232,29832298 )speciesoutput reaction( ∆+∆=∆∑  

∴  o
SOf

o
OFef

o
f HHH 2,29832,298298 67.16168.4speciesoutput reaction( ∆+∆=∆∑  

The reactant O2 is an element in its stable (normal) state, for which 02,298 =∆ o
Of H , thus:  

 o
FeSf

o
f HH 2,298298 335.8)speciesinput reaction( ∆=∆∑  

Sensible Heat of Outputs 
)(

2989232298923229892322989232
32

29892332298
2222 glOH

OH
N

N
O

O
SO

SO
OFe

OFeT HnHnHnHnHNH
Out

→
−−−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑  

∴
)(

2989232298923298923298923
32

298923298
2222 85.94292.267.16168.4 glOH

OH
NOSOOFe

T HnHHHHH
Out

→
−−−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑

Heat Loss  

 MJxHLoss 7.668335.8 ==∆∑  
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Thermodynamic Data for Heat Balance 

The table which follows is established within Excel to contain the thermodynamic data when using a mole 
balance.  Full details are provided in Appendix 2. 

The o
f H298∆  values are copied directly from FREED.  The 288−∆ TH  values for the output temperature 923 K 

are calculated in Excel using the equation parameters (A, B, C, D, E and F) copied directly from FREED.  Note 
that the 298−∆ TH  sensible heat value of molkJ9.66  for H2O (lg) includes the heat of vaporisation of water 
(Appendix 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

Heat Balance Solution 

The initial mole balance solution, which includes a guessed value of 1.00 for nH2O, is shown below along with 
the initial set up for the heat balance table. 

Entries for the cells containing the Heat of Reaction, Sensible Heats and Heat Loss/Gain for the heat balance 
are calculated from the heat balance equation segments using cross-referenced kg mole values from the mole 
balance solution and thermodynamic data from the thermodynamic table.  All heat balance segments are 
initially correct except for the Sensible Heat Outputs since this equation includes the guessed value for nH2O. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excel’s Goal Seek18 function (Tools/Goal Seek) can now be used to vary the guessed value (cell $C$9) for 
nH2O until the heat balance (cell $H$8) is zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
18 File/Data/What-If Analysis/Goal Seek 
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The required flow of H2O is 62.38 kg mol when the heat balance is zero, as shown below.  This is equal to 
1.124 tonnes of H2O. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6.9 Mass and Heat Balance Example (Roaster Worksheet) 

Mass balance equations have been given in Sections 1.5.1 for a simple pyrite roaster.  The above example 
will now be illustrated using a mass rather than a mole balance. 

Mass Percents of Elements in Species 

The mass percents of elements within the species as required for the mass balance equations are read 
directly into Excel from FREED (Appendix 2) and shown below.  Two decimal places are preferred to avoid 
round-off errors during calculation; however the output data should be rounded to reflect the precision of input 
data and the purpose for which they are to be used. 

 

 

 

The input/output diagram with all relevant information is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mass Balance Equations (tonnes) 

Fe Balance: 326994.014655.0 OFeMx =  (1) 

S Balance: 25005.015345.0 SOmx =  (2) 

O Balance: 2232 4995.03006.0233.0 OSOOFeair mmMM ++=  (3) 

N2 Balance: 2767.0 Nair mM =  (4) 

H2O Balance: OHwater mM 2=  (5) 

Feed 
1 tonne FeS2 

 
Mair 

23.3% O2 
76.7% N2 

 
Mwater 

100% H2O(l) 
298 K 
(25oC) 

MFe2O3 
100% Fe2O3 

 
Mgas 
mSO2 
mO2 
mN2 
mH2O 
923 K 

(650oC) 
 

2 5 
Roaster 

 

1 

3 

4 

Heat Loss 
66.7 MJ/t FeS2 

 

 
%Elem 1 %Elem 2 

FeS2(s) 46.55 53.45 
Fe2O3(s) 69.94 30.06 

SO2 50.05 49.95 
H2O(lg) 11.19 88.81 
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Mass Balance Restrictions 

One kg of FeS2 represents 8.335 kg moles.  One kg mole of O2 has a mass of 0.0320 tonnes; thus the 10% 
excess oxygen restriction equation is written as: 

 airMxxx 233.00320.0)335.8
2
5.51.1( =  (6) 

Mass Balance Solution 

From (1) tonnesM OFe 666.032 =   

From (2): tonnesmSO 068.12 =   

From (6): tonnesMair 463.3=  

From (4): tonnesmN 656.22 =  

From (3): 073.02 =Om molkg  

Equation (5):  unsolved OHwater mM 2=  

The value of OHm 2  (and thus waterM ) is found by solving the heat balance. 

Heat Balance Equation (MJ) 

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

  

All thermodynamic data (see table below) are tMJ ; thus when each thermodynamic term in the balance is 
multiplied by tonnes for the species to which it refers, the total energy is given in MJ . 

Sensible Heat of Inputs 

 0298298298298 =∆−=∆−=∆ ∑∑∑ −−− HHH
InIn TT  

Heat of Reaction 

∑∑∑ ∆−∆=∆ )speciesinput reaction()speciesoutput reaction( 298298298
o

f
o

f
o

r HHH  

 o
SOfSO

o
OFefOFe

o
f HmHMH 2,298232,29832298 )speciesoutput reaction( ∆+∆=∆∑  

∴  o
SOf

o
OFef

o
f HHH 2,29832,298298 068.1666.0)speciesoutput reaction( ∆+∆=∆∑  

 o
FeSf

o
f HxH 2,298298 1)speciesinput reaction( ∆=∆∑  

Sensible Heat of Outputs 
)(

2989232298923229892322989232
32

29892332298
2222 glOH

OH
N

N
O

O
SO

SO
OFe

OFeT HmHmHmHmHMH
Out

→
−−−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑  

∴
)(

2989232298923298923298923
32

298923298
2222 656.2073.0068.1666.0 glOH

OH
NOSOOFe

T HnHHHHH
Out

→
−−−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑

 

Heat Loss  

 MJHLoss 7.66=∆∑  
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Thermodynamic Data for Heat Balance 

The following table is established within Excel to contain the thermodynamic data when using a mass balance 
(Appendix 2). 

 

 

 

 

Heat Balance Solution 

The required H2O is confirmed to be 1.124 tonnes (as found from previous mole balance) when the heat 
balance is set to zero using Goal Seek: 
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2.0 Unit Processes 
In order to successfully complete a material and heat balance for a flowsheet it is necessary to understand the 
basic characteristics of the important unit processes that collectively constitute the flowsheet.  Generic and 
specific unit process characteristics will now be considered. 

2.1 Generic Unit Process Characteristics 
2.1.1 Process Components 

A fundamentally important consideration for basic flowsheet development is an understanding of the 
difference between process components and stream species. 

Stream species represent all of the physically distinguishable elements, compounds or materials which 
collectively constitute a given stream.  The process components, on the other hand, represent the minimum 
number of independently distinguishable physical entities present amongst the species of a unit process, from 
which all input and output species can be assembled, taking into account all intrinsic relationships which exist 
amongst the species, such as stoichiometric linkages and chemical reactions.   

A determination of the number of components for a unit process is fundamentally important knowledge for a material balance 
since one independent material balance can be written for each component within the unit process. 

Components in Unreactive Processes 

When no chemical reactions occur, the number of components C  equals the number of different neutral 
species S  in all input or output streams. 

The species are normally either elements or compounds (stoichiometric groups).  For example, if a molten 
alloy containing Fe and C is mixed with a molten alloy containing Ni and Fe with no chemical reaction, then the 
process has three neutral element components (Fe, C, and Ni).  If air containing O2 and N2 is mixed with a gas 
containing H2O and H2 with no chemical reaction, then the process has four neutral stoichiometric components 
(O2, N2, H2O, and H2). 

Components in Reactive Processes 

When chemical reactions occur, the number of components is less than the number of reaction species 
according to: 

  RSC R −=  

RS  is the number of reaction input/output species and R  is the number of independent reactions amongst 
the reaction species. 

Identification of the latter requires expert metallurgical judgment since potential reactions which are totally 
prevented by kinetic restrictions do not count and the species associated with these should not be part of the 

RS  reaction species.  The identification of components within a reactor will be discussed in detail in Section 
2.2.4 on Reactor Characteristics. 

Active Components  

A material and energy balance analysis of a unit process (Section 3) involves a degree of freedom analysis.  
When performing this analysis, it is important to know how many component balances can still be written as 
useful equations after all unknowns have been recognised and assigned for the flowsheet.  Components for 
which balances can still be written after the assignment of flowsheet unknowns will be called active 
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components19 and collectively described by the term activeC .  Their application should become clear through 
consideration of the material balance examples given in these notes. 

2.1.2 Common Variables 

When the flow of a species in two different streams can be represented by the same unknown, the unknown is 
called a common variable.  Consider a species which enters a unit process only in one stream and leaves only 
in one stream without reacting.  If the species flow is unknown it can be described by a common variable, for 
example Zm  for the mass of species Z in both streams. 

The recognition and ultilisation of common variables is not essential for the correct analysis of a material 
balance; their use just reduces the number of unknowns in the material balance equation set and makes it 
simpler. 

2.1.3 Trivial Material Balances 

If it is obvious from the information available, that an output flow for a unit process can be calculated from an 
input flow through a trivial material balance, then it is convenient to simply make the calculation and specify the 
output flow.  This reduces the number of unknowns by one.  It also reduces the active components by one 
since the component material balance is used in the specification. 

2.2 Specific Unit Process Characteristics 
The specific characteristics of mixers, splitters, separators, reactors and heat exchangers will now be 
reviewed. 

2.2.1 Mixer Characteristics 

A mixer is a device which brings together two or more input streams to produce a single combined output 
stream: 

 

 

Mixer Material Balance Equations 

A mixer represents the simplest unit process since it has no characteristic operating parameters or settings.  A 
mixer also has no reactions so the number of components C is equal to the number of neutral species S; thus 
one independent material balance can be written for each species ( SC = ). 

Consider, for example, a mixer with two input streams containing species A, B, and C, as represented below 
using mass flows: 

 

 

 

 

The component mass balance equations are simply written for each species as: 

A balance: )3()2()1( AAA mmm =+   

                                                
19 The term “active component” has been created by this author for the purposes of DOF analysis and is unlikely to be found in other references 
on flowsheeting. 

Mixer 

1 

2 
Mixer 3 

M1 
mA(1) 
mB(1) 
mC(1) 

 M2 
mA(2) 
mB(2)  
mC(2) 

 

M3 
mA(3) 
mB(3)  
mC(3) 
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B balance: )3()2()1( BBB mmm =+   

C balance: )3()2()1( CCC mmm =+   

Mixer Stream Equations 

There are also simple stream compositional relationships between total flow and species flows, such as 
)1()1()1(1 CBA mmmM ++= .  These must be included in the material balance equation set (the so-called 

material balance model) when other equations containing the total flow unknowns ( 1M , 2M , 3M ) are also 
included in the set. 

Stream equations can also be written for specified stream flow ratios (e.g. feed forward and recycle ratios) and 
volume percent specifications (when flows are in mass percent) etc as previously discussed.  Since the 
various potential stream equations are generic to other unit processes, they will not be discussed further. 

Common Variables in a Mixer 

In a mixer, any species which is present in only one input stream is a common variable.  In the following gas 
mixer, for example, nitrogen is unique to stream 1, while steam is unique to stream 2.  Thus when setting up 
the process unknowns, the common mass flow variables 2Nm  and OHm 2  can be assigned for N2 and H2O 
using the component mass balances, according to: 

 2)3(2)1(2 NNN mmm ==  

 OHOHOH mmm 2)3(2)2(2 ==  

Thus for each common variable assigned to a mixer, the number of unknowns is reduced by one.  The 
number of active components activeC  for which a material balance can still be written is also reduced by one.  
In the following mixer, although 3== SC  (O2, N2 and H2O are neutral components), 1=activeC  since only 
the O2 balance still provides an equation for the model. 

 

 

 

 

Mixer Model Summary 

The equation set for a material balance model of a mixer consists of: 

activeC  component balances, given by the number of species S discounted by 1 for each balance used in reducing the 
number of process unknowns (i.e. used for common variables and trivial balances). 

Stream equations relating total stream flow to species flows, and other equations utilising stream specifications such as flow 
ratios etc. 

2.2.2 Splitter Characteristics 

A splitter divides an input stream into two or more output streams, each with the same composition as the 
input (and when analysing solids in mineral processing, possibly the same size distribution).  Splitters with two 
output streams are most common: 

1 

2 
Mixer 3 

M1 
mO2(1) 
mN2 

 M2 
mO2(2) 
mH2O 

 

M3 
mO2(3) 
mN2  
mH2O 
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Splitter Material Balance Equations 

In common with a mixer, the number of components for a splitter is equal to the number of species ( SC = ); 
thus one independent material balance equation can be written for each species in the splitter20.  If the percent 
of any species within the input stream is known, the component balance for this species is redundant since all 
input/output streams have the same composition; thus one active component is lost for each known input 
stream percentage (see example below). 

Common Variables in a Splitter 

When unknown species flows are represented as m’s or n’s (i.e. as individual flows) there are no common 
variables in a splitter since it is not possible for an output species flow to have the same value as its input flow. 

If any unknown species flows are expressed as a % of the total stream flow rather than as an individual 
material flow (an approach not recommended here), then common variables do occur since all splitter streams 
have the same composition.  In this case, one active component is lost for each unknown declared in this way 
since the component balance becomes redundant. 

The following splitter, for example, has one unknown species composition represented as a percent (%B) and 
one species composition declared as a percent (5% C – this is a defined value, not a common variable); thus 
while 3== SC , only the A component balance can still be written amongst the flow unknowns for inclusion 
in the splitter model, thus 1=activeC . 

 

 

 

 

 

Split Fractions (SF) 

Stream flows leaving a splitter can be defined in terms of a characteristic operation parameter called a split 
fraction jSF , where:  

 
stream input the of rateFlow 

 steam output of rateFlow jSFj =   

Since 1=∑ jSF , the number of independent split fractions SF  for OS  output streams is given by 

1−= OSSF . 

                                                
20 Since all input/output streams have the same composition, each stream can be considered to consist of the same species, such that the splitter 
has only one component, that is, 1== SC .  This approach can be a convenient simplification when analysing a splitter in isolation; however, if 
a splitter containing species A, B and C is only considered to contain species D (containing A, B and C), then it can be less convenient to write 
the A, B and C balances for adjoining unit processes when analysing a flowsheet. 
 

M3 
mA(3) 
%B 

5% C 
 

M2 
mA(2) 
%B 

5% C 

 

2 

3 

Splitter 
1 

M1 
mA(1) 
%B 

5% C 

 

Summary Characteristics 

Usually 2 output streams but any number >1. 
All stream compositions are the same. 

Splitter 
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In the simple splitter illustrated above, there are two output streams and one independent split fraction.  If 10% 
of the input flow is split into stream 2, then 1.02 =SF .  An additional defined value for 3SF is redundant since 

23 1 SFSF −= . 

Splitter Equations (SE) 

The commonality of stream compositions around a splitter is a unique characteristic which creates 
)1)(1( −− OSCactive  independent relationships or restrictions amongst the species flows21.  Together with the 

1−OS  independent split fractions, the )1)(1( −− OSCactive composition restrictions provide a total22 of 
)1( −= OSCSE active  so-called splitter equations which can be written into the splitter model. 

While there are alternative ways of expressing these equations (Appendix 3) the approach adopted here is 
always to express the splitter equations in terms of split fractions and species flows. 

Consider, for example, a splitter which contains three species CBA ,,  and which produces two output 
streams as illustrated below using mass flows.  Since 121 −=−= OSSF , this splitter has one independent 
split fraction.  However, there are three independent splitter equations which can be written since 

3)12(3)1( =−=−= OSCSE active . 

 

 

 

 

 

If the independent split fraction is defined as 1.02 =SF , then the three splitter equations are simply: 

 )1()2( 1.0 AA mm =  (S1) 

 )1()2( 1.0 BB mm =  (S2) 

 )1()2( 1.0 CC mm =  (S3) 

However, if the split fraction is undefined, then 2SF  becomes an additional unknown in the splitter model and 
the three splitter equations are written as: 

 )1(2)2( AA mSFm =  (S1) 

 )1(2)2( BB mSFm =  (S2) 

 )1(2)2( CC mSFm =  (S3) 

In this latter form, the equations include the cross-multiplication of unknowns and are non-linear.  As such, 
they require special consideration when solving the equation set, as discussed subsequently. 

                                                
21 The compositional restrictions are most easily visualised as ratios (Appendix 3).  If two output streams of the same composition each contain 
species A, B and C, then two independent flow relationships exist amongst the compositions, for example: 3322 BABA =  and 

3322 CBCB =  as predicted by 2)12)(13()1)(1( =−−=−− OSCactive . 
22 )1(]11)[1()1)(1()1( −=−+−=−−+− OSCCOSOSCOS activeactiveactive  

M3 
mA(3) 
mB(3)  
mC(3) 

 

M2 
mA(2) 
mB(2)  
mC(2) 

 

2 

3 

Splitter 1 
M1 

mA(1) 
mB(1) 
mC(1) 
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The above splitter equations could equally be expressed in terms of 3SF  (since 3SF =0.9) using species flows 
from stream 3.  However, no matter how the equations are expressed, there are only three independent 
equations which include the one independent split fraction. 

Splitter Model Summary 

The equation set for a material balance model of a splitter consists of: 

activeC  component balances given by the number of species S , discounted by 1 for each balance used in reducing the 
number of process unknowns (i.e. for each stream species represented as the same percent in all streams, either as a defined 
value or expressed as a common variable). 

)1( −OSCactive  splitter equations which contain 1−OS  independent split fractions and which introduce an additional 
unknown to the model for each independent split fraction which is undefined. 

Stream equations relating total stream flow to species flows, and other equations utilising stream specifications such as flow 
ratios etc. 

2.2.3 Separator Characteristics 

A separator divides an input stream into two or more output streams which have different compositions to the 
input (e.g. distillation and condensation processes) or have different size distributions to the input (e.g. 
screens).  Only the first type will be considered here. 

 

 

 

Separator Material Balance Equations 

In common with mixers and splitters, the number of components for a separator is equal to the number of 
species ( SC = ); thus one independent material balance can be written for each species in the separator. 

Separation Coefficients (SC) 

The distribution of species amongst the separator output streams can be described by characteristic operating 
parameters called separation coefficients )( jZSC , where: 

 
stream input the in Z species of rateFlow 

 steam output in Z species of rateFlow 
)(

jSC jZ =
 

Overall, when S species report to OS output streams, there are )1( −= OSSSC  independent separation 
coefficients which describe the distribution.  For simple separators with two output streams, the number of 
independent separation coefficients SC  is equal to the number of species S , that is, SSC = . 

Common Variables in a Separator 

Separation coefficients of 1 result in flows being represented by common variables since the designated 
species enters in a single stream and leaves in a single stream.  Separation coefficients of 0 also define 
common variables when there are only two output streams23. 

                                                
23 Separation coefficients of 1 or 0 imply perfect separations and thus are impossible to achieve in real processes; however they can be achieved 
within the accuracy of a flowsheet material balance. 

Summary Characteristics 

Often 2 output streams but any number >1. 
All stream compositions are different. 

Separator 
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Consider, for example, a separator distributing three species (A, B, C) into two output streams, for which 
1)2( =ASC  and 0)2( =CSC .  A is eliminated from stream 3 and C from stream 2 by utilising these coefficients; 

thus common variables can be assigned for the flows of A (mA ) and C (mC), as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Active Components 

The assignment of a common variable utilises both a separation coefficient and a component balance for a 
species.  For species A above, utilisation of the separation coefficient 1)2( =ASC  gives the equation 

)2 stream()1 stream( AA = ; however, the component balance )3 stream()2 stream()1 stream( AAA +=  is 
also required24 to confirm A is absent from stream 3.  Since each common variable reduces by one the 
number of components for which a balance equation can still be written after the assignment of unknowns, 
each common variable also reduces the number of active components by one.   

Separation Coefficient Equations (SCE) 

One separation coefficient equation can be written for each independent separation coefficient; thus the total 
number of separation coefficient equations (SCE) is initially equal to the total number of separation coefficients 
(SC), as given by )1( −== OSSSCSCE . 

However, it is always convenient when setting up unknowns to utilise known SC values of 1 to assign 
common variables to output streams and, when dealing with more than two output streams, to use any 
additional SC values of 0 to remove species from output streams, not already eliminated using the 1=SC  
values. 

When this is done, the number of remaining independent separation coefficients for which separation 
coefficient equations can still be written is given by: 

 ( )∑ =−−= 0')1( sSCOSCSCE active  

where activeC  represents the number of components reduced by 1 for each common variable assigned when 

setting up the unknowns according to ∑−= varaibles commonSCactive , and ( )∑ = 0'sSC  represents the 

number of SC values utilised to eliminate species from output streams, in cases where they do not exclusively 
report to one output stream. 

Separators with Two Output Streams 

When a separator has only two output streams, the above equation reduces to 

   activeCSCE =  

as illustrated in the above two-output stream example.  Here 3== SC , but since A and C use common 
variables 1=activeC  with B remaining as the only active component; that is, B is the only species for which a 
component balance and a separator coefficient equation can still be written.  The latter takes the form : 

 )1()2()2( BBB mSCm =  

                                                
24 Both equations would be required, for example, to program into a computer the fact that A is present in stream 2 but absent from stream 3. 

M3 
mB(3) 
mC 
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Thus if 15.0)2( =BSC , then 15% of B reports to stream 2 and 75% reports to stream 3. 

Separators with > Two Output Streams 

Consider a separator distributing three species (A, B, C) into three output streams.   If 1)2( =ASC ,  A leaves 
only in stream 2 and its flow is represented by the common variable mA.  If 0)3( =BSC , B is eliminated from 
stream 3 but remains in streams 2 and 4, as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this case 2varaibles common =−= ∑SCactive  and ( )∑ == 10'sSC . 

Since ( )∑ =−−= 0')1( sSCOSCSCE active  

∴ 31)13(2 =−−=SCE  

Thus the number of independent SC’s and SCE’s which remain for this separator after the allocation of 
unknowns is 3 and SEC’s can still be written for )2(BSC , )2(CSC  and )3(CSC  as25: 

 )1()2()2( BBB mSCm =  

 )1()2()2( CCC mSCm =  

 )1()3()3( CCC mSCm =  

Separator Model Summary 

The equation set for a material balance model of a separator consists of: 

activeC  component balances, given by the number of species S  discounted by 1 for each balance used in reducing the 
number of process unknowns (i.e. assigning common variables for each SC=1 , trivial balances). 

SCE  separation coefficient equations, given by 0) of '()1( ∑−−= sSCOSCSCE active , which reduces to 

activeCSCE =  for only 2 output streams.  An unknown is added to the model for each independent SC value which is 
undefined and for which and SCE is written. 

Stream equations relating total stream flow to species flows, and other equations utilising stream specifications such as flow 
ratios etc.  

                                                
25 Note that when you write the SCE equation for )2(BSC , then )2(Bm  is defined as is the value of )4(Bm  through the component balance for 

B.  Alternatively, you could write the SCE equation using )4(BSC  instead of )2(BSC  but you can only use one or the other.  Similarly, you could 

substitute )4(CSC for either )2(CSC or )3(CSC  within the set of three independent SCE equations. 
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2.2.4 Reactor Characteristics 

A unit process in which chemical reactions occur is called a reactor.  It may involve multiple chemical reactions 
and have multiple input and output streams; it may also incorporate both mixing and separation functions. 

 

 

 

Reactor Material Balance Equations  

Neutral and Reaction Species 

It is necessary to distinguished between the neutral and reaction input/output species within a reactor in order 
to select appropriate components for the material balance equations. 

In reality, expert metallurgical judgment is required to make this distinction firstly because reactivity cannot be 
confirmed unless tested empirically and secondly because the change in material flow of a species due to 
chemical reaction must be significant enough to affect the material balance for the species to be considered to 
take part in a reaction.  Nitrogen, for example, is considered neutral for the purpose of most metallurgical 
material balances; yet in the presence of oxygen, nitrogen reacts at high temperatures to form minor amounts 
of nitrous oxides which are important from an environmental standpoint but insignificant in their impact on the 
overall material balance. 

Components amongst the Neutral Species 

The number of independent material flows amongst S  neutral species within a reactor is equal to the number 
of species, in common with mixers, splitters and separators, thus: 

 SC =   

Components amongst Reaction Input/Output Species 

The number of components amongst RS  reaction input/output species is reduced by one for each of R  
independent reactions amongst them according to: 

 RSC R −=   

For example, consider the following set of three independent reactions for the reduction of a mixture of 
hematite, magnetite and wustite with hydrogen: 

 OHOFeHOFe 243232 23 +→+  (A) 

 OHFeOHOFe 2243 3 +→+  (B) 

 OHFeHFeO 22 +→+  (C) 

If Fe2O3, H2, Fe3O4 and H2O enter a reactor and react to some extent according to reaction A, the 
stoichiometric exchange creates a relationship between the inputs and outputs such that the material balance 
across the reactor for any one of these four species cannot be independent of the material balances for the 
other three, thus creating one material balance restriction or loss of dependency.  The same is true for 
reactions B and C; thus taken together the three reactions create three restrictions ( 3=R ) amongst six 
reaction input/output species ( 6=RS : Fe2O3, H2, Fe3O4, H2O, FeO, Fe) to leave three independent material 
balances amongst them.  This equals the number of components in accord with 3=−= RSC R . 

                     Summary Characteristics 

Any number of Input/Output streams. 
All stream compositions are usually different. 

All stream flow rates are usually different. 
Can incorporate a Mixer and/or Separator. 

 

Reactor 
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Total Components within a Reactor 

The total number of components C  within a reactor containing S  neutral species and RS  reaction 
input/output species with R  independent reactions amongst them, is given by: 

 SRSC R +−= )(    

Thus the total number of components C  within a reactor is always less than the total number of species.  The 
identification of independent reactions and components within a reactor will now be considered. 

Independent Reactions amongst the Reaction Input/Output Species 

From a material balance perspective, a set of R  reactions amongst RS  reaction input/output species is 
independent26 when every reaction contains at least one species not present in the remaining reactions and 
no one reaction can be split into separate reactions each of which contains a unique species27. 

With experience, it is usually possible to establish an independent reaction set amongst the reaction 
input/output species by inspection.  However, when uncertainty exists, a simple algorithm described in 
Appendix 4 will always provide the correct number of independent reactions. 

Since more than one set of equally valid independent reactions can usually be written for any reactor with 
more than one reaction, it follows that any given reaction set does not necessarily represent the actual 
reactions which describe the chemical transformations in the reactor from a pathway or kinetic perspective.  
Such transformations can be complex and also involve intermediate species and a suite of sequential and 
parallel reactions.  The total number of reactions can be well in excess of the number of independent reactions 
necessary to simply define the material balance restrictions between the reaction input/output species. 

Fortunately, the existence of complex reactions and different reaction sets is inconsequential for the writing of 
component balances since these are written without direct reference to any particular set of reactions (Section 
1.5.3); only the unique number R  of reactions within an independent balanced set amongst the reaction 
input/output species is important in order to establish the number of components.  However, if a reactor model 
specifies that one input is stoichiometrically related to another, such as a stoichiometric excess of air for 
roasting (see example, Section 1.6.8) or if the model utilises “extents of reactions” (discussed subsequently) in 
addition to component balances, it is convenient to select an independent reaction set which at least has the 
relevant input species on the left hand side and which stoichiometrically represent a transfer of inputs to 
outputs (see Appendix 4). 

Identification of Reaction Components 

Reaction components are best viewed as the fundamental building blocks of the species which take part in 
chemical reactions since they represent those parts of the species which are preserved when reactions take 
place. In essence, the components represent the minimum number of independent unchanged “parts” from 
which all reaction input/output species can be built, taking into account the intrinsic stoichiometric and other 
relationships amongst them. 

If, for example, a wall containing red, blue and green bricks is knocked down and has to be rebuilt, then the 
three components that are needed are red, blue and green bricks; however if a blue brick is always stuck to a 
red brick (an “intrinsic stoichiometric relationship”), then only two components are needed, a green brick and a 
blue-red brick. 

Ultimately, the number of components amongst reaction input/output species equals the number of stoichiometrically 
independent elements contained within them. 

                                                
26 From a mathematical perspective, a set of equations is independent when the rank of the coefficient matrix is equal to the number of equations. 
27 An example of a reaction which can be split is 2332 COCOFeFeOC ++→+  since this represents the sum of the two independent 

reactions COFeFeOC +→+  and 222 COFeFeOC +→+ , where CO is unique to the first reaction and CO2 to the second reaction. 
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However, it will be shown that when identifying reaction components it is convenient to categorise them as 
either reaction element components or as reaction group components28 since the latter can be interchanged 
with element components to simplify the writing of component balance equations when appropriate. 

Reaction Element Components 

Consider, for example, the oxidation of pyrite with oxygen to give hematite and sulphur dioxide according to: 

 23222 45.52 SOOFeOFeS +→+  

The stoichiometric element groups on the input side which could potentially proceed unchanged through the 
reaction are FeS2, S2 and O2.  However, since none exit the reaction without some change, the only 
“fundamental building blocks” for all species completely preserved through the reaction are the elements 
themselves. 

For this process, 314 =−=−= RSC R  and the components can be viewed as the reaction element 
components Fe, S and O as used for the roaster material balances discussed in Sections 1.  In this case, all 
elements amongst the reaction input/output species are independent and the number of components equals 
the number of elements.  This is often true for pyrometallurgical processes. 

For pyrometallurgical processes, the number of reaction components ( RSC R −= ) is commonly equal to the number of 
elements within the reaction input/output species SR. 

Reaction Group Components 

Reaction group components represent element groups which can be viewed as passing through a reaction or 
series of reactions unchanged. 

Consider, for example, the calcination of calcium carbonate to produce quicklime according to: 

 23 COCaOCaCO +→  

If CaCO3 is viewed as CaO.CO2, both of the CaO and CO2 element groups are preserved through the 
reaction.  Since 213 =−=−= RSC R , the two components for the process may be taken as the reaction 
group components CaO and CO2

29. 

In this case, only two of the three elements (Ca, O, and C) amongst the reaction input/output species are 
independent and the number of components is less than the number of elements.  This is known as element 
redundancy.  The redundancy occurs because Ca is always associated with one O, and C is always 
associated with two O’s, such that the Ca and C balances also give the O balance.  Such redundancy is more 
common in hydrometallurgical processes than in pyrometallurgical processes. 

For hydrometallurgical processes, the number of reaction components ( RSC R −= ) is commonly less than the number of 
elements amongst the reaction input/output species SR due to the preservation of element groups throughout the reactions. 

Now consider a calciner in which all CaCO3 is converted into CaO and CO2 and in which the input molar flow 
is represented by 3CaCOn  and the output flows by CaOn  and 

2COn .  Here the CaO and Ca mole balances 

yields the same equation ( CaOCaCO nn =3 ); the CO2 and C balances yield the same equation (
23 COCaCO nn = ); 

whereas the O mole balance is unique ( 23 23 COCaOCaCO nnn += ). 

                                                
28 The terms “reaction element component” and “reaction group component” are the creation of this author and may not be found in other 
references on material balances. 
29 Other similar simple examples of reaction group components are in the production of sulphuric acid ( 4223 SOHOHSO →+ ) or in the 

slaking of lime ( 22 )(OHCaOHCaO →+ ). 
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The two reaction components which are selected must be independent, that is, they must not give the same 
mass balance equation.  Thus allowable component selections are either the reaction element groups (CaO, 
CO2), or any two of the three elements Ca, O and C, or any independent combination of an element and a 
group such as Ca, CO2 or C, CaO but not CaO, Ca or CO2, C.  When element redundancy occurs, it is usually 
convenient to select the reaction element groups (CaO, CO2) as the components. 

Identification of Components from the Rank of the Element Matrix for Reaction Species 

Not all element redundancies are obvious and not all combinations of elements and element groups represent 
independent components when element redundancy occurs.  However, when doubt exits, the number of 
components and a set of independent elements to represent these components can be established from the 
rank of the element matrix of all reaction input/output species, as outlined in Appendix 5. 

Kinetic Restrictions on R 

The number of reaction components is given by RSC R −=  provided all possible R  independent chemical 
reactions amongst the species do actually occur to an extent sufficient to affect the material balance.  
However, it is conceivable that all RS  species can be involved in measurable reactions while some of the 
possible R  reactions amongst them don’t occur due to kinetic restrictions.  In such cases, it is possible for the 
number of components to exceed the number of elements amongst the species, as also discussed in 
Appendix 5 for interested readers. 

Example:  Components within a Reactor 

Consider the following simple reactor in which methane, ammonia and steam are reacted at 850oC, to form a 
gas containing H2, CO, CO2 with residual H2O and CH4.  Minor argon is present as an impurity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ar represents the only neutral species; thus 1=S .  CH4, NH3, H2O, N2, H2, CO and CO2 represent the 
reaction input/output species; thus 7=RS .  Inspection of the reaction species indicates that there are three 
independent reactions amongst them, which can be confirmed using the independent reaction algorithm 
(Appendix 4), thus 3=R .  The reactor equations may be written as30: 

 223 234 NHNH +→  (1) 

 224 3HCOOHCH +→+  (2) 

 2224 42 HCOOHCH +→+  (3) 

The reactor thus has 51)37()( =+−=+−= SRSC R  components.  These may be taken as the four 
reaction element components C, H, N and O and the neutral component Ar. 

Extents of Reactions (ε) 

The characteristic operating parameters for a reactor are the extent ε  of each of R  independent reactions, 
where one independent restriction equation can be written for each reaction extent which has a defined value.  
For example, if 6.0=ε  relative to species H2 for the reaction OHOH 222 5.0 →+ , then 60% of 2H  is 

                                                
30 The third equation could be replaced with the well-known water gas shift reaction 222 HCOOHCO +→+ , derived from (3) - (2), to form 
an equally valid independent equation set. 
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consumed in the reaction and the restriction equation may be written as )(2)(2)(2 4.0)1( inHinHoutH nnn =−= ε .  
In the above reactor example, the implied value for 1ε  is 1.0 relative to NH3 since 

0)1( )(31)(3 =−= inNHoutNH nn ε . 

An approach favoured by chemical engineers is to specify an extent ε  for every independent reaction, either 
as a defined value or as an unknown, such that a material balance can be written for each species within a 
reactor rather than for each component.  Details of this so-called species balance method and its relative 
merits compared to the component balance method are discussed in Appendix 6 along with a brief 
discussion on the use of “extents of reactions” with parallel and sequential reactions.  The component balance 
method, however, is used exclusively in these notes. 

Equilibrium Constants (K) 

If a reaction achieves equilibrium within a reactor, the extent of reaction ε  must be replaced by the equilibrium 
constant K .  In this case, all of the reaction species will be present at equilibrium within the output and the K 
equation is only written using the output flows; in contrast, an extent of reaction equation is written using both 
input and output flows. 

For example, if reaction (2) above achieves equilibrium within the reactor, the equilibrium restriction equation 
using molar output flows within the gas is written as: 
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In this equation, ip  and in respectively represent the partial pressure and molar flow of the thi output 
species, GasN  represents the total molar flow of output gas and totP represents the total output gas pressure.  
The equilibrium constant value for the reaction 3K  is readily calculated using the Reaction Option within the 
FREED database, as discussed in Appendix 1. 

If only gases are involved in the equilibrium, the K  equation, although non-linear, is relatively simple provided 
partial pressures rather than fugacities are used.  This is an assumption based on the ideal gas law which is 
normally acceptable for metallurgical processes.  If liquid solutions are involved, the K  equation may include 
activity coefficients which also depend on composition and temperature.  Only relatively simple relationships 
will be used for any equilibrium specifications considered here.  Commercial software is available to handle 
more complex situations31. 

Design Specifications 

Reactor design specifications such as target recoveries, target metal distributions between concentrate and 
waste streams, and product grades, all provide additional restriction equations for the reactor model.  These 
specifications often place constraints on the extents of reaction such that they are mutually exclusive. 

Stoichiometric Restrictions 

So-called stoichiometric restrictions can be created in reactors as a result of the starting materials used.  
Consider for example, the reduction of ZnO with C within a retort.  The process results in the production of a 
gas contain Zn, CO and CO2.  However, because all Zn and O originate only from ZnO, the total moles of Zn 
in the gas must equal the total moles of O contained within the CO and CO2 portion of the gas, such that an 
intrinsic stoichiometric restriction exists amongst the moles of Zn, CO and CO2 in the gas according to: 

 22 COCOZn nnn +=  

                                                
31 Commercial flowsheet simulators such as Metsim© (www.metsim.com), for example, can impose complex equilibrium restrictions on mass 
balances through an interface with the advanced thermodynamics software FACTSage© (www.factsage.com). 

http://www.metsim.com/
http://www.factsage.com/
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However, all such relationships are accounted for within the component material balances and thus are 
redundant when a full set of component balances are included in the reactor model. 

Common Variables in a Reactor 

The flow of any neutral species which enters a reactor in a single stream and leaves in a single stream can be 
expressed by a common variable.  In the above reactor, neutral Ar  entirely enters in stream 1 and leaves in 
stream 2; thus ArArAr nnn == )2()1(  which utilises the Ar  component balance to assign the common variable. 

Reactor Model Summary 

The equation set for a material balance model of a reactor consists of: 

activeC  component balances, given by SRSC R +−= )(  discounted by 1 for each balance used in reducing the number of 
process unknowns (i.e. used for trivial balances and common variables amongst neutral components). 

ε  extent of reaction equations, including any equilibrium constant equations, with one equation for each known value, up to a 
maximum number given by the number of independent reactions R . 

Design specification equations, often not independent of, and thus replacing extents of reaction. 

Stream equations relating total stream flow to species flows, and others utilising stream specifications such as flow ratios etc. 

2.2.5 Heat Exchanger Characteristics 

A heat exchanger facilitates the exchange of thermal energy between two separated streams which flow co-
currently, counter-currently or cross-currently to each other, without any mixing. 

Three major types of heat exchangers are used in metallurgical flowsheets, namely (1) recuperators or gas-to-
gas heat exchangers in which the hotter gas usually passes through a shell containing parallel tubes which 
counter-currently transports the cooler gas (2) regenerators or gas-to-solid-to-gas heat exchangers in which 
hot and then cold gas are alternately passed over a heat storage medium (usually bricks) and (3) waste heat 
boilers or gas-to-steam heat exchangers in which water is circulated at high pressure through tubes and 
converted to saturated (wet) or superheated (dry) steam through absorption of energy from hot exhaust gas 
passed through a surrounding shell. 

In addition to the above, metallurgical heat exchange commonly occurs through direct contact of hot gases 
with a furnace charge, such as in counter-current blast furnaces or co-current and counter-current rotary kilns.  
Direct contact heat exchange does not require a separate heat exchange device and thus is not considered 
here. 

Heat Exchanger Material Balance Equations 

All unknown stream flows for a heat exchanger can potentially be represented by common variables because 
the flows never mix; thus 0=activeC  and no material balance equations are generated.  The use of common 
variables for a simple cross-flow waste heat boiler (WHB) producing superheated (dry) steam is shown below: 
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If the WHB produces saturated (wet) steam, then the total H2O flow can still be represented by the common 
variable NH2O provided the output stream is considered as a mixed phase containing nH2O(l) and nH2O(g), where 
for dryness fraction X, nH2O(g) = XNH2O. 

If chemical reactions occur as the furnace gas cools within the WHB, such as the formation of sulphates in the 
presence of sulphurous gases, then a solids stream will exit in addition to the cooled gas, and the exhaust 
gas-side of the WHB needs to be considered in the same manner as a chemical reactor. 

Heat Transfer Rate 

Heat exchangers are often specified only with the desired input and output temperatures; however, the 
fundamental operating characteristic of a steady state heat exchanger is the heat transfer rate *Q , where: 

 KmhrkJTUAQ mean
2

log
* ∆=  

U  is the overall heat exchange coefficient, A is the heat transfer area and meanTlog∆  is the average effective 

temperature difference between the two fluid streams over the length of the heat exchanger.   

meanTlog∆  depends on the flow configuration and takes the form )ln()( BABA TTTT ∆∆∆−∆  where AT∆  is 

the temperature difference between the inlet temperatures of the hotter and cooler streams for co-current flow, 
and between inlet temperature of the hotter stream and the outlet temperature of the cooler stream for 
counter-current flow.  A further modification to the equation occurs in the case of cross-current flow32. 

Note that meanTlog∆  would be undefined if either AT∆  or BT∆  were negative; but for this to occur, the 

temperature profiles of the streams would have to cross within the exchanger.  This is not possible since the 
rate of heat transfer approaches zero as the temperature difference between streams approaches zero. 

2.2.6 Constrained and Unconstrained Material Balances 

Material balances in which all unit process operating characteristics, such as split fractions, separation 
coefficients and extents of reaction are fully defined, are called unconstrained balances since outputs can be 
directly calculated from inputs. 

When restrictions such as target output stream compositions, yields etc are made in place of specifications for 
characteristic operating parameters, the outputs are constrained to meet these conditions and the material 
balances are called constrained balances.  These are often more difficult to solve. 

                                                
32 www.energymanagertraining.com/GuideBooks/4Ch4.pdf 
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http://www.energymanagertraining.com/GuideBooks/4Ch4.pdf
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2.3 Unit Processes in Commercial Flowsheet Simulators 
Although all flowsheets consist of four basic unit process types, namely mixers, splitters, separators or 
reactors, or some combination of these (excluding energy and material transport units), commercial flowsheet 
simulators also include process specific variations of these basic units. 

Distillation units and flotation cells, for example, are types of separators and commercial simulators often 
include relatively complex models for each which incorporates the equations used to predict their respective 
separation coefficients. 

A simple distillation unit may include separation coefficient predictions based on non-linear relationships 
between pressure, temperature and liquid composition.  Flotation cells may include complex non-linear 
models to predict mineral separation coefficients, with inputs such as collector addition, particle size, particle 
liberation etc. 

Inclusion of this level of complexity is necessary for the creation of realistic process models on a case-by-case 
basis within a commercial simulator; however, consideration of this extra detail adds little to the understanding 
of fundamental flowsheet development analysis which is the main purpose of this topic. 

It is important however, even for a basic flowsheet analysis using commercial software, to understand the true 
nature of mineral processing equipment so that it can be simulated, if necessary, through appropriate 
combinations of the four basic process units. 
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3.0 Unit Process Analysis 
Metallurgical practitioners often use intuitive methods for the solution of simple material and heat balances.  
However, a more structured approach through analysis of the so-called degree of freedom becomes 
increasingly desirable as the number of process streams and chemical species for a unit process increases. 

3.1 Degree of Freedom 
Material and heat balances ultimately represent a mathematical problem in which a set of independent 
equations provide relationships amongst the process unknowns, such as the unknown flow rates and 
temperatures.  From a mathematical perspective, the degree of freedom (DOF) of the problem represents the 
difference between the number of unknowns and the number of independent relationships amongst them, 
namely: 

DOF = ∑Unknowns - ∑ Independent Relationships amongst Unknowns 

3.1.1 Uniquely Specified Processes 

In order to obtain a unique solution to the balance problem, the total number of independent unknowns within 
the equation set must be matched by an equal number of independent equations amongst the unknowns.  
When this is true, the degree of freedom is zero and the balance is able to be solved. 

3.1.2 Underspecified and Overspecified Processes 

If analysis reveals that the degree of freedom is greater than zero, the process is underspecified since it has 
too many unknowns.  This balance has no unique solution, unless further process variables are assigned 
during flowsheet design, or measured during plant operation.  If the degree of freedom is less than zero the 
process is overspecified since there are too many relationships.  This balance has no unique solution unless 
fewer process variables are assigned during flowsheet design, or fewer measured variables are included 
when balancing an operating process. 

3.1.3 Degree of Freedom Calculation 

The primary objective of a material and heat balance degree of freedom (DOF) calculation for a unit process is 
to establish if a unique solution for the balance is possible, where for any unit process: 

 ∑∑ −−= nsRestrictioCUnknowns activeDOF   

∑Unknowns  includes all of the stream flow rates and temperatures etc around the unit process which are 

unknown. 

activeC  includes all of the components within the unit process for which a material balance can still be written 
following the allocation of unknowns. 

∑ nsRestrictio  includes all other independent equations which may be written amongst the unit process 

unknowns, namely: 

(a) Stream equations which relate stream variables, including relationships between total and species 
flows, and relationships for stream flow ratios or specified species percents. 

(b) Unit process specific equations based on process characteristics and specifications, which 
include splitter equations, active separation coefficient equations and specifications such as 
extents of reaction and recoveries etc. 

(c) A heat balance equation when a heat balance is to be performed. 
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3.2 Method for Unit Process Analysis 
Since the degree of freedom analysis involves a systematic identification of all process unknowns and 
independent process equations, it also provides the basis for a complete unit process analysis designed to 
find the correct material and heat balance solution.  The suggested steps for such a complete analysis are 
listed below: 

1) Choose a mole or mass balance.  Mole balances may be preferred when the chemical formulae of 
species in all streams is known or when the majority of species are present in gaseous streams for which 
the volume percent can be taken as the mole percent using the ideal gas law assumption. 

2) Summarise the input/output for the unit process by sketching an input/output diagram showing all 
available information for the unit process.  This is optional. 

3) Annotate the input/output diagram by clearly identifying and numbering (or naming) the streams and 
identifying and showing all known species and stream flow rates, temperatures33 and if relevant, 
pressures on the diagram and clearly showing all those which are unknown using appropriate symbols.  
This is essential. 

(a) Note the presence of common variables and utilise these to reduce the number of unknowns.  
Also, utilise trivial material balances to replace unknowns with flow data.  Reduce activeC  for the 
unit process accordingly. 

(b) For single species streams, use a species flow unknown or a stream flow unknown, but not both. 

(c) Note any unit process specifications and write these on the diagram, for example, stream flow 
ratio specifications, split fraction values etc and any other restrictions which apply, such as 
defined heat losses. 

(d) Ultimately write any relevant information from the analysis (step 4) on the diagram, such as the 
independent reactions within a reactor etc. 

4) Analyse the unit process as outlined in Section 2, to determine the number of unknowns, active 
components and restrictions, and ultimately the degree of freedom (DOF).  If the DOF = 0, the balance 
can be solved.  If the DOF > 0 either declare values for additional unknowns such that the DOF = 0 or 
solve a subset of unknowns for which the DOF = 0; if the DOF < 0 either remove values for unknowns or 
release restrictions such that the DOF = 0. 

5) Write out the equation set for the unit process, consisting of (i) component balance equations (ii) restriction 
equations and (iii) any heat balance equation. 

6) Solve the equation set.  The preference here is to use the method of matrix inversion within Excel for 
linear equation sets, combined with Excel’s Solver function to deal with any non-linear equations, as 
discussed subsequently. 

7) Summarise the final stream data through a table showing flows and temperature data for all streams. 

8) Verify the balance by (1) using a total mass balance for any unit operation, or a total mole balance only 
when there are no chemical reactions, or (2) using individual element and neutral species balances to 
verify a mole balance within a reactor. 

3.2.1 Unit Process Analysis for a Gas Mixer (Gas Mix Worksheet) 

The steps outlined above are illustrated in the following analysis of a simple gas mixer. 

Natural gas containing 90.0% methane, 6.0% ethane and 4.0% nitrogen by mass is mixed with normal air 
(79.0 % N2, 21% O2 by volume) such that the availability of oxygen is 15% in excess of that required to 
produce CO2. and H2O upon subsequent combustion.  Complete a material balance to determine (1) the 

                                                
33 Temperatures may not necessarily be included unless a heat balance is being performed in addition to a material balance. 
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appropriate flow of air to mix with 100 kg/h of natural gas and (2) the flow rate and composition of the mixed 
gas. 

Summary Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

Mole or Mass Balance 

All streams are gases so a mole balance is preferred. 

Unit Process Annotation (Input/Output Diagram) 

The following table is established in Excel to convert kg to kg moles using MW data from FREED34 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comment on Unknowns 

Trivial component balances for CH4 and C2H6 are used to define their respective flows in the output stream 
MMixGas.  The unknown nO2 is used to represent the unknown flow of oxygen in the MMixGas stream rather than 
%O2, to avoid a non-linear equation in the O2 balance; similar reasoning justifies the use of nN2 rather than %N2 
(Section 1.4.3). 

Degree of Freedom Analysis 

Unknowns: NAir  NMixGas  nN2  nO2  4 

activeC : Neutral (O2  N2)  2 

Restrictions: NMixGas(stream equation); 15% excess oxygen in gas  2 

                                                
34 A useful Excel program MMV-C which converts streams from mass to volume to moles and which converts stream species to elements has 
been developed by colleague Arthur Morris in the USA and is available through the website (www.thermart.net).  
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  kg/h MW kg mol/h 
CH4 90 16.04 5.611 
C2H6 6 30.07 0.200 

N2 4 28.01 0.143 

 

15% excess O2 
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Comment on Components 

The neutral species in the mixer are CH4, C2H6, O2 and N2; thus 4== SC .  Trivial mass balances have been 
completed for CH4 and C2H6 to define their respective flows in stream 3; thus 224 =−=activeC , represented 
by the neutral components O2 and N2. 

Degree of Freedom 

 ∑∑ −−= nsRestrictioUnknowns activeCDOF   

∴ 0224 =−−=DOF   

The balance has a unique solution. 

Component Balances (kg moles) 

O2 Balance: 221.0 OAir nN =   (M1) 

N2 Balance: 279.0143.0 NAir nN =+   (M2) 

Stream Restriction (kg moles) 

NMixGas: 22200.0611.5 NOMixGas nnN +++=   (M3) 

Excess Oxygen Restriction (kg moles) 

A 15% stoichiometric excess of oxygen is required for subsequent combustion.  All C in natural gas will 
subsequently burn to form CO2 and all H will form H2O.  Thus 1 kg mole of C stoichiometrically requires 1 kg 
mole of O2 for exact combustion and 4 kg mole of H stoichiometrically requires 1 mole of O2 for exact 
combustion.  The burner requires 15% of oxygen above this amount, all of which reports as nO2, for 
subsequent combustion, to the MixGas, thus: 

O2 Excess Eq: )
4

200.06611.54(15.1)200.02611.5(15.12
XxxxxnO

+
++=   (M4) 

Solution of Equation Set 

The solution for the equation set is obtained by simple calculation and substitution: 

Multiplication of (M4) gives:  hmolkgnO 708.132 =  

Substitution of (M4) into (M1) gives:  hmolkgNAir 278.65
21.0
708.13

==  

Substitution of NAir into (M2) gives:  hmolkgxnN 714.51286.6579.0143.02 =+=  

Summation of (M4) gives: hmolkgNMixGas 23.71=  

Balance Summary 

Even though the solution to this balance is trivial, it is most conveniently performed in Excel and linked to 
calculated kg moles of the input and the balance summary tables (shown below).  The summary shows that 
the air requirement is 65.28 kg mol/h or 1883 kg/h to provide 15% excess oxygen for the combustion of 100 
kg/h of natural gas. 

If, for example, a recalculation is required to find a new air flow for 10% excess oxygen, then even for trivial 
balances of this type, it is convenient to solve a linear equation in Excel using matrix inversion (discussed 
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below) rather than using simple substitution, since all equations coefficients are entered into separate cells 
using this method and can be easily changed, as illustrated in later examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balance Verification 

Since no reactions occur in a mixer, a balance check can be performed using either a total mass or total mole 
balance.  The total mass balance check is shown below: 

 

 

 

3.3 Solution of Linear Equation Sets 
Ultimately, all material and heat balance problems require the solution of a set of independent equations in 
which the number of equations equals the number of unknowns.  Once all of the equations are fully defined, 
the transformation of the metallurgical balance into a mathematical problem is complete and the techniques 
applied to solve the equations become a matter of personal choice and convenience. 

In relatively simple “do-it-yourself” balances, the majority of equations are linear, which means an absence of 
cross-multiplication of unknowns such as X2 or XY.  This author recommends the use of matrix inversion in 
Excel for the solution of linear equation sets.  The technique will now be described. 

3.3.1 Solution of Linear Equations in Excel using Matrix Inversion 

Matrix inversion is a very efficient and transparent method for the solution of linear equation sets and is easily 
carried out in Excel.  The mathematical basis is given in Appendix 7 for interested readers.  The procedure is 
illustrated below using a simple example. 

Consider the following three independent linear equations containing the three unknowns x, y and z: 

 0823 =−++ zyx  (1) 

 yzx 3=+  (2) 

 01064 =+−+ zyx  (3) 

kg mol/h 
Natural 

Gas Air MixGas 
MixGas 

Vol% 
  1 2 3 3 

CH4 5.611   5.611 7.88 
C2H6 0.200   0.200 0.28 

O2   13.708 13.708 19.24 
N2 0.143 51.570 51.712 72.60 

Total 5.953 65.278 71.231 100.000 
 

kg /h 
Natural 

Gas Air MixGas 
MixGas 
Mass% 

  1 2 3 3 
CH4 90.00   90.00 4.54 
C2H6 6.00   6.00 0.30 

O2   438.67 438.67 22.12 
N2 4.00 1444.46 1448.46 73.04 

Total 100.00 1883.13 1983.13 100.00 
 

kg/h 1 2 3 Total 
IN 100.000 1883.131   1983.131 

OUT     1983.131 1983.131 
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Firstly, rearrange all the equations so that only unknowns appear on the left and only a numerical value 
appears on the right: 

 823 =++ zyx  (1) 

 03 =+− zyx  (2) 

 1064 −=−+ zyx  (3) 

Secondly, create adjacent labelled cells in Excel for entry of the coefficients for the unknowns in each equation 
and also for the numerical values for each equation.  It is also advisable to initially fill all cells with zero35, since 
ultimately there must at least a zero in every cell for matrix inversion to work: 

 

 

 

 

The solution will fail unless all cells within the coefficient and numerical matrices have at least a zero entry; none can remain 
blank. 

Thirdly, enter the appropriate coefficients for the unknowns within the coefficient matrix and the appropriate 
numerical values within the numerical matrix: 

 

 

 

 

Fourthly, create an adjacent labelled36 matrix space in Excel to contain the solution for each unknown.  This 
creates the solution matrix: 

 

 

 

 

Fifthly, select all of the cells within the solution matrix area (G2:G4), and then, in the fx box at the top of the 
worksheet, enter =MMULT(MINVERSE(C),N) where C is the area for the coefficient matrix (B2:D4) and N is 
the area for the numerical matrix (E2:E4): 

 

 

 

                                                
35 Put zero in the upper left hand corner and then use Ctrl R and Ctrl D. 
36 Copy the coefficient matrix labels and use “Paste Special/Transpose” to place them vertically. 
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Finally, hold down Crtl-Shift and then press Enter (i.e. press Crtl-Shift-Enter together) to solve the set and 
place the solution within the solution matrix.  If only a single value appears, you have used Enter rather than 
Crtl-Shift-Enter and the procedure has to be repeated: 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 

Matrix inversion creates a unique solution to the equation set provided all three equations are independent.  If, 
for example, equation 3 is a combination of equations 1 and 2 then independence is lost and the solution will 
fail.  It the solution contains negative values, the unique solution is either impractical or one or more of the 
component balances are written incorrectly. 

A convenient way to check for errors in component mass balances when the matrix won’t solve or gives an 
incorrect solution, is to test the accuracy of each component balance by replacing it (overwriting it) with the 
total balance, while leaving all other component balances in place.   

The matrix will solve correctly when an incorrect component balance is replaced by the correct total balance 
equation, provided only one component balance is in error, since any component balance can be replaced by 
the total balance while maintaining the independence of the equation set (Section 1.1.5).   

Solution Template 

This matrix inverse set up, once established for a specific set of equations, can be conveniently used as a 
solution template for any similar sized set of equations.  This is because the equation set will automatically re-
solve if any values within the coefficient or the numerical matrix are changed.  Thus if any of these values are 
linked to external input cells, the sensitivity of a material balance to changes in the external input can also be 
readily assessed.   

3.3.2 Reactor Mass Balance using Matrix Inversion (Refine Worksheet) 

100 tonnes of “hard” lead (97.5 wt% Pb, 2.5 wt% Sb) are melted in a steel kettle and treated with 5.0 tonnes of 
lead oxide in an attempt to reduce the antimony in lead.  The PbO reacts with the Sb to produce a slag 
consisting of PbO and Sb2O3, assaying 23.0 wt% Sb, plus a Pb-Sb alloy with negligible oxygen.  Perform a 
material balance to calculate the final wt% Sb in the alloy. 

Mole or Mass Balance 

All assays are wt% so a mass balance is preferred. 

Unit Process Annotation (Input/Output Diagram) 

The unit process is a reactor with one independent reaction, as marked on the diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hard Lead 
97.5 tonnes Pb  
2.5 tonnes Sb 

 
Lead Oxide 

5.0 tonnes PbO 

Malloy 
mSb 
mPb 

 
Mslag 

mSb2O3 
mPbO 

 

1 

23% Sb 
 

2 

3 

4 
Reactor R=1 

2Sb + 3PbO → Sb2O3 + 3Pb 
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Degree of Freedom Analysis 

Unknowns: Malloy mSb  mPb  Mslag  mSb2O3  mPbO 6 

activeC : Reaction Elements (Pb, Sb, O)  3 

Restrictions: Malloy, Mslag (stream equations); 23% Sb in slag 3 

Comment on Components 

There are no neutral species; thus 0=S .  Pb, Sb, PbO and Sb2O3 represent reaction input/output species; 
thus 4=RS .  There is one independent reaction which gives 3=−= RSC R  reaction components.  These 
may be taken as the reaction elements Pb, Sb and O.  No component balances are used in reducing the 
number of unknowns; thus 3=activeC . 

Degree of Freedom 

 ∑∑ −−= nsRestrictioUnknowns activeCDOF   

∴ 0336 =−−=DOF   

The balance has a unique solution. 

Component Balances (tonnes) 

The mass percents of elements within the species are copied from FREED into Excel for cross-reference 
when writing the component mass balance equations:  

 

 

Pb Balance: PbOPb mmx 9283.00.59283.05.97 +=+  (R1) 

Sb Balance: 328353.05.2 OSbSb mm +=  (R2) 

O Balance: 321647.00717.00.50717.0 OSbPbO mmx +=  (R3) 

Stream Restriction Equations 

Malloy PbSballoy nmM +=  (R4) 

Mslag PbOOSbslag mmM += 32  (R5) 

23%Sb in slag: 328353.023.0 OSbslag mM =  (R6) 

Solution of Equation Set 

All equations are linear and are rearranged with the numerical value on the right for matrix inversion input; for 
example, the rearrangement of equations (R4) to (R6) is shown below: 

 0=−− PbSballoy mmM  (R4) 

 032 =−− PbOOSbslag mmM  (R5) 

 08353.023.0 32 =− OSbslag mM  (R6) 

 %Elem 1 %Elem 2 
PbO 92.83 7.17 

Sb2O3 83.53 16.47 
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The matrix inversion solution from Excel shows that the alloy contains 1.65 tonnes of antimony and 3.68 
tonnes of lead, which represents 1.63% Sb in the final alloy: 

 

 

 

 

 

Balance Verification 

The following Excel table confirms that the total balance is correct. 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternative Use of Total Mass Balance 

As previously discussed (Section 1.1.5), the total mass balance represents the sum of the component 
balances (i.e. R1+R2+R3) and the stream equations (R4+R5) and can therefore replace any of these 
equations within the set, as shown below where the total balance ( 105=+ slagalloy MM ) has successfully 
replaced the O balance. 

 

 

 

 

 

If a component balance contains significantly more terms than the total balance, such replacement can be a 
convenient short cut when solving an equation set.  The replacement can also serve as a useful debugging 
mechanism if the matrix inversion fails or gives an incorrect result (Section 3.3.1). 

3.3.3 Reactor Mole Balance using Matrix Inversion (Burner Worksheet) 

Natural gas containing 90.0% methane, 6.0% ethane and 4.0% nitrogen by mass is mixed with excess air 
(76.7% N2, 23.3% O2 by mass) and burnt to produce only CO2 and H2O.  Complete a material balance to 
determine the appropriate flow of air to mix with 100 kg/h of natural gas so that the burner off-gas will contain 
10 vol% oxygen. 

 

 

Total Check  
  IN OUT 

Hard Lead 100.00   
Lead Oxide 5.00   

Malloy   101.32 
Mslag   3.68 
Total 105.00 105.00 
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Summary Diagram 

 

  

 

 

 

Mole or Mass Balance 

All streams are gases so a mole balance is preferred. 

Unit Process Annotation (Input/Output Diagram) 

The conversion from kg to kg moles for the natural gas is identical to Example 3.2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Degree of Freedom Analysis 

Unknowns: NAir   NOffGas  nN2  nCO2  nH2O 5 

activeC : Neutral (N2), Reaction Elements (C, H, O)  4 

Restrictions: NOffGas (stream equation) 1 

Comment on Components 

N2 is assumed to be neutral; thus 1=S .  CH4, C2H6, O2, CO2 and H2O represent reaction input/output 
species; thus 5=RS .  There are two independent reactions which gives 3=−= RSC R  reaction 
components.  These may be taken as the reaction elements C, H and O.  No component balances are used in 
reducing the number of unknowns; thus 4)( =+−= SRSC Ractive . 

Degree of Freedom 

 ∑∑ −−= nsRestrictioUnknowns activeCDOF   

∴ 0145 =−−=DOF   

The balance has a unique solution. 

Component Balances (kg moles) 

N2 Balance: 279.0143.0 NAir nN =+  (R1) 

C Balance: 2200.02611.5 COnx =+  (R2) 

Natural Gas 
100 kg/h 

90.0% CH4 
6.0% C2H6 
4.0% N2 

 Air 
23.3% O2 
76.7% N2 

Burner Off-Gas 
CO2 
H2O 

10 vol% O2 
N2 

1 

2 
3 Reactor 

Natural Gas 
100 kg/h 

5.611 kg mol/h CH4 
0.200 kg mol/h C2H6 
0.143 kg mol/h N2 

NAir 
79.0% N2 
21.0% O2 

NOffGas 
nN2 

10 vol% O2 
nCO2 
nH2O 

1 

2 
3 Reactor R=2 

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O 
C2H6+3.5O2 →2CO2 + 3H2O 
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H Balance: OHnxx 22200.06611.54 =+  (R3) 

O Balance: OHCOOffGasAir nnNxNx 22210.0221.02 ++=  (R4) 

Stream Restriction 

Restriction: OHCONOffGas nnnN 2229.0 ++=  (R5) 

Solution of Equation Set 

Although all equations are linear and the solution is trivial, the set will be solved in Excel using matrix inversion 
to provide a convenient platform for a sensitivity analysis (Example 3.3.4).  All defined flows within the 
equations are cross-referenced from the “kg to kg mole conversion table in Excel”, to minimise round-off 
errors, and the rearranged equations are shown below: 

 143.079.02 =− AirN Nn  (R1) 

 010.62 =COn  (R2) 

 641.232 )3(2 =OHn  (R3) 

 042.0220.0 )3(2)3(2 =−++ AirOHCOOffgas NnnN  (R4) 

 09.0 222 =−−− OHCONOffGas nnnN  (R5) 

Matrix Inverse Setup and Solution 

The following setup and solution is copied directly from the Excel file. 

 

 

 

 

Balance Summary 

The material balance summaries in the following Excel tables are constructed with all flows cross-referenced 
to the solution matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

kg mol/h 
Natural 

Gas Air OffGas 
OffGas 
Vol% 

  1 2 3 3 
CH4 5.611       
C2H6 0.200       

O2   23.913 11.992 10.00 
N2 0.143 89.957 90.100 75.13 

CO2     6.010 5.01 
H2O     11.821 9.86 
Total 5.953 113.869 119.922 100.00 
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Balance Verification 

Since reactions occur, a total mass balance rather than a mole balance check is used.  The verified total mass 
balance is shown in the following Excel file: 

 

 

 

3.3.4 Simple Reactor Sensitivity Analysis using Matrix Inversion (Burner Worksheet) 

The object of the first part of this example is to find and chart the relationship between oxygen within the input 
air (as a ratio of that required for complete combustion of natural gas) and the percent oxygen in the off-gas of 
the above burner, within the range 0 to 15 vol% O2. 

Firstly, it is necessary to create an input cell for the target volume percent oxygen in the burner off-gas, directly 
linked to the material balance calculation.  The cell needs to be linked to OffgasN  coefficients for both 
equations (R4) and (R5) and to the cell which reports the oxygen content of the off-gas in the summary table.  
The linked cells are shaded in the Excel abstract shown below. 

Secondly, it is necessary to create a cell which reports the oxygen within the input air relative to that necessary 
for complete stoichiometric combustion of the natural gas, using the following equation: 

 1
)(

)(
2

2
2 +=

combustioncompleteformolkgO
OffGasinmolkgOInputOStoich  

The lower limit for oxygen input is assumed to represent complete combustion of natural gas; thus when the 
off-gas contains no oxygen, the equation reports the stoichiometric oxygen input to the burner as 1.  If the off-
gas contains 15% of the oxygen for complete combustion, then the stoichiometric oxygen input to the burner is 
reported as 1.15 and so on. 

In the equation, the O2 in the off-gas is read directly from the Excel summary table and the stoichiometric 
oxygen for complete combustion of natural gas is calculated from the equation in Example 3.2.1, namely: 

Stoichiometric Combustion O2 molkgXxxxx 920.11)
4

200.06611.54(0.1)200.02611.5(0.1 =
+

++=   

Excel Set Up 

The initial set up in Excel, shown below, shows that the oxygen input to the burner is 2.01 times the 
stoichiometric combustion requirement when the off-gas contains 10% O2.  The ‘Stoich O2 Input’ automatically 
recalculates when the percent oxygen in the off-gas is changed.  The stoichiometric oxygen input for the range 
0 - 15% O2 in the off-gas is shown in the plot that follows. 

 

kg/h 
Natural 

Gas Air OffGas 
OffGas 
Mass% 

  1 2 3 3 
CH4 90.0       
C2H6 6.0       

O2   765.2 383.8 11.34 
N2 4.0 2519.7 2523.7 74.56 

CO2     264.5 7.81 
H2O     213.0 6.29 
Total 100.0 3284.9 3384.9 100.0 

 

kg/h 1 2 3 Total 
IN 100.0 3284.9   3384.9 

OUT     3384.9 3384.9 
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The object of the second part of this example is simply to use the Excel Goal Seek or Solver (Section 3.4) to 
calculate the required stoichiometric oxygen input to the burner for specified percent oxygen in the off-gas. 

To achieve this, the input cell value for ‘%O2 in Off-Gas’ is varied by Goal Seek or Solver while the ‘Stoich O2 
Input’ cell is set at a specific target, for example 1.15, for which the ‘%O2 in Off-Gas’ is readily calculated to be 
2.50%. 

3.4 Solution of Non-Linear Equations in Excel 
Unit process and flowsheet models can include non-linear equations which can result from heat balances37, 
equilibrium constant specifications, splitter equations and process specific equations used to predict split 
fractions and separation coefficients and so forth. 

Matrix inversion will only solve the linear equation sets.  However, non-linear equations encountered in “do-it-
yourself” flowsheeting can be solved using the Solver Tool within Excel, or for simple cases, the Excel Goal 
Seek Tool. 

                                                
37 Heat balances which are solved independently of the material balance (uncoupled) are linear when all sensible heat 
expressions are linear (i.e. they take the simple form FATHT +=∆ −298 ); heat balances which are coupled with the material 
balance are always non-linear due to cross-multiplication of material flow unknowns with temperature unknowns. 

Stoichiometric O2 Input vs %O2 in Off-Gas
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The Solver38 method, described below, involves guessing initial estimates for each of the unknowns and then 
varying them using Solver until all of the equation constraints are satisfied.  Consider, for example, the solution 
of the three non-linear equations: 

 42 =+ yx  (1) 

 3=xy  (2) 

 032 2 =+− zyx  (3) 

Firstly, rearrange all equations so they report a value of zero: 

 042 =−+ yx  (1) 

 03 =−xy  (2) 

 032 2 =+− zyx  (3) 

Secondly, create labelled cells in Excel for entry of initial guesses for the unknowns and also for the 
placeholder solution of each equation using these initial guesses.  Enter initial guesses for the unknowns (a 
value of 1 for each, for example) and then write each equation in turn in its solution cell, with the x, y and z 
values cross-referenced from their guessed values. 

When the initial guesses for x, y and z are 1 all three equations return placeholder solutions which are non-
zero and thus incorrect, namely values of -2, -2 and 4 respectively, as shown below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The approach now is to use Solver to vary the initial guesses of x, y and z until all three equations report their 
correct values.  This will involve targeting the correct value of zero for the solution of equation 1, subject to the 
constraints that equations 2 and 3 also report values of zero. 

So, thirdly, use File/Data/Solver to activate the Solver Parameters window (shown below). Select the solution 
cell for equation 1 ($B$4) as the cell in which to Set Objective to a Value Of  zero.  Select the cell range for the 
guessed values for x, y and z ($B$1:$B$3) for the By Changing Variable Cells input.  Then, Add a Constraint 
that the solution cells for equations 2 and 3 ($B$5;$B$6) must both report values of zero.  

 

 

 

                                                
38 Use:  “File/Options/Add-Ins/Solver Add-In/Go” to install the Solver Add-in. 

Objective Cell 

Constraint Cells 
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 Fourthly, tick Make Unconstrained Variables Non-Negative (which restricts the Changing Cells variation range 
to 0 and above, as appropriate for flowsheeting problems) and select GRG Nonlinear as the Solving Method.  
Click Options to display the Options window (shown below).  Each option has a default setting that is adequate 
for most problems, although for flowsheeting it is recommended that the number of iterations be increased 
from 100 to 1000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Solver Options shown above are used as default settings in all Solver problems unless otherwise stated. 
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Fourthly, press OK to close Options and return to the Solver Parameters window.  Click the Solve button.  
Solver will now vary the values of x, y and z until the Objective and Constraints are met.  This yields the solved 
values of x, y and z, namely 1.30, 2.30 and 0.90 respectively, as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensitivity to Initial Estimates 

When dealing with non-linear equations more than one solution is possible.  The solution achieved will depend 
on the starting estimates selected for the unknown variables as illustrated by the solutions for this example: 

 

 

 

 

Expert judgment is therefore required to ensure that starting estimates and the calculated solution are both 
reasonable when non-linear equations are solved within a material and heat balance. 

Options when Solver does Not Find a Correct Solution 

1) If a solution is found but it contains unrealistic values, use more realistic starting estimates or ultimately 
review the equation set. 

2) If Solver cannot find a solution, try the following: 

(a) Remove any terms in equations which include division by a variable, if possible.  Otherwise, add 
the constraint that the variable cell be >=0.00001 or similar to avoid a “divided by zero” error.  The 
same >= 0.00001 constraint or similar needs to be applied to any variable which appears within a 
log function in an equation. 

(b) Save the previous solution (as new starting estimate) and try Solver again. 

(c) Adjust the Precision setting within Options. 

(d) Select GRG Nonlinear within Options and adjust the Convergence setting. 

(e) Try Use Automatic Scaling within Options. 

3.4.1 Alternative Use of Solver for Equation Solving 

Solving Linear Equations 

The Solver approach described above also works for a mixed set of linear and non-linear equations, as often 
encountered in metallurgical balances.  However, for linear equations, the use of matrix inversion rather than 
Solver is preferred here because: 

1) All of the coefficient and numerical values for the linear equations are visible when using matrix inversion.  
This provides very convenient transparency for checking the accuracy of equations and for the cross-

Starting Estimates Solver Solution(Target =0) 
X Y Z X Y Y 
1 1 1 1.30 2.30 0.90 
5 5 5 1.00 3.00 2.33 
50 50 50 1.00 3.00 2.33 
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referencing or linking of parameters to other Excel cells containing process inputs such as flow rates and 
stream compositions, when required for a sensitivity analysis. 

2) No initial guesses for unknowns are required when using matrix inversion with a fully specified linear set; 
in contrast, Solver requires initial guesses for all unknowns even when solving linear equations. 

Use of “Sum of Squares” Objective 

A common strategy for using Solver is to create a single objective cell incorporating a “sum of squares”, as an 
alternative to setting the solution for one equation to zero and using constraints to set each of the other 
equation solutions to zero.  This alternative approach is illustrated below for the non-linear example discussed 
previously. 

As shown, when the solutions of all three equations are squared and added together, a single objective cell 
($B$8) reporting their sum initially shows a value of 24 when using initial guesses for x, y and z of 1.  Solver is 
then used to vary the values of x, y and z until the Objective cell reports a value of zero.  When this is 
achieved, all the equation solutions must also be zero, since cancellation of positive and negative values 
within the objective cell is excluded through use of a “sum of squares”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While this form of objective appears elegant, and certainly works for this example, the experience of this 
author indicates that the ability of Solver to converge to a solution is less certain when squared functions are 
summed or subtracted within the objective cell and the procedure is not recommended. 

3.5 Solution of Coupled Linear and Non-Linear Equation Sets 
Equation sets developed for “do-it-yourself” metallurgical flowsheets are predominantly linear with a minor 
number of non-linear equations. The linear and non-linear equations may be uncoupled or coupled.  In the 
former case, the linear equations can be solved independently of the non-linear equations; in the latter they 
cannot. 

The recommendation here is to solve the linear equations using matrix inversion while coupling their solution 
to the non-linear equation set which is solved using Solver.  This technique is relatively simple in practice and 
best illustrated by example.  The method is outlined below for reference. 

3.5.1 Method for Solving Coupled Linear and Non-linear Equations 

When the linear and non-linear equation sets are coupled, the DOF of the linear equation set alone will be 
greater than zero.  However, it may be set to zero by initially guessing values for the extra unknowns so as to 
provide a temporary or placeholder solution for the linear set using matrix inversion.  The Solver Tool can then 
be used to separately solve the non-linear equations through variation of any initially guessed values until the 
solution for both the linear and non-linear equations are met.  This approach is sound provided the DOF of 
the total linear and non-linear equation set is zero to begin with.  Although best illustrated by later 
examples, the steps in the procedure can be documented as follows: 
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1) Guess initial values for an appropriate number of unknowns within the linear set to give a DOF of zero; 
thus if the initial DOF is one, an initial guess for one unknown (for example, unknown X) is assigned by 
including an equation of the form 1=X  within the linear set.  Any unknown can be selected for this 
purpose provided its selection does not cause redundancy within the set, as indicated by failure to find a 
solution. 

2) Also guess initial values for any flow unknowns present in the non-linear equation set, which are not 
present in the linear equation set.  These can be placed within cells external to the matrix inversion, or for 
convenience, added within the linear set, using trivial equations such as 1=Y  

3) Use matrix inversion in Excel to provide a placeholder solution for the linear set. 

4) Create placeholder solutions for each of the non-linear equations by writing each into an Excel cell 
separate from the matrix inversion calculation, using values for unknowns, cross-referenced from the 
placeholder matrix inversion solution (and from any other initially guessed unknown flows), or in the case 
of temperatures, using guessed temperature values from within the dedicated thermodynamic table 
(Appendix 2). 

5) Initiate the solution, by selecting a cell containing a non-linear equation placeholder solution as the Set 
Objective cell within Solver, with the objective value set to the correct equation solution.  All other non-
linear equation placeholder solutions are set to their correct values as Constraints within Solver. 

6) Finally, select all cells containing initial guesses for unknowns in the By Changing Cells box within Solver, 
and use Solver to vary their values until the Objective and all Constraints achieve their required values.  
This will provide a complete solution to the mixed equation set. 

3.5.2 Equilibrium Reactor Calculation using Solver (Equilibrium Worksheet) 

Equilibrium constants for chemical reactions replace ‘extents of reactions’ when a reactor operates at 
equilibrium (Section 2.2.4).  The resulting restriction equations are non-linear and must be solved separately 
from the linear equations using Solver.  The following example illustrates the use of equilibrium constants for a 
reactor in which the resulting linear and non-linear equations are coupled. 

A carburizing/reducing atmosphere is prepared by mixing 1 mole of CH4, 1 mole of NH3, and 1.1 moles of 
H2O.  The gas mixture is heated at 1.5 atm to 850oC in a furnace with a catalyst to enhance the rate of 
approach to equilibrium.  At 850oC, the gas mixture is completely dissociated to N2 and H2 but there is a finite 
and stoichiometrically significant amount of CH4.  Perform a material balance to calculate the final gas 
composition and the partial pressure of each species within the gas on the assumption that complete 
equilibrium is achieved. 

Mole or Mass Balance 

All streams are gases so a mole balance is preferred. 

Unit Process Annotation (Input/Output Diagram) 

The unit process is a reactor with three independent reactions, as marked on the diagram and discussed 
below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Input Gas 
1 mol CH4 
1 mol NH3 

1.1 mol H2O 

Carburizing Gas 
NCGas 
nH2 
nH2O 
nCO 
nCO2 
nCH4 

N2 =0.5 mol 
 

1 2 
Reactor R=3 

4H2 + CO2 → CH4 + 2H2O 
2NH3 → 3H2+2N2 

H2+CO2 →H2O + CO 

Equilibrium Reactions 
CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 (1) 
CO + 3H2 → CH4 + H2O (2) 

1123 K 
1.5 atm 
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Degree of Freedom Analysis 

Unknowns: NCGas nH2  nH2O  nCO  nCO2  nCH4 6 

activeC : Reaction Elements (C, H, O)  3 

Restrictions: NCGas(stream equation); K1, K2 (equilibrium constants) 3 

Comment on Components 

There are no neutral species; thus 0=S .  CH4, NH3, H2O, N2, H2, CO2 and CO and represent reaction 
input/output species; thus 7=RS .  There are three independent reactions which gives 4=−= RSC R  
reaction components.  These may be taken as the reaction elements C, H, O and N.  The N balance is trivial 
and completed; thus 3=activeC . 

Comment on Equilibrium Reactions 

H2, H2O, CO, CO2, CH4 and N2 represent the output species which achieve equilibrium.  There are two 
independent equilibrium reactions amongst these species as shown on the diagram.  These may be 
determined by inspection or by using the algorithm (Appendix 4).  

Degree of Freedom 

 ∑∑ −−= nsRestrictioUnknowns activeCDOF   

∴ 0336 =−−=DOF   

The balance has a unique solution. 

Component Balances (moles) 

C Balance: 421 CHCOCO nnn ++=  (R1) 

H Balance: 422 4222.91.1234 CHOHH nnnx ++==++  (R2) 

O Balance: 22 21.1 COCOOH nnn ++=  (R3) 

Stream Restriction 

NCGas 42225.0 CHCOCOOHHCGas nnnnnN +++++=  (R4) 

Equilibrium Restrictions 

Equation 1 222 HCOOHCO +→+   

From Freed (Reaction): 9139.0)1123(1 =KK   
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1 ===   

∴ 09139.0 222 =− HCOOHCO nnnn  (R5) 

Equation 2 OHCHHCO 2423 +→+   

From Freed (Reaction): 3
2 10956.1)1123( −= xKK   
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∴ 02
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3
2

2 =− CGasOHCHHCOtot NnnKnnP   

 010956.15.1 2
24

33
2

2 =−−
CGasOHCHHCO Nnnxxnn   

 010401.4 2
24

3
2

3 =−−
CGasOHCHHCO Nnnnnx  (R6) 

Solution of the Equation Set 

Linear Equations 

Equations (R1) to (R4) are linear and have a DOF of 2 since they contain 6 unknowns.  Thus the linear 
equations are coupled to the non-linear equations and cannot be solved separately.  Guessed values are 
therefore required for two unknowns to reduce the DOF of the linear set to zero.  This is achieved by 
introducing two extra equations into the linear set, for example 1=CGasn  and 12 =Hn , which provide initial 

guesses of 1 for each of CGasn  and 2Hn . 

Non-Linear Equations 

Non-linear equations (R5) and (R6) are written into cells external to the matrix inversion, but with flows 
referenced to the placeholder matrix inversion solution.  The solution cell for one non-linear equation is then 
set to zero as the Solver objective and the solution cell for the other non-linear equation is set to zero by a 
Solver constraint.  Solver is then used to vary the initially guessed values until both the objective and constraint 
cells are zero, as required for the correct solution. 

In this case, the solution of the non-linear equations is very sensitive to the initial guesses.  When 1=CGasn  
and 12 =Hn  are used, Solver converges to a solution with negative flows.  The initial guess for CGasn  has to 
be increased to 4 before the correct solution (shown below) with all positive flows is found: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary - Final Gas Composition 

 

 

 

 

  Mol Vol% P (atm) 
N2 0.500 8.38 0.126 
H2 4.330 72.54 1.088 

H2O 0.139 2.33 0.035 
CO 0.908 15.21 0.228 
CO2 0.027 0.45 0.007 
CH4 0.066 1.10 0.016 
Total 5.969 100.00 1.5 
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Balance verification 

Since this is a reactor, a total mole balance check is not valid; however, a check on the element mole 
balances (below) confirms that the balance is correct. 

 

 

 

 

3.5.3 Reactor Thermodynamic Calculation using FREED Data (Equilibrium 
Worksheet) 

When a reactor operates at equilibrium, the thermodynamic characteristics of the output may be important, 
even though they do not form part of the material balance calculation.  The above reactor, for example, forms 
a “carburizing gas” which, when passed over hot steel, results in the diffusion of carbon into the surface of the 
steel. 

The important thermodynamic property which determines the tendency for carbon to enter the steel is the 
activity of carbon Ca  (relative to pure solid C) generated within the furnace gases.  The gas also generates 
oxygen in an amount too small to affect the material balance but which, in common with the activity of carbon, 
can be calculated using equilibrium thermodynamics once the material balance is solved. 

Thermodynamic data from the FREED database (Appendix 1) will be used to calculate both the activity of 
carbon (relative to pure solid C) and the oxygen pressure within the carburizing gas exiting the above reactor. 

Activity of Carbon in the Off-Gas 

The activity of carbon in the off-gas, relative to pure solid carbon, can be calculated from the gas composition 
using the equilibrium constant for the Boudouard Reaction, namely: 

 COCOC 22 →+   

From Freed (Reaction): 392.16)1123( =KK   
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===  

The activity of C can be calculated within Excel using 5.1=totP  and by directly referencing the values of COn  
and 2COn  from the material balance solution, as follows: 

∴ 48.0
392.16 2

2
==

CGasCO

totCO
C Nn

Pna  

Oxygen Pressure in the Off-Gas 

The pressure of oxygen within the off-gas can be calculated from the gas composition using the equilibrium 
constant for the oxidation of CO to CO2, namely: 

 225.0 COOCO →+   

From Freed (Reaction): 81099.3)1123( xKK =  

Total Mole Check   
CHECK IN OUT 

C 1.00 1.00 
H 9.20 9.20 
O 1.10 1.10 
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3.5.4 Reactor Adiabatic Flame Temperature Calculation (Burner FT Worksheet) 

The object is to calculate the adiabatic flame temperature for the natural gas burner (Example 3.3.3) when the 
off-gas contains 10 vol% oxygen.  All inputs are at 25oC. 

Unit Process Annotation (Input/Output Diagram) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material Balance (kg moles) 

The kg mole balance solution is the same as Example 3.3.3.  It is uncoupled from the heat balance since it 
can be completed separately. 

Heat Balance (MJ) 

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

 

For the purposes of presentation, each of the four parts of the heat balance equation will be considered 
separately.  All thermodynamic data (see table below) are in molkJ ; thus when these data are multiplied by 
kg moles of a species, the total energy is MJ . 

Sensible Heat of Inputs 

 0298298298298 =∆−=∆−=∆ ∑∑∑ −−− HHH
InIn TT  

Heat of Reaction 

∑∑∑ ∆−∆=∆ )speciesinput reaction()speciesoutput reaction( 298298298
o

f
o

f
o

r HHH  

 o
gOHfOH

o
COfCO

o
f HnHnH )(,2982,2982298 22

)speciesoutput reaction( ∆+∆=∆∑   

 o
HCf

o
CHf

o
f HHH

624 ,298,298298 200.0611.5species)input reaction( ∆+∆=∆∑   

Natural Gas 
100 kg/h 

5.611 kg mol/h CH4 
0.200 kg mol/h C2H6 
0.143 kg mol/h N2 

298 K 

NAir 
79.0% N2 
21.0% O2 

298 K 

NOffGas 
nN2 

10 vol% O2 
nCO2 
nH2O 

Flame Temp T 

1 

2 
3 Reactor R=2 

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O 
C2H6+3.5O2 →2CO2 + 3H2O 

Flame Heat Loss = 0 
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Values for the flows of CO2 and H2O in the off-gas ( 2COn , OHn 2 ) are cross-referenced directly from the 
material balance solution and the flows of CH4 and C2H6 in the natural gas (5.611, 0.200) are known from the 
input; all oH298∆  values are cross-referenced from the thermodynamic data table discussed and shown below. 

Sensible Heat of Outputs 

 )(
298229822982982298

2222 10.0 gOH
TOH

CO
TCO

O
TOffGs

N
TNT HnHnHNHnH

Out −−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑   

T represents the adiabatic flame temperature.  Values for the species flows within the off-gas are cross-
referenced directly from the material balance solution matrix; the value of percent oxygen in the off-gas is 
referenced from the ‘%O2 in Off-Gas’ input cell; all 298−∆

OutTH  values are cross-referenced from the 

thermodynamic data table. 

Heat Loss or Gain (MJ) 

∑∆ GainLossH ,  is zero for an adiabatic flame temperature calculation. 

Thermodynamic Data Table 

The required heat balance data for the input and output species are copied directly from the FREED database 
property screen and summarised in the following Excel thermodynamic data table (Appendix 2).  298−∆ TH  

for each output species is calculated using the FREED formula ( FETDT
T
CBTAT +++++ 35.02 ) for an 

initially guessed value of 1000 K for the flame temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

Heat Balance Solution 

A heat balance table using MJ39 is constructed in Excel as illustrated below using the guessed flame 
temperature of 1000 K.  Entries for the cells containing the Heat of Reaction, and Sensible Heats are 
calculated from the heat balance equation segments given above, using cross-referenced kg mole values 
from the mole balance solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

Excel’s Solver or Goal Seek function is now used to vary the flame temperature until the cell containing the 
heat balance solution is zero.  This gives a flame temperature of 1478 K as shown below. 

 

                                                
39 Note that molkgMJmolkJ =  
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3.5.5 Reactor Heat Loss Calculation (Burner FT Worksheet) 

The object now is to calculate the reactor heat loss when the burner off-gas containing 10 vol% O2 has a 
stream temperature of 1000oC. 

Unit Process Annotation (Input/Output Diagram) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material and Heat Balances 

These are identical to the above example, except that the Off-Gas temperature is now entered as 1273 K in 
the thermodynamic table which automatically calculates the sensible heat of the outputs within the heat 
balance table according to: 

)(
2981273229812732298127329812732298

2222 10.0 gOH
OH

CO
CO

O
OffGs

N
NT HnHnHNHnH

Out −−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑   

Heat Balance Solution 

When the heat balance calculated with, The heat balance (below) now shows a surplus of 904.5 MJ when the 
Off-Gas temperature is specified to be 1273 K while the ∑∆ GainLossH ,  is set to zero.  The required heat loss 

is therefore 904.5 MJ. 

 

 

 

 

Natural Gas 
100 kg/h 

5.611 kg mol/h CH4 
0.200 kg mol/h C2H6 
0.143 kg mol/h N2 

298 K 

NAir 
79.0% N2 
21.0% O2 

298 K 

NOffGas 
nN2 

10 vol% O2 
nCO2 
nH2O 

1273 K 

1 

2 
3 Reactor 

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O 
C2H6+3.5O2 →2CO2 + 3H2O 

Heat Loss ? 
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4.0 Flowsheet Analysis 
A flowsheet is a collection of unit processes and the flowsheet analysis is based on the collective analysis of 
each unit process based on the principles covered in the previous sections. 

4.1 Degree of Freedom 
In order for a total flowsheet to be solvable, the total number of independent unknowns within the flowsheet 
must be matched by an equal number of independent relationships expressed as equations amongst them.  
When this is true, the degree of freedom (DOF) is zero where: 

DOF = ∑Unknowns - ∑ Independent Relationships amongst Unknowns 

If 0>DOF , then the unknowns exceed the relationships and the total flowsheet is underspecified and cannot 
be solved unless further process specifications are made. 

If 0<DOF , then the relationships exceed the unknowns and the total flowsheet is overspecified and cannot 
be uniquely solved unless process specifications are released. 

4.1.1 Unit Process Analysis 

Each unit process within the flowsheet is analysed independently, as before, to establish whether any have a 
DOF of zero such that the unit process balance can be solved independently of the total flowsheet balance.  
The completion of balances for independent unit operations can at least provide a partial flowsheet solution in 
cases where the total flowsheet cannot be solved. 

4.1.2 Total Flowsheet Analysis 

The DOF analysis of the total flowsheet accounts for all of the unknowns, component balance equations and 
other restriction equations which are included in the total flowsheet model. 

The analysis is completed through consideration of the independent unknowns, active components and 
restrictions amongst all of the unit operations. 

Summation of Unknowns 

When a stream links two unit operations, the unknown flows within the stream are common to both unit 
operations.  Only independent unknowns are summed for the total flowsheet, thus: 

 ∑∑ < Processes) (Unit Unknowns)(Flowsheet Unknowns  

Summation of Active Components 

Active components are unique to a particular unit process, thus: 

 ∑∑ = Processes) (Unit )(Flowsheet activeactive CC  

Summation of Restrictions 

Some restrictions may be common to more than one unit process, thus: 

 ∑∑ ≤ Processes) (Unit nsRestrictio)(Flowsheet nsRestrictio  
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4.2 Degree of Freedom Table 
The number of unknowns, active components, restrictions and DOF for each unit operation and for the total 
flowsheet are conveniently summarised in a degree of freedom table, as illustrated below for Example 4.4.1 
(which follows): 

 Unit 1 
Mixer 

Unit 2 
Reactor 

Unit 3 
Separator 

Unit 4 
Splitter 

Total 

Unknowns 5 4 3 6 9 
Active Components 2 2 0 2 6 
Restrictions 0 1 1 2 3 
Degree of Freedom 3 1 2 2 0 

 

Examination of this DOF table reveals (1) that the DOF of all individual unit processes is greater than zero; 
thus none can be solved independently and (2) that the DOF for the total flowsheet is zero; thus the flowsheet 
considered as a whole has unique solution. 

4.3 Method for Flowsheet Analysis 
The method for a total flowsheet material and heat balance analysis parallels that for unit process analysis and 
is best illustrated by the examples which follow.  The steps are outlined below for reference: 

1) Sketch and annotate an input/output diagram for the flowsheet.  Number (or name) all unit processes and 
streams in a logical manner (Section 1.3.1) and fully annotate each unit process within the flowsheet as 
previously described (Section 3.2). 

2) Analyse each unit process separately within the flowsheet, using the established method (Section 3.2). 

3) Summarise the number of unknowns, active components, restrictions and the DOF for each within a 
degree of freedom table, along with a total DOF for the flowsheet. 

4) Solve the total flowsheet using simultaneous equations in Excel if the total DOF is zero.  Identify all linear 
equations and non-linear equations.  If the equations are uncoupled, solve the linear set using matrix 
inversion (Section 3.3) and the non-linear set using Solver (Section 3.4).  If the equations are coupled, set 
the DOF of the linear set to zero with suitable initial guesses for unknowns and solve with matrix inversion 
to give a placeholder solution.  Then use Solver to vary the initial guesses until the requirements of the 
coupled non-linear equations are met (Section 3.5). 

5) If a flowsheet has a total DOF greater than zero, at least solve unit processes within the flowsheet which 
have an individual DOF of zero. In doing so, progressively reassess the DOF of all unit processes as 
unknowns are removed, until no further unit processes can be solved.  In this situation, it is also useful to 
check the DOF for the combined flowsheet for a potential solution (Section 4.5).  Ultimately, additional 
flowsheet specifications will be necessary if a complete flowsheet solution is required. 

6) Finally, verify the flowsheet balance by (1) using a total balance to verify a mass balance or (2) using 
element and neutral species balances to verify a mole balance. 
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4.4 Flowsheet Analysis Examples 
4.4.1 Hematite Reduction Flowsheet Solved with Matrix Inversion (Hematite1 
Worksheet) 

A Direct Iron Reduction (DRI) plant employs hydrogen to reduce 2000 kg/h of Fe2O3 through the reaction 
)(2)(3)(3)( 2232 sFegOHgHsOFe +→+ .  The reduction gas is obtained by mixing recycle gas with fresh gas 

containing 99.0%H2 and 1.0%N2 by volume.  Upon leaving the furnace, the exit gas is passed through a 
condenser to remove all water vapour.  A portion is then bled to control N2 build up before being mixed with 
fresh furnace reduction gas and recycled to the reactor. 

Analyse and complete a material balance for the total flowsheet to determine the %N2 entering the reactor 
when 8% of the gas exits the bleed.  Also determine the recycle/feed ratio necessary to maintain a H2O/H2 
ratio of 0.26 in the reactor off-gas, which is required to ensure complete reduction of iron oxide. 

Flowsheet Summary 

The flowsheet includes a reactor, a separator (condenser or trap), a splitter (bleed) and a mixer as shown 
below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mole or Mass Balance 

Since the flowsheet mainly involves gases with compositions in vol% (= mol%), a mole balance may be more 
convenient than a mass balance.  Thus the Fe2O3 feed rate is converted into kg mol/h in Excel using the MW 
of Fe2O3 (from FREED) of 159.69: 

 

 

Flowsheet Annotation 

The following notes apply to the allocation of unknowns for the annotated flowsheet diagram shown below: 

(a) The symbol N is chosen for total stream flow and n  for species flow to indicate a mole rather 
than a mass balance. 

(b) The flow of neutral N2 gas is represented by a common variable for the reactor. 

(c) The iron balance on the reactor is trivial since Fenx == 048.25524.122  and so the value is 

marked on the flowsheet. 
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Fe2O3 + 3H2 → 2Fe + 3H2O 
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H2O 
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H2O/H2 = 0.26 
 7 

  kg/h MW kg mol/h 

Fe2O3 2000 159.69 12.524 
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(d) The implied separation coefficients for the separator are SCH2O(6) = SCN2(7) = SCH2(7) = 1 and this 
information is utilised to exclude H2O from stream 7, and N2 and H2 from stream 6.  Since all three 
flows represent common variables, the stream numbers are dropped from the unknown symbols. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis of Each Unit Process 

Unit 1: Mixer 

Unknowns: N1  nN2  nH2(2)  nN2(9)  nH2(9) 5 

activeC : Neutral (N2, H2) 2 

Restrictions:  0 

Comments on the Mixer 

The total flow unknowns N2 and N9 for streams 2 and 9 respectively are not included in the analysis to reduce 
the number of model equations.  However, it is necessary to include N1, so that equations can be written for 
the component balances using the declared vol%’s of N2 and H2.  Note that there is no stream equation 
relating N1 to species flows. 

Unit 2: Reactor 

Unknowns: nN2  nH2  nH2O  nH2(2) 4 

activeC : Reaction Group (H2), Reaction Element (O) 2 

Restrictions: H2O/H2 ratio 1 

Comments on the Reactor 

The reactor contains 4 reaction input/output species (Fe2O3, H2, Fe, H2O) with 1 independent reaction 
amongst them, giving RSC R −=  = 3 reaction components, represented by the Fe, H2 and O.  N2 is a neutral 
species ( 1=S ) and thus N2 is also a component.  However, the N2 balance has been used to assign the 
common variable nN2 and the Fe balance has been used to declare a value for nFe.  This leaves only 2 active 
components (H2 and O). 

5 

8 

N5 
nN2 
nH2 
nH2O 

 nH2O 

SF8=0.08 

1 
Mixer 

2 
Reactor R=1 

Fe2O3 + 3H2 → 2Fe + 3H2O 

Fe 
25.048 kg mol/h 

Fe2O3 
12.524 kg mol/h 

3 

4 
Splitter 
(Bleed) 

 

3 
Separator 
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4 2  

N1 
1.0% N2 
99.0%H2  

N8 
nN2(8) 
nH2(8)  

N9 
nN2(9) 
nH2(9)  

N7 
nN2 
nH2  

N2 
nN2 

nH2(2) 

H2O/H2=0.26 
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Unit 3: Separator 

Unknowns: nN2  nH2  nH2O 3 

activeC : None 0 

Restrictions: H2O/H2 ratio 1 

Comments on the Separator 

There are no separation coefficient equations since all three [ 3)12(3)1( =−=−OSS ] independent separation 
coefficient values are used, namely, to exclude H2O from stream 7 and N2 and H2 from stream 6; thus =SCE
0.  N2, H2 and H2O are neutral components but their component balances have been utilised in assigning 
common variables, thus 0=activeC . 

Unit 4: Splitter 

Unknowns: nN2  nH2  nN2(8)  nH2(8)  nN2(9)  nH2(9) 6 

activeC : Neutral (N2, H2) 2 

Restrictions: 2 splitter equations 2 

Comments on the Splitter 

The splitter has 2)12(2)1( =−=−OSCactive  independent splitter equations and no additional unknowns 
since the one ( 1−OS ) independent split fraction 8SF  has a known value. 

Degree of Freedom Analysis of Total Flowsheet 

Unknowns: N1  nN2  nH2  nH2O  nN2(8)  nH2(8)  nN2(9)  nH2(9)  nH2(2) 9 

activeC : ∑ activeC  for all unit processes 6 

Restrictions: 2 splitter restrictions, H2O/H2 ratio 3 

Degree of Freedom Table 

 Unit 1 
Mixer 

Unit 2 
Reactor 

Unit 3 
Separator 

Unit 4 
Splitter 

Total 

Unknowns 5 4 3 6 9 
Active Components 2 2 0 2 6 
Restrictions 0 1 1 2 3 
Degree of Freedom 3 1 2 2 0 

 
Since DOF for the total flowsheet is zero, the simultaneous equation set has a unique solution. 

Mixer Equations 

N2 Balance: 21)9(2 01.0 NN nNn =+  (M1) 

H2 Balance: )2(21)9(2 99.0 HH nNn =+  (M2) 

Reactor Equations 

H2 Balance: OHHH nnn 22)2(2 +=  (R1) 
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O Balance: OHnx 2572.37524.123 ==  (R2) 

Gas Ratio: 22 26.0 HOH nn =  (R3) 

Comment 

All neutral components are excluded from the reaction element balance equations. 

Separator Equations 

No independent equations 

Splitter Equations 

N2 Balance: )9(2)8(22 NNN nnn +=   (S1) 

H2 Balance: )9(2)8(22 HHH nnn +=  (S2) 

Splitter Eq1: 2)8(2 08.0 NN nn =  (S3) 

Splitter Eq2: 2)8(2 08.0 HH nn =  (S4)  

Solution using Excel 

Model Set Up 

All equations are linear and are solved as a complete set using matrix inversion in Excel. 

Equations for Matrix Inversion Input 

All equations are arranged with their numerical value on the right. 

N2 Balance: 001.0 21)9(2 =−+ NN nNn  (M1) 

H2 Balance: 099.0 )2(21)9(2 =−+ HH nNn  (M2) 

H2 Balance: 022)2(2 =−− OHHH nnn  (R1) 

O Balance: 572.372 =OHn  (R2) 

Gas Ratio: 026.0 22 =− HOH nn  (R3) 

N2 Balance: 0)9(2)8(22 =−− NNN nnn  (S1) 

H2 Balance: 0)9(2)8(22 =−− HHH nnn  (S2) 

Splitter Eq1: 008.0 )8(22 =− NN nn  (S3) 

Splitter Eq2: 008.0 )8(22 =− HH nn  (S4) 

Excel Set Up 

For flexibility of input, external cells are used to declare the split fraction (SF8) and the H2O/H2 ratio in the 
reactor off-gas, with these input values cross-referenced into the coefficient matrix as shown below.  External 
cells are also established to monitor the vol% N2 in the reactor feed gas and the Recycle to Feed flow ratio, 
using values directly cross-referenced from the solution matrix. 
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Stream Flow Summary 

The following Tables are created in Excel by linking appropriate cells to the solution matrix and using 
molecular and atomic mass from FREED to convert kg mol to kg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above, the furnace reduction gas (stream 2) contains 3.3 vol% N2 and 96.7 vol% H2 while the flow 
rate of fresh feed gas (stream 1) is 49.63 kg mol/h and the Recycle/Feed ratio (Stream 9/Stream 1) is 2.79. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          Mole Flow Rate Summary 

kg mol/h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
N2 0.50 6.20 0 0 6.20 0 6.20 0.50 5.71 
H2 49.13 182.08 0 0 144.51 0 144.51 11.56 132.95 

H2O 0 0 0 0 37.57 37.57 0 0 0 
Fe2O3 0 0 12.52 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fe 0 0 0 25.05 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 49.63 188.3 12.52 25.05 188.3 37.57 150.7 12.06 138.65 

 
Mole Fxn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

N2 0.010 0.033 0 0 0.033 0 0.041 0.041 0.041 
H2 0.990 0.967 0 0 0.768 0 0.959 0.959 0.959 

H2O 0 0 0 0 0.200 1.000 0 0 0 
Fe2O3 0.000 0 1.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fe 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
 

                                        Mass Flow Rate Summary 

kg/h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
N2 13.90 173.78 0 0 173.78 0 173.78 13.90 159.88 

H2 99.05 367.07 0 0 291.33 0 291.33 23.31 268.02 

H2O 0 0 0 0 677.05 677.05 0 0 0 

Fe2O3 0 0 2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fe 0 0 0 1398.8 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 113.0 540.9 2000 1398.8 1142.2 677.0 465.1 37.21 427.9 
 

Mass Fxn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
N2 0.123 0.321 0 0 0.152 0 0.374 0.374 0.374 
H2 0.877 0.679 0 0 0.255 0 0.626 0.626 0.626 

H2O 0 0 0 0 0.593 1 0 0 0 
Fe2O3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fe 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Balance Verification 

 

 

 

4.4.2 Hematite Reduction Flowsheet with Coupled Linear and Non-Linear Equations    
(Hematite2 Worksheet) 

Consider the same flowsheet as in the previous example, except the object now is (1) to determine the split 
fraction required to reduce the level of N2 entering the reduction furnace to 2 vol% and (2) to determine the 
Recycle/Feed ratio necessary to maintain the furnace exit gas requirement of H2O/H2 of 0.26 under this 
condition. 

In this case, it is necessary to use Solver in addition to matrix inversion for the solution since when the split 
fraction is undefined the equations for the splitter are non-linear. 

A simple approach would be to use the set up for Example 4.4.1 and invoke Solver to vary the value of the 
split fraction until the monitored value of the %N2 into the furnace achieved a target value of 2% (see Excel 
Hematite3 Worksheet). 

However, if this problem were attempted without reference to the set up for Example 4.4.1, the composition of 
stream 2 would be fully specified on the flowsheet as shown on the left below, in contrast to Example 4.4.1, in 
which the flows of N2 and H2 are represented by the unknowns nN2 and nH2(2) as shown on the right below. 

 

 

 

 

While this may seem like a minor change, the subsequent flowsheet analysis would require a slightly different 
approach to that taken in Example 4.4.1.  The analysis is outlined below to illustrate this and the technique of 
systematic flowsheet analysis when mixed sets of linear and non-linear equations are involved. 

Flowsheet Annotation 
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     Total Mass Flow Rate Check 

IN  OUT  
1 113.00 4 1398.8 
3 1999.9 6 677.0 
  8 37.2 

kg/h 2113  2113 
 

1 
Mixer 

9 

1 
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2 

N2 
2.0% N2 

98.0% H2 

1 
Mixer 

9 

1 2 
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Analysis of Each Unit Process 

Unit 1: Mixer 

Unknowns: N1  N2  nN2(9)  nH2(9) 4 

activeC : Neutral (N2, H2) 2 

Restrictions:  0 

Comments on the Mixer 

It is now necessary to include both total flow unknowns N1 and N2 in the model so that the N2 and H2 balances 
can be written using their respective percent values in the streams. 

Unit 2: Reactor 

Unknowns: N2  nN2  nH2  nH2O 4 

activeC : Reaction Group (H2), Reaction Element (O),  Neutral (N2) 3 

Restrictions: H2O/H2 ratio 1 

Unit 3: Separator 

Unknowns: nN2  nH2  nH2O 3 

activeC : None 0 

Restrictions: H2O/H2 ratio 1 

Unit 4: Splitter 

Unknowns: nN2  nH2  nN2(8)  nH2(8)  nN2(9)  nH2(9)  SF8 7 

activeC : Neutral (N2, H2) 2 

Restrictions: 2 splitter equations 2 

Comments on the Splitter 

The splitter has 2)12(2)1( =−=−OSCactive  independent splitter equations.  The one ( 1−OS ) independent 
split fraction is undefined, thus an additional unknown 8SF  is introduced into the model. 

Degree of Freedom Analysis of Total Flowsheet 

Unknowns:  N1  N2  nN2  nH2  nH2O  nN2(8)  nH2(8)  SF8  nN2(9)  nH2(9)    10 

activeC :  ∑ activeC  for all unit processes    7 

Restrictions:  2 splitter equations, H2O/H2 ratio    3 
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Degree of Freedom Table 

 Unit 1 
Mixer 

Unit 2 
Reactor 

Unit 3 
Separator 

Unit 4 
Splitter 

Total 

Unknowns 4 4 3 7 10 
Active Components 2 3 0 2 7 
Restrictions 0 1 1 2 3 
Degree of Freedom 2 0 2 3 0 

 

Comments on DOF Table 

The H2O/H2 ratio restriction is common to both the reactor and the separator, thus the total independent 
flowsheet model restrictions are 3 rather than 4.  Note that the reactor now has zero degree of freedom and 
could be solved in isolation if desired. 

Mixer Equations 

N2 Balance: 21)9(2 02.001.0 NNnN =+  (M1) 

H2 Balance: 21)9(2 98.099.0 NNnH =+  (M2) 

Reactor Equations 

H2 Balance: OHH nnN 22298.0 +=  (R1) 

O Balance: OHn 2572.37 =  (R2) 

N2 Balance: 2202.0 NnN =  (R3) 

Gas Ratio: 026.0 22 =− HOH nn  (R4) 

Separator Equations 

No independent equations 

Splitter Equations 

N2 Balance: )9(2)8(22 NNN nnn +=   (S1) 

H2 Balance: )9(2)8(22 HHH nnn +=  (S2) 

Splitter Eq1: 28)8(2 NN nSFn =  (S3) 

Splitter Eq2: 28)8(2 HH nSFn =  (S4) 

Comments on the Splitter Equations  

Equations (S3) and (S4) contain a cross-multiplication of unknowns and thus are non-linear. 

Equation Solution in Excel 

The total equation set has 8 linear and 2 non-linear equations and contains 10 unknowns. It therefore has a 
unique solution.  The solution strategy is to solve the linear set using matrix inversion and the non-linear set 
using Solver, as outlined in Section 3.5. 
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The Linear Equation Set 

The linear equation set consists of 8 equations containing 9 unknowns.  The simplest approach therefore is to 
guess an initial value for one of the unknowns in the set40.  Preferably but not necessarily, choose an unknown 
which is common to both the linear and non-linear equations, say 1)8(2 =Nn .  A placeholder solution can now 
be found for the 9 linear equations containing 9 unknowns using matrix inversion: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Non-linear Equation Set 

The non-linear equation set consists of 2 equations containing 4 flow unknowns, values for which can be read 
from the linear equation placeholder solution, plus the unknown split fraction 8SF  which requires an initially 
guessed value to be written into an external cell.  The next step is to establish Excel cells in which the 
conditions required by the two non-linear equations can be satisfied when the initially guessed values of 

)8(2Nn  and 8SF  are varied by Solver. 

The non-linear equations are rearranged and written into individual cells are follows: 

Splitter Eq1: 028)8(2 =− NN nSFn  (S3) 

Splitter Eq2: 028)8(2 =− HH nSFn  (S4) 

Solver is then used to vary the values for )8(2Nn  and 8SF  until the Objective (equation S3) reaches zero, 
subject to constraint that equation S4 is also zero.  The set up using an initial guess of 0.08 for 8SF is shown 
below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
40 Guessing a value for certain unknowns may reduce the number of independent equations within the set and cause the matrix inversion solution 
to fail.  If this happens, try guessing another unknown. 
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The following screen shows that a split fraction of 0.17 is necessary to control the N2 into the furnace at 2 
vol%, while maintaining the H2O/H2 ratio in the furnace off-gas at 0.26. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Sensitivity Analysis (Hematite3 Worksheet) 

An important function of a flowsheet is to allow a sensitivity analysis of a process.  In the previous hematite 
reduction examples, the two major factors which affect the %N2 entering the reactor are the split fraction and 
the recycle/feed ratio.  Their impact can be seen through a sensitivity analysis using the flowsheet model, in 
which the %N2 in the furnace input gas is varied while maintaining the furnace off-gas H2O/H2 ratio at 0.26, as 
required to ensure adequate hematite reduction. 

The trends are shown on the following graph.  These indicate that the process should be operated at the 
highest %N2 level which can be tolerated in the furnace, since as %N2 increases, the necessary split fraction 
decreases, the recycle/feed increases and the new feed requirement decreases for the same output of iron 
product. 
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4.4.3 Nickel Oxide Reduction Flowsheet with Coupled Mole and Heat Balances    
(Reduction Worksheet) 

A conceptual flow sheet for the reduction of nickel oxide with hydrogen is given below41.  Reduction of 
granular NiO is carried out in a fluidised bed (Unit 2) from which the hot Ni product is passed into a second 
smaller fluid bed (Unit 3) to counter-currently preheat the incoming H2 reductant.  The reducer top gas H2 is 
also combusted in excess air to counter-currently preheat the NiO feed in a rotary kiln (Unit 1) from which the 
off-gas contains 5 vol% O2. 

The NiO, air and H2 inputs are assumed to be at 25o C.  The NiO preheater (Unit 1) off-gas temperature is set 
to 175oC to prevent the condensation of water vapour and the two streams leaving the fluid bed reducer (Unit 
2) are assumed to be at the fluid bed temperature of 820oC.  The H2 within the reducer top gas is also 
combusted in excess air to counter-currently preheat the NiO feed in a rotary kiln (Unit 1) from which the off-
gas contains 5 vol% O2. 

Analyse the flowsheet and complete a material and heat balance based on 1 kg mole of NiO, to determine all 
material flows and unknown temperatures, when the heat losses on this basis are 3.35, 4.20 and 1.25 MJ 
respectively for the rotary kiln heater, the fluid bed reducer and the fluid bed preheater. 

Flowsheet Summary 

The flowsheet includes a rotary kiln heater, a fluid bed reactor and a fluid bed heat exchanger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
41 Morris A E, Geiger G H and Fine H A, 2011.  Handbook on Material and Energy Balance Calculations in Materials Processing, 3rd Edition 
(Wiley). 
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Flowsheet Annotation 

The following notes apply to the allocation of unknowns for the annotated flowsheet diagram below: 

(a) Neutral H2 is a common variable for the fluid bed heat exchanger. 

(b) The NiO and Ni balances throughout the process are trivial and solved. 

(c) The O balance on the fluid bed reducer is trivial and solved. 

(d) The exit temperatures for H2 and Ni(s) from the fluid bed heat exchanger are the same and 
described by a common variable T. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Analysis of Each Unit Process 

Unit 1: Rotary Kiln Heater (Reactor) 

Unknowns: nH2(5)  N2  nN2(3)  nH2O(3)  N3  T4 6 

activeC : Neutral (N2), Reaction Group (H2), Reaction Element (O) 3 

Restrictions: Heat Balance, N3 (stream equation) 2 

Comments on the Components 

N2 and NiO are neutral species; thus 2=S  giving 2 neutral components.  H2, O2 and H2O represent reaction 
input/output species; thus 3=RS .  There is one independent reaction which gives 2=−= RSC R  reaction 
components.  These may be taken as the reaction element O and the reaction group H2.  The neutral NiO 
balance is trivial and solved; thus 3=activeC  which are taken as N2, H2 and O. 
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Unit 2: Fluid Bed Reducer (Reactor) 

Unknowns: nH2  nH2(5)  T  T4 4 

activeC : Neutral (H2) 1 

Restrictions: Heat Balance 1 

Comments on the Components 

There are no neutral species; thus 0=S .  NiO, H2, Ni and H2O represent reaction input/output species; thus
4=RS .  There is one independent reaction which gives 3=−= RSC R  reaction components.  These may 

be taken as the reaction elements Ni, O and the reaction group H2.  The Ni and O balances are trivial and 
solved (in assigning the flow of Ni in stream 6 and the flow of H2O in stream 5); thus 1=activeC , which is taken 
as the reaction group H2. 

Unit 3: Fluid Bed (Heat Exchanger) 

Unknowns: nH2  T 2 

activeC : None 0 

Restrictions: Heat Balance 1 

Comments on the Components 

Ni and H2 are neutral species; thus 2=S  giving 2 neutral components.  However the component balances 
have been utilised in assigning the flow of Ni in stream 9 and the common variable nH2 for streams 7 and 8; 
thus 0=activeC  

Degree of Freedom Analysis of Total Flowsheet 

Unknowns: nH2  nH2(5)  N2  nN2(3)  nH2O(3)  N3  T4  T 8 

activeC : ∑ activeC  for all unit processes 4 

Restrictions: 1 stream equation (N3), 3 heat balances 4 

Degree of Freedom Table 

 Unit 1 
Heater/Reactor 

Unit 2 
Reducer 

Unit 3 
Heat Exchanger 

Total 

Unknowns 6 4 2 8 
Active Components 3 1 0 4 
Restrictions 2 1 1 4 
Degree of Freedom 1 2 1 0 

 
Since the DOF for the flowsheet is zero, the simultaneous equation set has a unique solution. 

Heater (Reactor) Equations 

N2 Balance: )3(2279.0 NnN =  (H1) 

H2 Balance: )3(2)5(2 1 OHH nn =+  (H2) 

O Balance: 3)3(22 1.042.01 NnN OH +=+  (H3) 
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N9:  )3(2)3(2995.0 OHN nnN +=  (H4) 

Heat Balance (MJ):   

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

 (H5)   

Sensible Heat of Inputs 

 ][ )(
29810932981093)5(2298298

22 gOHH
HTT HHnHH

InIn −−−− ∆+∆−=∆−=∆ ∑∑  

where the flow of H2O(g) into the heater is 1 kg mole. 

Heat of Reaction 

∑∑∑ ∆−∆=∆ )speciesinput reaction()speciesoutput reaction( 298298298
o

f
o

f
o

r HHH  

 o
gOHfOH

o
f HnH )(,298)3(2298 2

)speciesoutput reaction( ∆=∆∑   

 o
gOHf

o
f HH )(,298298 2

)speciesinput reaction( ∆=∆∑  

where the flow of H2O(g) into the heater is 1 kg mole. 

Sensible Heat of Outputs 

 )(
2984483

)(
298448)3(2298448)3(2

)(
298298

222

4
05.0 gOgOH

OH
N

N
sNiO

TT HNHnHnHH
Out −−−−− ∆+∆+∆+∆=∆∑  

Heat Loss  

 MJHLoss 35.3=∆∑  

Reducer (Reactor) Equations 

H2 Balance: 1)5(22 += HH nn  (R1) 

Heat Balance (MJ): 

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

 (R2)   

Sensible Heat of Inputs 

 ][ )(
2982982298298 4

2 sNiO
T

H
THTT HHnHH

InIn −−−− ∆+∆−=∆−=∆ ∑∑  

Heat of Reaction 

∑∑∑ ∆−∆=∆ )speciesinput reaction()speciesoutput reaction( 298298298
o

f
o

f
o

r HHH  

 o
gOHf

o
f HH )(,298298 2

)speciesoutput reaction( ∆=∆∑   

 o
sNiOf

o
f HH )(,298298 )speciesinput reaction( ∆=∆∑   

Sensible Heat of Outputs 

 )(
29810932981093)5(2

)(
2981093298

22 gOHH
H

sNi
T HHnHH

Out −−−− ∆+∆+∆=∆∑  

Heat Loss  

 MJHLoss 20.4=∆∑  
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Heat Exchanger Equations 

Heat Balance (MJ): 

 0,298298298 =∆+∆+∆+∆ ∑ ∑∑∑ −− GainLossT
o

rT HHHH
OutIn

 (HX1)    

Sensible Heat of Inputs 

 )(
2981093298298

sNi
TT HHH

InIn −−− ∆−=∆−=∆ ∑∑  

Sensible Heat of Outputs 

 2
2982

)(
298298

H
TH

sNi
TT HnHH

Out −−− ∆+∆=∆∑  

Heat Loss  

 MJHLoss 25.1=∆∑  

Equation Solution Set Up in Excel 

The Linear Equation Set 

The linear equation set rearranged for matrix inversion entry is shown below: 

N2 Balance: 079.0 )3(22 =− NnN  (H1) 

H2 Balance: 1)5(2)3(2 =− HOH nn  (H2) 

O Balance: 142.01.0 23)3(2 =−+ NNn OH  (H3) 

N9:  
095.0 )3(2)3(23 =−− OHN nnN  (H4) 

H2 Balance: 1)5(22 =− HH nn  (R1) 

The above set of 5 linear equations contains 6 unknowns (nH2  nH2(5)  N2  nN2(3)  nH2O(3)  N3).  An initial guess 
therefore needs to be made for one of the unknowns in the set; thus let 0.12 =Hn  to provide the 6th linear 
equation.  A placeholder solution can now be found using matrix inversion, as shown below.  For flexibility, all 
values within the coefficient matrix which depend on the %O2 in the off-gas are referenced to an external input 
cell (shaded). 

 

 

 

 

 

The Heat Balance Equations 

The Non-Linear Heat Balance Equations 

The heat balance equations are now set up in Excel external to the matrix inversion.  Firstly, the data for 
MW’s, standard enthalpies of formation and sensible heats for all of the species are copied directly from 
FREED into Excel to create a thermodynamic table for the purpose of the heat balance calculation.  In this 
case, the sensible heat equations for Ni(s) and NiO(s) are fitted into single temperature ranges using FREED’s 
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graphics option (Appendix 2).  Values for the unknown temperatures T and T4 are initially represented by 
guessed values, of 500 K say, as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

The three unit process heat balances are set up in Excel by cross-referencing flow data from the placeholder 
solution for the linear equations and cross-referencing thermodynamic data from the thermodynamics data 
table 

 

   

 

 

Equation Solution in Excel 

A final solution is obtained using Solver.  One of the heat balance cells is selected as the Objective (cell 
$E$18, heat balance 1) and set equal to a value of 0, while the other two heat balance cells (cell $I$18, heat 
balance 2; cell $M$18, heat balance 3) are set to 0 using the Constraints window. 

Solver is then invoked to vary the guessed value for nH2 in the numerical matrix (cell $I$8) and the guessed 
values for temperatures T and T4 in the thermodynamics table (cells $L$24 and $M$24) until the heat balance 
objective and constraints are simultaneously set to zero: 
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The Solver solution (below) shows that all heat balances are zero when KT 676=  (403oC) and KT 11644 =  
(891oC) and 11.12 =Hn . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stream Flow Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Balance Verification 

 

 

 

                                                   Kg Mole Flow Summary 

  NiO Feed Air 
Off 
Gas   

FB Off 
Gas   H2 In   Product 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
  kg mol kg mol kg mol kg mol kg mol kg mol kg mol kg mol kg mol 

N2 0 0.532 0.532 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O2 0 0.141 0.086 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H2 0 0 0 0 0.110 0 1.110 1.110 0 

H2O(g) 0 0 1.110 0 1.00 0 0 0 0 
Ni(s) 0 0 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 1.000 

NiO(s) 1.000 0 0 1.000 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1.000 0.673 1.728 1.000 1.110 1.000 1.110 1.110 1.000 

 

           Total Kg Mole Check 

  IN OUT 
N2 0.532 0.532 
H 2.220 2.220 
O 1.283 1.283 

Total 4.034 4.034 

 

                                               Composition Summary (Mol%) 

  NiO Feed Air 
Off 
Gas   

FB Off 
Gas   H2 IN   Product 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
  mol% mol% mol% mol% mol% mol% mol% mol% mol% 

N2 0 79.0 30.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O2 0 21.0 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H2 0 0 0 0 9.9 0 100.0 100.0 0 

H2O(g) 0 0 64.2 0 90.1 0 0 0 0 
Ni(s) 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 0 0 100.0 

NiO(s) 100.0 0 0 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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4.5 Combined Flowsheet Balance 
A combined flowsheet balance is one in which all unit processes within the flowsheet are considered as a 
single unit.  A DOF analysis for the combined flowsheet is useful when the total balance is not fully specified 
since if the DOF of the combined process is zero, the combined balance at least provides a partial flowsheet 
solution.  The combined flowsheet analysis for Example 4.4.1 is shown below to illustrate the concept.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combined Unit Analysis 

Unknowns: nH2O  nN2(8)  nH2(8)  N1 4 

activeC : Reaction Group (H2), Reaction Element (O), Neutral (N2) 3 

Restrictions: None 0 

Comments on the Combined Unit 

Since a reactor is included within the flowsheet, the combined unit must also be considered as a reactor.  Note 
also that the SF8 split fraction and the H2O/H2 ratio are no longer useful since they involve internal streams 
which are not recognised by the combined unit. 

Degree of Freedom Table 

The DOF for the ‘combined’ flowsheet is shown in the table after the total flowsheet DOF. 

 Unit 1 
Mixer 

Unit 2 
Reactor 

Unit 3 
Separator 

Unit 4 
Splitter 

Total Combined 

Unknowns 5 4 3 6 9 4 
Active Components 2 2 0 2 6 3 
Restrictions 0 1 1 2 3 0 
Degree of Freedom 3 1 2 2 0 1 

 

In this case, DOF> 0 for the combined process, so it cannot be solved in isolation and thus provides no partial 
solution to the flowsheet. 
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Appendix 1 
FREED - Getting Started 

Version 7.8 Copyright © 2010: Arthur E. Morris, Thermart Software.  All rights reserved.  thermart@att.net 

Program Files 

FREED consists of two Excel files (Freed.xls and Freed-xmpls.xls), plus the User's Guide (FreedGuide.rtf).  
Please refer to the full users guide for more details. 

Freed.xls contains a title and database worksheet and has all the program subroutines and functions that 
manipulate the database. 

Installation 

FREED is installed by copying the Freed.xls file into any folder. It is recommended to have FreedGuide.rtf and 
Freed-xmpls.xls in the same folder as Freed.xls. 

Warning!  If you already have an older version of FREED on your PC, you must delete it before trying to install 
the new files, especially Freed.xla, which may be located in the Excel Library folder.  To be sure, do a search 
for any Freed.* files, and delete all of them.   

Excel 2003 

FREED opens directly from the Freed.xla file in Excel 2003.  Look for the floating toolbar (shown below).  If 
you find the floating toolbar annoying, just drag it into the main Excel toolbar and use it from there. 

  

 

Click on the “house” button to open the Main Menu to access the FREED database and functions.  Ignore the 
sort feature (arrow down) unless you are modifying the database as discussed in the main User’s Guide. 
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Excel 2007 and 2010 

FREED also opens directly from the Freed.xla file in Excel 2007 and 2010.  However, it is likely to open with a 
message that “macros have been disabled”; if so, click Options, select “Trust this Publisher” and save.  It 
should then open without the macro restriction. 

A difference from Excel 2003 is that the “floating toolbar” no longer floats but has to be accessed through the 
Add-Ins tab on the top Excel toolbar.  Once this tab is clicked, the toolbar should appear within a “drop down” 
under the top left of the toolbar: 

 

 

 

 

 

Click on the “house” button to open the Main Menu to access the FREED database and functions.  Ignore the 
sort feature (arrow down) unless you are modifying the database as discussed in the main User’s Guide. 

Main Menu Features 

Species Selection 

You may search for species by scrolling down the list, or more conveniently, by typing in the first letter of the 
species formula (such as P, which will take you to the first species containing Phosphorus).  Repeatedly 
pressing the same key (or holding it down, or using the down arrow) scrolls down the list.  Typing <Ctrl Home> 
or <Ctrl End> takes you to the beginning and end of the index respectively. 

A species must be selected from this window in order to use the various features of FREED, except the 
Coefficients and Reaction features.  Highlight one or more species (hold <Ctrl> to highlight multiple species).  
Click the >> button to copy the species to the selection window.  (Pressing the << button removes a Selected 
species, and pressing <> clears the Selected List window).  When the desired species have been copied to 
the selection window, select the desired action from the Options menu.  As described below, certain options 
operate only on the first-listed species in the window. 

Properties 

Properties provides a summary of the thermodynamic data for a species in the form of atomic mass and mass 
composition and the coefficients of the Cp (heat capacity), HT-H298 (sensible heat), dHf (enthalpy of 
formation) and dGf (free energy of formation) equations.  Different units for temperature and energy can be 
chosen, but all equations require Kelvin for temperature units.  Properties summaries for multiple species can 
be displayed at once. 

NOTE:  Select the “house” button to return to the Main Menu after each operation. 

Table 

Table shows tabular values for various thermodynamic properties of a species and also contains the same 
information as the Properties feature. 

A major break in the table indicates a transformation in the species, and a dashed line in the table indicates a 
transformation in one of the constituent elements.  The lower limit on any table is 298 K (25°C) regardless of 
the value entered in the minimum temperature window.  
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Datafiles 

Datafiles is much like Properties except that no value headings are given. The Datafiles format is designed to 
be used as an input file for other programs that need thermodynamic data. 

Calculator 

Calculator allows the user to specify a value of a thermodynamic property and then calculates a range of other 
thermodynamic properties compatible with this specification.  Only the first species in the Selection List is 
active for the Calculator.  The value and the property (parameter) on which the calculation is to be based are 
nominated in the opening window.  For example, the following input specifications will result in a calculation of 
all values of the listed parameters when the sensible heat (HT-H298)42 for the selected species Ag2CO3(c) is 
1000 Joules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphics 

Graphics produces a plot of a variable versus temperature.  For example, the following input window selection 
will produce a table and graph of HT-H298 (J) versus temperature (K) for the selected species Ag2CO3(c): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graph can be customized with the usual Excel charting tools.  You may wish to use Excel's Trendline tool 
to develop an equation to represent the variable as a function of T.  Quite often, a two-term equation gives a 
satisfactory fit over a 300 to 400 degree temperature span or a quadratic equation over a 500 to 800 degree 
temperature span. 

Coefficients 

The Coefficients option does not require a selected species.  It allows the user to fit an equation for input 
values for any species of heat capacity (Cp), sensible heat (HT-H298) or standard free energy of formation 

                                                
42 298−∆ TH  in these notes is equivalent to 298HHT − . 
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(dGf) versus temperature (K), for two or more temperatures, provided no phase change occurs within the 
range. 

The inputs in the following window, for example, will provide tables of sensible heat HT-H298 and Cp data as 
well as equations for HT-H298 versus T (K) in the form: 2298 BTATFHHT ++=−  and 

ATFHHT +=− 298 , based on the input units used (J or cal). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If Cp data are available but not HT-H298 data, select the Cp option in the top left hand menu instead of HT-
H298.  A HT-H298 equation can then be derived from the Cp data and a single HT-H298 data point (usually at 
the lowest T value).  

Coefficients can also successfully fit free energy of formation data (dGf) provided that the dGf equation does 
not span a phase change temperature for the species or any of the constituent elements.  A 3-term dGf 
equation (T, TlnT and a constant) is often adequate over a span of 800 K.  Although the Coefficients feature is 
simple and quick, it isn't the best way to obtain equation coefficients from tabular data.  Instead, it's better to 
use Excel's Regression tool, which obtains statistically-valid coefficients from all of the data.  This tool is 
described in Examples worksheet H-EqnFit (Freed-xmpls.xls). 

Reaction 

Reaction allows you to determine the thermodynamic properties of a reaction of your choice.  Clicking on the 
Reaction button brings up a window that asks you to select the reactants and products from the main FREED 
Index.  You must also specify a reaction name.  Upon clicking OK, a new worksheet will appear with the 
reaction written on it. 

The following, for example, shows the reactor worksheet for the reactants CO and 2O  and the product 2CO : 

 

 

 

 

Unit: 

The default “amount” units are moles (m).  However, you may also use litres (l) or grams (g).  If you use liters 
or grams, be aware that the reaction might not perfectly balance, in which case, a message will appear.  
Calculations will be made even if the reaction is not perfectly balanced. 

The default “temperature” units are Kelvin (K).  The other option is Celsius (C).  However, be careful with the 
temperature limits when changing from Kelvin to Celsius units or the Calculator may fail. 

Reaction: CO O2     ===> CO2 
Descriptor: (g) (g)   (g) 
Amount: ??? ???   ??? 
Unit: m m   m 
T: 298.15 298.15     
Unit: K K     
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Amount: 

Next enter the appropriate amounts to balance the equation: 

 

 

 

 

Temperature: 

This is not an entry for the reaction temperature.  Rather, this is an entry for the input temperature of each 
reactant if it is different from the default of 298.15 K.  There are no options or entry cells for the temperature of 
the reaction products. 

Once these entries are made, the “house” button is clicked to bring up the Reaction Options Window:  

 

 

 

 

The two main options for the Reaction feature are Calculator and Table.  It's best to start with the Table option 
unless you are quite familiar with the properties of your reaction system. 

Table Option 

Click on the Table option to bring up the Temperature Range and Units window.   For example, a selection of 
a final temperature of 1000 K with 50 K increments for the sulphur trioxide formation reaction is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pressing OK will bring up a worksheet showing (1) calculated values for dHf (standard heat of formation), dGf 
(standard free energy of formation), LogKr (log10 of the equilibrium constant for the reaction) and Heat. 

The latter is a heat balance term. It represents the heat of reaction at 298.15 K (negative for exothermic), plus 
the sensible heat of the reactants above 298.15 K (negative), plus the sensible heat of products (at the defined 
reaction temperature) above 298.15 K (positive).  The initial temperatures of the reactants only affect this 
function; there is no effect on the dHr, dGr or logKr values which only depend on the defined temperature of 
the reaction. 

This worksheet also includes a plot of LogKr versus 1/T and dHf, dGf, and Heat versus T (drag the former 
graph to reveal the latter, since it is initially hidden behind it).  Excel's Trendline tool can be used to obtain 

Reaction: CO O2     ===> CO2 
Descriptor: (g) (g)   (g) 
Amount: 2 1   2 
Unit: m m   m 
T: 298.15 298.15     
Unit: K K     
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linear or polynomial equations to fit the data, by right clicking on any line and selecting Add Trendline.  For 
example, the equation to describe LogKr versus 1/T for the reaction 22 22 COOCO →+  is given by: 

1455.9
)(

29594
−=

KT
LogK , as shown by the Trendline fit for the graph below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculate Option 

Calculate within Reactor allows the user to specify a value of a thermodynamic property for the chosen 
reaction and then calculates a range of other thermodynamic properties compatible with this specification.  It 
provides an identical function to Calculator for species, as already discussed and can also do a heat balance 
and find the adiabatic flame temperature (AFT) for a reaction. 

Select the “house” button and then FREED to return to the Main Menu after using Table or Calculate. 

dGRestore 

This feature is used to create an internally-consistent FREED record for a newly-added species.  Ignore 
unless you are modifying the database.  

Worksheets 

The worksheets created by the Properties, Table, Calculator, Coefficients and Datafile options are erased 
each time the option is used.  The Graphics sheets are not.  If you want to save any of the created worksheets 
for subsequent editing or printing, either rename them or copy selected cells to sheets in a separate folder.  It 
is better to save worksheets created by FREED in a separate workbook rather than clutter up FREED with 
these.  The latter option allows you to answer "no" when asked if you want to save the changes in FREED 
when you close it. 

Closing FREED 

In general, it is always best to close FREED (Freed.xls) without accepting any changes.  However, keep an 
original copy of FREED in case unwanted changes are made. 

reaction1 Reaction
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Appendix 2 
Species Data and Thermodynamic Table from FREED 
Species Data from FREED 

Most species data for material and heat balance calculations can be conveniently obtained from the Excel-
based database FREED. 

Units 

Once a species is selected, the species data sheet can be viewed through the “Properties” window, which 
opens with a screen which allows the temperature and energy units to be defined.  The defaults are K for 
temperature and calories for energy; however, the fundamental energy unit used in these notes is the Joule 
which must be selected on the screen: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Species Data Sheet 

An example FREED data sheet for fayalite (Fe2SiO4) is shown below.  It is specified for temperature in Kelvin 
(K) and energy units in Joules (J); highlight colours are added: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Species Phase 

The species fayalite is represented in the database as Fe2SiO4 (c,l).  The descriptor (c,l) declares that the 
fayalite undergoes a phase change from crystalline (solid) to liquid within the temperature range of the 
presented data. 
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Molecular or Atomic Mass (Weight) 

The molecular weight for Fe2SiO4 is shown as 203.7771.  A value of 203.8 is usually adequate for most mass 
to mole conversions in metallurgical balances. 

Standard Enthalpy of Formation 

The standard enthalpy of formation for Fe2SiO4 at 298 K ( o
SiOFef H 42,298∆ ) is given as molJ984.1479361− .  

A value of molJk36.1479−  is normally adequate for flowsheet heat of reaction calculations.  If required, 
FREED also provides a formula for the calculation of enthalpies of formation for temperatures above 298 K.  
This is found lower down on the properties sheet and not shown here. 

Element Mass Percents 

The mass (weight) percent of elements within a species is required when writing mass balances.  These 
values are conveniently obtained from FREED.  For example, Fe2SiO4 is shown to contain 54.81% Fe, 
13.78% SiO2 and 31.41% O by mass. 

Sensible Heats 

FREED provides integrated sensible heat data ( 298−∆ TH ) for species over specified temperature ranges 
using equations in the form: 

 FETDT
T
CBTATHHT +++++=− 35.02298  

Equation parameters for Fe2SiO4 are given for two temperature ranges, namely 298 to 1490 K for solid 
fayalite, and 1490 to 1900 K for liquid fayalite. 

While equations with 6 parameters may seem overly complex, the parameters are readily copied into Excel to 
allow direct calculation of 298−∆ TH  for a given temperature using the appropriate equation, as explained 
subsequently. 

Enthalpy of Transformation 

The standard enthalpy of transformation (melting) of fayalite ( o
transH∆ ) is given as 92173.52 molJ  at the 

normal melting temperature of 1490 K ( transT ). 

Thermodynamic Data Table for Excel Heat Balance Calculations 

It is recommended for “do it yourself” material and heat balance calculations in Excel that a standard 
thermodynamic data table be created and used for all problems.  The layout in these notes for use with mole 
balances is illustrated and discussed below. 

Thermodynamic Table for Mole Balances 
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This example thermodynamic table is provided in the Excel spreadsheet.  In relation to the table, please note: 

1) The species phase symbols are: 

(s) means that all data apply for the solid only. 

(l) means that all data apply for the liquid only.  Note that the enthalpy of formation of Al(l) is positive at 298 
K, not unexpectedly since Al(s) is the stable form at this temperature and for which 0298 =∆ o

f H , 
according to convention. 

(g) means that all data apply for the gas only. Note that the standard enthalpy of formation data for H2O(g) 
at 298 K ( molkJ81.241− ) is different from the standard enthalpy of formation of H2O(l) at 298 K (

molkJ83.285− ) by an amount equal to the heat of vaporisation of H2O at 298 K ( molkJ02.44 ). 

(sl) means that the standard enthalpy of formation value o
f H298∆  applies to the solid at 298 K but that 

the sensible heat equation ( 298−∆ TH ) applies to the liquid which has been formed by the heating and 
melting of the solid.  The latter also applies when the liquid species is present within a fluxed liquid, at a 
temperature below its normal melting point.  Further explanation is given below when discussing the data 
for Fe2SiO4. 

(lg) means that the standard enthalpy of formation value o
f H298∆  applies to the liquid at 298 K but that 

the sensible heat equation ( 298−∆ TH ) applies to the gas which has been formed by the heating and 
evaporation of the solid.   

2) The MW and o
f H298∆  values are copied and pasted directly from FREED, with the later values being 

divided by 1000 to convert from molJ  to molkJ . 

3) The T (K) range is taken from FREED but is written in, not directly copied, and is not linked to any 
calculation function. 

4) The parameters A to F for the 298−∆ TH  sensible heat calculations are directly copied and pasted from 
FREED for the first four species shown in the table, but fitted for Fe2O3(s), as discussed subsequently. 

5) The 298−∆ TH  sensible heat values in the columns on the right are calculated directly using the FREED 
formula shown above the table (divided by 1000 to convert molJ  to molkJ ), to give values for the 
nominated temperatures, in this case 500 and 1500 K, shown above the respective columns.  The 
number of columns can be extended as necessary to accommodate all temperatures for which sensible 
heats need to be calculated to complete a balance. 

Example:  Thermodynamic Data for Fe2SiO4 

The FREED Properties data sheet for Fe2SiO4(c,l), shown above, provides two equations for sensible heat, 
one for the heating of crystalline fayalite Fe2SiO4(c)43 between 298 K and the normal melting point of 1490 K 
and one for the heating of liquid fayalite Fe2SiO4(l) from 1490 K to an upper limit of 1900 K.  The standard 
enthalpy of melting is also given as 92173.52 molJ at the normal melting point of 1490 K. 

These data from the FREED properties screen were used to create the data for Fe2SiO4 within the Excel 
“Thermodynamic Table for Mole Balances” shown above.  The data for Fe2SiO4 in this table will now be 
outlined in detail.   

Data in the Table for Fe2SiO4(s) 
o

f H298∆  is the standard enthalpy of formation of solid Fe2SiO4 at 298 K (-1479.36 kJ/mol). 

                                                
43 Databases use “crystalline” rather than “solid” to make a clear distinction between a crystalline mineral form and a solid glassy form which can 
be produced when a liquid is rapidly quenched to below its melting point.  In these notes, the more common descriptor “solid” will be used to 
describe all solid crystalline materials, unless otherwise defined as “glass”. 
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298−∆ TH  is the sensible heat required for the heating of solid Fe2SiO4 from 298 K to a nominated temperature 
T.  The value is calculated from the copied FREED equation: 

molJxTx
T

xTxTHT
436

6
23

298 10535.610237.810889.310404.402.176 −++−=∆ −−
−  

This equation applies between 298 K and the normal melting point of 1490 K and is the first equation given in 
the Fe2SiO4  FREED Properties table. 

Data in the Table for Fe2SiO4(sl) 
o

f H298∆  is the standard enthalpy of formation of solid Fe2SiO4 at 298 K (-1479.36 kJ/mol). 

298−∆ TH  is the sensible heat required for the heating, from 298 K, and the subsequent melting of solid 
Fe2SiO4 to form liquid Fe2SiO4, plus the heat then required for the heating of liquid Fe2SiO4 to a nominated 
temperature T.  The value is calculated directly from the (copied) FREED equation: 

 molJTHT 4932160.240298 −=∆ −  

This equation applies between the normal melting point 1490 K and an upper limit of 1900K and is the second 
equation given in the Fe2SiO4 FREED Properties table. 

Super-cooled Liquid Fe2SiO4 

The sensible heat equation for Fe2SiO4(sl) can if necessary be extended to temperatures below the normal 
melting point (1490 K) when Fe2SiO4 exists as a “super-cooled” liquid within a fluxed solution, as shown 
below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: Fitted Sensible Heat Data for Fe2O3(s) 

Often FREED provides the 298−∆ TH  data for a single phase over a number of temperature ranges to improve 
the accuracy of the fit.  In these cases, it is necessary to refit the data to a single equation for use in the 
thermodynamic table using the FREED Graphics option.  The sensible heat data for Fe2O3(s), shown below, 
provide an example: 

Fe2O3(s) remains a single phase from 298 to 1800 K, with no step changes due to phase transition, so it is 
feasible to represent the range 298−∆ TH  with a single equation.  The linear plot, also shown below, has been 
generated for the sensible heat of Fe2O3(s) over the temperature range of 500 – 1800 K and the equation 

 

Solid 

Extrapolation for 
super-cooled liquid 

Fe2SiO4 

Liquid 
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parameters manually entered into the thermodynamic table.  In most cases, it is necessary to use at least 2nd 
order polynomial to fit data over such a wide temperature range, but in this case a linear equation may provide 
sufficient accuracy for metallurgical heat balance calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thermodynamic Table for Mass Balances  

The thermodynamic table for mass balances is functionally identical to that for mole balances, except for the 
change of primary units from molkJ  to tMJ , for which X molkJ  are multiplied by MW310  44, 
according to the conversion: 

 
t

MJ
MW

X
kJx

MJ
t

gx
MWxg

mol
mol
kJX

mol
kJX 
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3
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10  

                                                
44Recall that unit conversions require multiplication of the original units by conversion factors, each of which has a value of 1 
such that no change in the original quantity occurs, and such that the required units remain once all others are cancelled out.  In 
this conversion, for example, ( ) 1103 =MJkJx  etc. 

Plot: HT-H298 vs. T for Fe2O3
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The modified thermodynamic table, also provided in the Excel spreadsheet, is shown below: 
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Appendix 3 
Alternative Splitter Equations 

Splitter equations may be expressed using species flow ratios and total flow split fraction equations as an 
alternative to approach described in these notes.  This approach is equally valid and is discussed here for 
information. 

Splitter Flow Ratio Equations 

The equality of stream compositions around a splitter is a unique characteristic of this unit process and results 
in a number of “flow ratio equations”, independent of and in addition to, the component material balance 
equations. 

If a splitter has activeC  active components and OS  output streams, then the total number of independent 
splitter ratio equations is given by: 

 Total Splitter Ratio Equations = )1)(1( −− OSCactive  

Consider the splitter example discussed in the notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The equality of compositions of the output streams 2 and 3 provides two independent non-linear45 splitter ratio 
equations, namely 2)12)(13()1)(1( =−−=−− OSCactive : 

Splitter ratio equation 1: 
)3(

)3(

)2(

)2(

C
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C

A

m
m

m
m

=  

Splitter ratio equation 2: 
)3(

)3(

)2(

)2(

C

B

C

B

m
m

m
m

=  

It is also possible to write a third ratio using output stream species, namely 
)3(

)3(

)2(

)2(

B

A

B

A

m
m

m
m

= .  However, since 

this equation represents a combination of the above splitter ratio equations, it is not independent and thus 
provides no additional information for the splitter model. 

Since the composition of the input stream is the same as the outputs, it is also possible to write ratios using 
streams 1 and 2 or 1 and 3, but there can only ever be 2)1)(1( =−− OSCactive  independent flow ratio 
equations for this splitter. 

                                                
45 Equations containing a cross-multiplication of unknowns are non-linear; e.g. rearrangement of splitter equation 1 gives: 

)2()3()3()2( CACA mmmm = . 

M3 
mA(3) 
mB(3)  
mC(3) 
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Total Flow Split Fraction Equations 

In the splitter example, there is also one independent split fraction as given by the formula 1121 =−=−OS .  
This can be expressed either as 2SF  or 3SF , where 23 1 SFSF −= . 

A single independent split fraction equation based on total flows can then be written either as 122 MSFM =  or 

133 MSFM = ; for example, if the splitter specifications include 1.02 =SF , then this information is captured by 
the additional equation: 

 12 1.0 MM =  

Alternatively, the information could be captured in the equation 13 9.0 MM = . 

Total Splitter Equations 

The total number of independent splitter equations for the above splitter is given by 
3)12(3)1)(( =−=−OSCactive  which are expressed here as two “flow ratio equations” and one “total flow split 

fraction equation”. 

Equality of Approaches 

If the splitter equations are all expressed in terms of species flows (as discussed in Section 2.2.2) the above 
alternative splitter equations can be replaced with an equivalent set of three specie flow equations which 
incorporate the split fraction. 

In the above splitter, for example, since 1.02 =SF  the individual flows of species A, B and C in stream 2 can 
be described by the linear equations: 

 )1()2( 1.0 AA mm =  (S1) 

 )1()2( 1.0 BB mm =  (S2) 

 )1()2( 1.0 CC mm =  (S3) 

where: 

(S1) divided by (S3) gives 
)1(

)1(

)2(

)2(

C

A

C

A

m
m

m
m

=  = splitter equation 1. 

(S1) divided by (S2) gives 
)1(

)1(

)2(

)2(

B

A

B

A

m
m

m
m

=  = splitter equation 2.   

321 SSS ++  gives 12 1.0 MM =  which is the 2SF  split fraction equation. 

Thus Equations (S1) to (S3) capture the same information as included in the two non-linear “flow ratio 
equations” and the “total flow split fraction equation”, and represent an equivalent and often more convenient 
expression of the equation set. 
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Appendix 4 
Algorithm to Establish an Independent Reaction Set 

Determination of the Unique Number of Balanced Independent Reactions 

Consider the species CH4, H2O, H2, CO and CO2 which represent the overall reaction input/output species for 
the reaction of methane with steam.  The unique number of independent reactions amongst the species can 
be determined as follows: 

1) Write equations for the formation of each multi-element species within the reaction set from its elements.  
Use the diatomic element form when it is present within the set; otherwise use the single element form.  In 
the present example, the formation reactions are written using C, H2 and O, since O2 is not present in the 
set: 

 422 CHHC →+  (1) 

 OHOH 22 →+  (2) 

 COOC →+  (3) 

 22 COOC →+  (4) 

2) Combine the reactions in such a way that any elements not in the reaction set are eliminated; thus C and 
O have to be eliminated.  Each reaction can be combined more than once in the elimination: 

Eliminate C 

)3()1( −  OCHHCO +→+ 422  (1A) 

Unchanged:  OHOH 22 →+  (2) 

)4()3( −  OCOCO +→2  (3A) 

Eliminate O 

)2()1( +A  OHCHHCO 2423 +→+  (1B) 

)3()2( A+  OHCOHCO 222 +→+  (2B) 

The algorithm can also yield the following equally valid independent reaction set for this example: 

:)2(2)1()4( x−−  OHCHHCO 2422 24 +→+   

 OHCOHCO 222 +→+  (2B) 

Within each set, each of the reactions contains a species not present in the other reactions as required for 
independence, and all reaction input/output species are present.  It can be concluded that there are two 
independent reactions amongst the reaction input/output species as represented by either set of balanced 
equations, thus 2=R .  Since each independent reaction creates one restriction on the material balance, the 
number of reaction components in the reactor can now be determined from .RSC R −=  

Determination of a Descriptive Set of Independent Reactions 

If the reactor model utilises “extents of reactions” in addition to component balances, then it is convenient to 
define an independent reaction set which reasonably describes the transformation of inputs to outputs.  This 
requires a third step in the algorithm, namely: 
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3) Rearrange reactions as necessary to place the process inputs on the left hand side.  Consider the first set 
of independent equations given above.  Since the primary inputs are methane and steam, reaction (1B) 
needs to be reversed.  This gives the so-called syngas reaction for the production of hydrogen from 
methane.  The carbon monoxide produced then reacts with steam to produce hydrogen, so reaction (2B) 
also needs to be reversed.  This gives the well-known water shift reaction.  Thus a final descriptive set of 
independent reactions may be given by: 

)1( B−  224 3HCOOHCH +→+  (1C) 

)2( B−  222 HCOOHCO +→+  (2C) 
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Appendix 5 
Determination of Reaction Components using a Species Element Matrix 
Obscure Element Redundancy 

Consider the production of super-phosphate through the reaction of calcium phosphate with sulphuric acid: 

 424442243 2)(2)( CaSOPOCaHSOHPOCa +→+  

Ca, PO4, H2 and SO4 are all preserved through the reaction and appear to represent four independent reaction 
components; however 314 =−=−= RSC R  and only three independent material balances can be written; 
thus an additional, although not obvious, stoichiometric redundancy must exist amongst these groups. 

The components for this process may be selected as any three of Ca, PO4, H2 and SO4 or equivalently as any 
three independent elements amongst Ca, P, O, H and S.  It appears that all combinations of three elements 
would represent independent components except P, O and S since completion of the P and S balances would 
also give the O balance, through the preserved groups PO4 and SO4. 

The number of components and an allowable combination of independent elements can be confirmed from 
the rank of the species element matrix, where for this example, the element matrix is written as: 

  Ca3(PO4)2 CaH4(PO4)2 CaSO4 H2SO4 
O 8 8 4 4 
H 0 4 0 2 
S 0 0 1 1 
P 2 2 0 0 

Ca 3 1 1 0 
 

The rank of the matrix represents the number of independent rows.  It is obtained by reducing the matrix to its 
so-called row Echelon form in which the integer in the first cell of the first row is 1, and the first non-zero integer 
in every other row is 1 and appears in the column directly to the right of the 1 above it. 

The rank may be calculated on-line46 or using an Excel Add In such as Matrix.xla47 or manually as shown below using Gauss 
reduction48: 

The algorithm to complete the process is: 

1) Divide each entry in the thi  row by the thi  element in that row.  If the thi  element is zero, go to step 3. 

2) Add appropriate multiples of the thi  row to each remaining row so that the thi  entry in each of these rows 
is equal to zero.  At the conclusion of these calculations, set 1+= ii  and got to step 1. 

3) If the thi  element of the thi  row is zero, interchange column thi  with any column to the right of column 
thi  which has a non-zero entry in the thi  position.  Return to step 1.  If no column has a non-zero thi  

entry, interchange the thi  row with any row below it. 

The process terminates when all rows have been reduced or if all remaining rows are identically zero. 

                                                
46 http://www.bluebit.gr/matrix-calculator/ 
47 http://digilander.libero.it/foxes/SoftwareDownload.htm 
48 View: Gauss-Jordan Row Reduced Echelon Method on Youtube.  

http://www.bluebit.gr/matrix-calculator/
http://digilander.libero.it/foxes/SoftwareDownload.htm
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Example Reduction 

The first step requires that row 1 be divided by 8. 

  Ca3(PO4)2 CaH4(PO4)2 CaSO4 H2SO4 
O 1 1 1/2 1/2 
H 0 4 0 2 
S 0 0 1 1 
P 2 2 0 0 

Ca 3 1 1 0 
 

The second step requires that row 1 be multiplied by 2 and subtracted from row 4, and then multiplied by 3 
and subtracted from row 5: 

  Ca3(PO4)2 CaH4(PO4)2 CaSO4 H2SO4 
O 1 1 1/2 1/2 
H 0 1 0 1/2 
S 0 0 1 1 
P 0 0 -1 -1 

Ca 0 -2 -1/2 -1 1/2 
 

Row 2 is in the correct form, so multiply row 2 two by 2 and add to row 5: 

  Ca3(PO4)2 CaH4(PO4)2 CaSO4 H2SO4 
O 1 1 1/2 1/2 
H 0 1 0 1/2 
S 0 0 1 1 
P 0 0 -1 -1 

Ca 0 0 -1/2 - 1/2 
 

Row 3 is in the correct form, so add row 3 to row 4 and then divide row 3 by 2 and add to row 5: 

  Ca3(PO4)2 CaH4(PO4)2 CaSO4 H2SO4 
O 1 1 1/2 1/2 
H 0 1 0 1/2 
S 0 0 1 1 
P 0 0 0 0 

Ca 0 0 0 0 
 

The rank of the matrix is the number of non-zero rows, thus, 3=Rank .  This confirms that the number of 
components is indeed 3 and further, that the components can be taken as the three independent elements O, 
H and S as given by the elements with non-zero rows.  Other independent combinations can result depending 
on the vertical order in which the elements are initially represented within the matrix.  However, it is never 
possible to reduce the independent elements to O, S and P since as discussed, these three elements are not 
independent due to their exclusive presence within the preserved groups SO4 and PO4. 

Effect of Kinetic Restrictions on Components 

The number of components C  amongst RS  reaction input/output species will be given by RSC R −=  and 
be equal to the rank of the reaction species element matrix, provided all reactions R  which can occur 
amongst the species actually occur to an extent great enough to affect the material balance. 

However, if not all possible reactions amongst the nominated reaction input/output species occur due to kinetic 
restrictions, the number of components will be greater than given by the rank of species element matrix and 
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C  will be greater than RSR − .  Fortunately, this situation is usually avoided by using expert judgment to 
correctly select the reaction species. 

Consider, as an example of a kinetically limited system, a mixture of H2, O2 and minor H2O brought together at 
room temperature in the absence of a spark.  If these species were incorrectly classified as taking part in a 
reaction, with one reaction between them ( OHOH 222 5.0 →+ ), then the number of components would be 
calculated as 2=−= RSC R   Further, the rank of the element matrix would be 2 with H and O both shown 
as independent elements.  However, an expert should recognise that this is a kinetically limited system with 

0=RS  and 3== SC , which correctly gives the three neutral components H2, O2 and H2O. 

It is important therefore when selecting reaction species, to ensure that all species exclusively associated with 
kinetically limited reactions are considered amongst the neutral species S  and not amongst the reaction 
species RS . 

However, there may be cases where it is not possible to remove species from the reaction set even when it is 
known that not all R  reactions amongst them occur.  Consider, for example, the reaction of O2 with O to form 
O3.  There should be two independent reactions amongst the reaction species (any two of 22 OO → , 

33 OO →  and 32 OOO →+ ) such that 123 =−=−= RSC R , that is, the component is the single reaction 
element O. 

However, if the only reaction which does occur is 32 OOO →+ , then 2=−= RSC R .  This represents a 
hypothetical example of where, due to kinetic restrictions, it is possible for the number of components to be 
more than the rank of the species element matrix (which can only by 1 with only O present) and thus more 
than the number of elements.  If this did occur, an acceptable solution would be to complete a component 
balance based on the reaction element O and the reaction group O2 since 22 .OOOO →+  for which 

213 =−=−= RSC R . 
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Appendix 6 
Species Balance Method for Reactors 

An alternative to the component balance method used for material balances in these notes is the species 
balance method, commonly used in chemical engineering. 

With this approach, a balance is written for each of RS  reaction species within the reactor.  This requires that 
the depletion or generation of the species be taken into account through the inclusion of extents or rates of 
reaction, with the inclusion of one extent for each of the R  independent reactions within the process. 

This approach results in RS  species balances subject to the inclusion of R  extents of reaction, either as 
unknowns or defined values, so as to generate an equation set which accounts for RSR −  degree of 
freedom, the same as when writing RSR −  component balances for C  independent reaction element and/or 
reaction group components. 

The species balance equation set contains R  more equations than the component balance set but generally 
is easier to solve, especially without a computer, since the individual equations usually contain fewer 
unknowns.  An O component balance, for example, can contain flow unknowns for all reaction species 
containing oxygen, a greater number than would be present within the respective balance for each reaction 
species containing oxygen.  

Whether to choose a species or component balance for a reactor is mostly a matter of personal choice.  The 
component balance is preferred here since it is easier to set up and generates fewer equations and is more 
convenient for metallurgical processes in which only element assays are often available for streams rather 
than species assays. 

However, the species balance method is convenient when the extents of the independent reactions are well 
understood or defined or when the extents of reaction need to be monitored, and in rare cases mentioned in 
the notes in which the number of reaction components exceeds the number of reaction elements. 

Parallel and Sequential Reactions 

It is important when assigning extents of reaction to understand the implication of parallel and sequential 
reactions.  Parallel reactions require the same reactants, such as 22 COOC →+  and COOC 22 →+  
whereas with sequential reactions, the product of one reaction is consumed as a reactant in a subsequent 
reaction, such as 243 3 COFeOCOOFe +→+  followed by 2COFeCOFeO +→+ . 

When extents of reaction are assigned, they are relative to a limiting reactant.  Thus for parallel reactions, the 
relative consumption of a common reactant (for example, C) by each reactant must be considered, and for 
sequential reactions, the relative production of a species before it is depleted in a second reaction (for 
example, FeO) may have to be considered, unless the extent of the sequential reaction can still be written in 
terms of a common reactant (for example, CO). 

Species Balance Method for a Reactor 

The method for the species balance method as applied to a reactor can be summarised in five steps: 

1) The input/output species for the reactor are categorised as either neutral or reaction species based on 
“expert knowledge”. 

2) One material balance is completed for each of S neutral species. 

3) A balanced set of R independent reactions is identified amongst the reaction species and “expert 
knowledge” is used to select a convenient independent equation set for the purpose of assigning “extents 
of reactions”. 
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4) The extent of each reaction rε  is specified relative to one of the reaction species for each of R reactions, 
either as a declared value or as a model unknown.  Values can range from 0 to 1 and are defined relative 
to the limiting reactant. 

5) A material balance is written for each of the reaction species by taking into account their accumulation or 
depletion within each of the R reactions, based on the extent of each reaction, as illustrated below. 

Example 

The following reactor represents a unit process within a flowsheet used for the reduction of iron oxide with 
hydrogen.  The product contains Fe, FeO and remnant Fe3O4 as a result of kinetic restrictions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The unit process has 5 reaction species amongst which there are 2 independent reactions: 

    5=RS : Fe3O4, FeO, H2, H2O, Fe 

      2=R : OHFeOHOFe 2243 3 +→+  (1) 

 OHFeHFeO 22 +→+  (2) 

Extents of Reaction 

The species balance method requires that extents of reaction are either known or defined by an unknown.  In 
this case, let the respective extents of the two independent reactions be represented by 1ε  relative to Fe3O4 
for reaction 1 and 2ε relative to FeO for reaction 2. 

Reactor 
Fe3O4 + H2 → 3FeO + H2O 

FeO + H2 → Fe +H2O  
Ore 

Fe3O4 
1 kg mole 

1 

3 2  

Reducing Gas 
nH2(2) 
nH2O(2) 

nN2 

Product 
nFe 
nFeO 

nFe3O4 

4 

Off Gas 
nH2(3) 
nH2O(3) 

nN2 
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Species Balance Equations 

One balance is written for each reaction species according to: 

Species Output  =  Species Input  +  Production (+ve) or Depletion (-ve) of Species by the Reaction 

OHFeOHOFe 2243 3 +→+       Extent: 1ε  relative to Fe3O4 

OHFeHFeO 22 +→+      Extent: 2ε  relative to FeO 

   Change due to Reaction 
Reaction Species Output Input Reaction 1 Reaction 2 

Fe3O4 nFe3O4 1 - 1ε  0 

FeO nFeO 0 3 1ε  -3 21εε  

Fe nFe 0 0 +3 21εε  

H2 nH2(3) nH2(2) - 1ε  -3 21εε  

H2O nH2O(3) nH2O(2) + 1ε  +3 21εε  

 

Fe3O4 Balance 143 1 ε−=OFen   

FeO Balance )1(3330 21211 εεεεε −=−+=  -FeOn   

Fe Balance 1111 3300 εεεε =++=Fen   

H2 Balance )31(3 21)2(2211)2(2)3(2 εεεεε +−=−−= HHH nnn   

H2O Balance )31(3 21)2(2211)2(2)3(2 εεεεε ++=++= OHOHOH nnn   

Degree of Freedom 

The expression for the DOF analysis using the species balance approach is given by: 

 ∑∑ −+−= nsRestrictioUnknowns )( activeR SSDOF   

Degree of Freedom Analysis 

Unknowns: nH2(2)  nH2O(2)  nN2  nH2(3)  nH2O(3)  nFe  nFeO  nFe3O4  1ε   2ε  10 

Species Balances: 5=RS  (Fe3O4, FeO, Fe, H2, H2O) 5 

Restrictions: None 0 

Comments 

N2 has a common variable which utilises the species balance, thus activeS  = 0. 

Degree of Freedom 

 50510 =−−=DOF   

Thus 5 of 10 unknowns need to be specified for the balance to be solved. 
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Comparison of Species and Component Balance Methods 

Degree of Freedom 

The DOF analysis for the above example using the component balance method is: 

 ∑∑ −−= nsRestrictioUnknowns activeCDOF   

Unknowns: nH2(2)  nH2O(2)  nN2  nH2(3)  nH2O(3)  nFe  nFeO  nFe3O4 8 

Components: 41)35()( =+−=+−= SRSC R  

activeC  Reaction Elements (Fe, H, O) (N2 has a common variable) 3 

Restrictions: None 0 

 5038 =−−=DOF   

In common with the species balance, 5 of 10 unknowns need to be specified for the component balance to be 
completely solved and so fundamentally the methods are identical. 

Extents of Reaction in Component Balances 

The extents of each reaction do not necessarily have to be specified for the component balance method and if 
no extents of reaction values are given as process specifications, they can be ignored.  Any declared values 
for extents of reaction are simply treated as additional restrictions, with each creating one equation in addition 
to the set of component balance equations.  For example, if the extent of reaction 1 above was declared as 
0.98 as a process specification, then a simple restriction equation utilising this information would be 

998.0143 == εOFen . 
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 Appendix 7 
Solving Linear Equations using Matrix Inversion 

Consider the following three linear equations containing three unknowns x, y and z: 

 823 =++− zyx  

 213 −=−− zyx  

 7164 =+− zyx  

This system can be expressed in matrix form as: 
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is the Numeric Matrix (N) 

If the number of equations equals the number of unknowns (which gives a symmetrical matrix) and all 
equations are independent (which gives a non-singular matrix) then the coefficient matrix will have an Inverse 
Matrix (C-1), such that 

 NCV 1−=  

Accordingly, a solution can be found for the equation set by multiplication of the Inverse of the Coefficient 
Matrix and the Numeric Matrix.  The Variable Matrix (V) now contains the numerical values for the variables 
and can also be called the Solution Matrix. 
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